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Found On Frozen Body of Clark Island Man,
Discovered Yesterday
cheiill c. Earle Ludwick. to
cher with his staff of deputies,
„ continuing this morning an in
stigation of what may prove to
a murder committed at Clark
R'aiitl >mc time last Saturday or
Stinfluv It was started last night
,,r j Russell Davis, Thomaston
niert.iker. discovered a stab
u-und and other evidences of foul
play (-11 the body ef one Charles
nju-h!
Clerks Island.
Doughty's body was found in the
jood.. at Clark Island, about 100
a;ds from a tiny camp in which
,,v»-d alone, at 10 a. m. yester(in b\ Owen Chaples and Wilbur
ijlfn who notified medical examDi. H J- Weisman. The body
»as frozen so badly that an ex
amination was impossible and it
was removed to the Davis funeral
home to await examination later
in the day.
Ear . last night, Davks started to
prepare tiie body for the medical
c.iiiiuet In removing a gTeen
liuii! shirt which the man had
been wearing at the time of death,
Davis found what appeared to be
a stab wound below the coll&r line
on the right side of the neck. He
railed Dr. Weisman who made hts
official examination of the body
and found other evidences of foul
pla. and called Sheriff Ludwick.
Tie body wa.s not in condition
to perform an autopsy last night
and arrangements were made
through the sheriff's offlce with
Attorney General Prank I. Cowan
to have Dr. Arch Morrill, State
pathologist, attached to the Attor
ney General's Department, make
a post mortem examination with
Dr Weisman this morning.
Clark Island last night by Sheriff
Ludwick and Deputy Sheriff Robert
A Webster. The man’s daily of-

iting
.ri Harbor, in a pledge of
vings plan. The Company
Bonds.

Tips About Tires

Well Over The Top

am Lincoln had a philosoncst unrecognizable today:
hac laith that right makes
and in that faith let us to
dare o do our duty as we
nd it.”

Motorists are urged to increase
their tire pressure to obtain maxi
mum tread mileage, says S. P.
Thatcher, manager of the fleld engi
neering and service department.
United States Rubber Company.
Tt is a well known fact,*' Mr.
Thatcher said, “that if recommen
dations for operating pressures be
low 30 pounds were raised to 30
pounds, and recommendations for
pressure of 30 pound or above were
raised to 35 pounds (easily remem
bered figures)) maximum tread
mileage would be obtained and
steering would be easier, although
the riding qualities would be slight
ly harder. Maintenance at all times
of proper tire inflation is as im
portant. so far as safety and mile
age are concerned, as driving at a
moderate speed. Tires should be
checked at least once a week and
pressure increased if necessary . It
has been found that if tire inflation
is carried at five pounds below’ the
correct pressure, tire life will be re
duced by as much as 20 percent.
"Frequently, one or two tires c-n
a car require the addition of more
pressure, at each checking, than
the other tires. Often, the reason
fcr this will be found to be a leak
ing valve core or a pin-hole in a
tube, in such cases, the valve core
should be replaced if tightening will
ont stop the leak, or the pin-hole
m the tube should be patched.”

Rockland’s Red Cross War
Fund Is Now In Excess
Of $5303

Enjoy the splendor of blue
«nd summer sees—In
i American tropic*.

El Comodom Hotel offer*
♦He faciliti es nil fhe restful
•arm end perfect comfort
suit the most erecting
»te. located in the heart
downtown Miami—"just a
"’per” from all activities,
are are 250 artistically fur*
ihed rooms with tub and
ower from $2.50 single and
I 00 double. Steam heat,
i modern air cooled Coffee
|op Is famous for fine food

■at moderate prices.

The

cktail Lou nge is deservedly

ipular.
Man your Miami Vacation
nowl For information or
reservations, address
Joseph H. Adams,
Mgr., or your
travel agent.

was made

at

FRUIT BASKETS
Choice Fruit, carefully packed,
tastefully arranged, promptly
delivered

NAUM.& ADAMS
SO MAIN ST., ROCKLAND. ME.
TEL. 827

A report from Frederic H. Bird,
chairman of the Red Cross War
Fund for this city, presents a sup
plemental report, showing that
Rockland has now raised $5303—
generously over the top, which it
reached a fortnight ago.
The new additions are:
Knox & Lincoln Past Noble
Grands Association............... $5.00
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Simmons 5.00
Central Maine Power Co......... 99.00
Mr and Mrs. Isidor Gordon .. 25 00
Rockland Junior Women's
Club ...................................... 15.00
Rcse McNamara ...................... 100
Mrs. Martha T. Farwell.......... 5 00
Kaliopi Economy .................... 1 00
Rockland Boy Scouts, from
sale of papers ...................... 71.30
Mr. and Mrs. S. T. Constan

3.GO
5.00
Maritime Oil Co........................... 26.00
“Four Winds." Ash Point ..... 10.00
Dr. H. J. Weisman................... 5.00
W-. H. Glover Co. employes.... 2.50
Chisholm Spa employes.......... L00
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Lowe .... 100
Owl's Head Bridge Club ......... 3.15
Miscellaneous ........................ 6.23
A Friend ................................... 100
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Butler .... 2.00
Mr. and Mrs. David Goldberg 5.00
M. & G. Sportswear Co. em
ployes ................................... 14.00
Ralph Ulmer Aux. United
Spanish War Veterans ...... 5 00
Mr. and Mrs. Frank L.
Knowlton .................................
Court House Employes .......... 8 00
1.00
A. M. C. ..............................
2.00
George W Foster ...............
1.00
J. F. King .......................... .

tine .................................................

B. & R. Transportation Co.....

Total ................................. ..... $5,303.37

INTING SERVICE

His Success will
depend on his

-s

t in print—and sell y<>ur
handise.
Ask for oar
trices on smart circular
•ng.

Youth looks forward with eager
Training mind and body, storing one wtt"
knowledge, the other with health, all of hun
•s animated with hope to achieve great deeds
ream to come.
. That success would
Are you teaching him the importance of
' has special health
hol<i no reality without physical
lins,lor instruct yoor son
P> able ms the family physician Is a friendly counselor.
,0 to to him.
_~
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and seed.

Latest: Dr. Arch Morrill, State
pathologist, arrived this morning
and went directly to view the scene
of supposed crime and to inspect a
rock which was found near
Doughty's head. The body was
taken to Knox Hospital this morn
ing for X-raying. The autopsy
was due to begin upon Morrill’s
return from Clark Island.

An investigation

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

Advertising rates based upon circulation and very reasonable.
"Die Rockland Gozette was established in 1846. In 1874 the Courier
was established and consolidated with the Gazette in 1882. The Free Press
f der of milk, which was left at the was established in 1865 and in 1891 changed its name to the Tribune.
These papers consolidated March 17. 1897.
entrance to the main road from
| the path to his camp, was found
[EDITORIAL!
■ to have been untouched for two
days, indicating that he might
The anger which the “general public”
I have met death Sunday.
NOT MANY
felt over the bestowal of pensions upon
PENSION
Congressmen would seem to have no further
Th? position of the supposed
SUPPORTERS cause for existence, the House having voted
stab wound in the neck and below
389 to 7 for the repeal of the act. The hand
the collar line would indicate that
ful of Representatives who stuck to their guns was composed
he had not been wearing the shirt
entirely of Democrats, but perhaps this has no political sig
which he was wearing when found
nificance. The financial effect of these pensions would not be
after death had taken place, as
very disturbing in these days of wild and woolly figures, but
there was no blood on the shirt
with
another pension system knocking vainly at the Con
and no hole through the shirt col
gressional
doors, the plan did not find high favor. It ls true
lar as there would otherwise have
that the men and women we send to Congress are under an
been.
extremely heavy expense, but the desire to go to Washington
Doughty is said to have settled
does not seem to take that into account, and it Is safe to say
in Clark Lsland some three years
that a large majority of thase who go to represent us in the
ago, coming there from his former
Nation’s Capitol spend a very large proportion of their salaries
home in Richmond, where a sister
in getting elected. Pensions can wait while we are in the
Is believed to be now living. He
throes of war emergencies.
wa.s receiving aid from the Old
Age Assistance fund of the State
The seriousness of the war situation Is
and had, before suffering a shock
voiced no more eloquently than in the
last Summer, fished .some along
IT'S TIME
statement of Oen. Hershey, national selec
shore witli a small boat he had
THAT WE
bought.
AWAKENED tive service director, who declares that “the
time might come when every able-bodied
He was well known to the peo
man may be compelled to join the armed forces," and that
ple in the village and was seen
“it is essential to make efficient use of every man, woman and
about the community at frequent
child capable of assisting in America’s war effort.” The ease
intervals.
with which some citizens thought Japan might be “knocked
He is said to have been a sea
off” vanishes in the face of Japanese inroads in the Far East
man most of his life, having gone
and the depredations w’hich are being conducted on our West
to sea in sailing vessels as a cook.
ern shores by that Nation. No, the Japs are no easy oppon
He had expressed his intention of
ents;
they are daring, powerful, resourceful. That they are
starting farming operations in a
unscrupulous the Pearl Harbor incident showed. If the people
small way this Spring and had
of the United States are not fully awake to their danger it is
been saving funds from hLs small
time to call them. And not wait for Standard Time, either.
pension to purchase implements
• * ♦ •
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The hoarder must be either a lonely
person or one prepared to accept loneliness
for the duration. He is not likely to invite
company or to be popular in company, for
obvious reasons. In peacetime when people
speak of a hoard it is usually a miser's hoard. Alone at night
in his attic or cellar he gloats over his treasure. It is not likely
that the war hoarder will go to that extent. He will not lock
himself up in his pantry and dabble his fingers in bushels of
green peas or sackfuls of sugar. He will not lock himself in
his bedroom, pull down the shades, and plunge into an orgy
of silk pajamas, donning suit after suit until he has run the
gamut of the whole two dozen suits.—New York Times.

SAFE
BUT
LONELY

Rangoon Is regarded “as good as lost.”
and the British have fired the city, wlthdrawing to a new anchor point above the
city.
The British air forces raided Kiel and
other German coastal points last night.
A sandstorm is interrupting operations in Libya.
The Java to Australia supply line has been reopened.
The Australian air arm has fallen with strong effect on
Japanese air and naval forces marshali ng within 400 to 500
miles above the continent for an expected full-scale invasion,
the R.A.F. announced yesterday.
American pilots and bombardiers fighting in the Nether
lands Indies sank two large Japanese transports, shot down
at least three enemy aircraft and damaged several more in
three separate actions, the War Department reported yester
day. Tliere were no American losses.
The rescue of an additional 125 survivors of the U. S. de
stroyer Truxtun and the U. S. Naval supplv ship Pollux w’as
reported last night along w-ith the first thrilling details of a
heroic battle which Newfoundlanders and the American officers
and seamen waged against the elements as their vessels were
pounded to pieces on Newfoundland’s rocks in a blizzard.
MORNING’S
NEWS IN A
NUTSHELL

NOT COINC TO BUILD THEM

The story which appeared in a
Portland newspaper yesterday to
the effect that contracts for 12
wooden minesweepers had been
awarded to Snow Shipyards, Inc. of
Rockland, H. G. Marr of Damari
scotta, and the Camden Yacht &
Marine Railway was promptly
stamped as incorrect by Philip
Smith, president of the Rockland
Corporation.
Mr. Smith didn’t use an expres
sion quite as polite as that, and em
ployed seme adjectives equally
forceful, but that was the story in
a nutshell.
“We’re not going to build them,”
he told The Courier-Gazette re
porter. Then President Smith went

on to explain that hLs concern had
received “a letter of intent’’ some
time ago, indicating the possibility
ot contracts being placed here.
While this letter was under con
sideration in the Rockland office
there came a telephone message
from Washington that the proposed
contracts had been cancelled.
And within a short time President
Smith received other phone calls—
one from Manager Wyman of tiie
Camden yard, stating that he had
received a similar message from
Washington, and a second message
from Mr. Marr of Damariscotta, to
a similar effect.
Tints explodes something w’hich
sounded real good to the casual

The Black Cat

WHERE WILL SHE DOCK?
Steamboat Line Up Against Stiff Proposition
—Rockland May Lose
There is a rumor on the street
this morning that the Vinalhaven
& Rockland Steamboat Company
has been offered at least two
chances to dock, and have shore
offices and freight sheds, hi Cam
den. Certain Camden interests are
said to be mast anxious to have
the line’s terminal located on their
waterfront and stand ready to
erect the necessary buildings and
slips to accommodate them at once.
Taking into consideration the
amount of business that the steam
ers bring into a mainland com
munity from the islands and the
money that the line spends for
dockage, supplies and salaries in
a year, it is good business on any
town’s part to make an effort to
have them locate there. Travelers
going to and from the islands al
ways leave money in the town
where the steamer is based and
do more or less of their regular
shopping there.
The Vinalhaven & Rockland line
carried a total of 20.819 passengers
in 1041. all of which means a
large amount of money flowing
through the community where the
boats touch the mainland. A total
of 4.100 tons of freight was also
transported by the line, all of it
having to go over the Rockland
docks and' meaning income for

List Of Explosives
For Which Licenses Are Re
quired—M. M. Griffin Is
Knox County Agent

local concerns.
The operating expenses of the
steamers for the year of 1941 was
$63,000. approximately, the greater
portion of which was spent in thLs
city for supplies, coal, food, rent,
taxes and salaries a.s well a.s re
pairs to the ships.
The food bill alone amounted to
$3,500 all of which went into the
pockets of local grocers and whole
sale houses. The bill for coal
amounted to $15,000 and another
$10,000 was spent for ship repairs.
Also, there was a bill for taxes from
the city of Rockland for $576.
Should the officials of the line
decide to make a change and’ dock
in Camden, the greater part of
this income would be diverted
from local trade channels entirely.
The line must move from the
present location on Tillson wharf
within the next few days as the
building wreckers will be ready to
demolish their present quarters
within the week. Efforts have been
made to lease dockage in the city
but at press time this morning
they had been unsuccessful.
Whatever decLsion is made it
must be made immediately and
only the lease of a location with
water enough to allow the North
Haven to dock at low water will
save the line from leaving Rock
land.
Permissible explosives.

The Thorndike Forum Ls un Tiie highest point reached by a
ruffled these days by the hearty railroad in the United States is the
and infectious laugh of Robert summit of Pike’s Peak in Colorado,
(Rebel) Hughes, who sailed Mcnday where the rails are laid 14,109 feet
on the U. S. S. Security for unknown j above sea level. “Pike’s Peak, or
regions.
Everybody misses the bust.”
genial joke-loving chief machinist’s
mate, who made so many friends Elmer E. Alien of Tenant’s Har
during hLs brief stay here in the bor recalled in a recent issue how
Northland. His new ship was built he attended the Sousa’s Band con
at Damariscotta and equipped and: cert in Farwell Opera House May
outfitted at the Snow Shipyards. 8, 1896 If my recollection serves me
The Forum will soon lose two other correctly this famous organization
popular members, Messrs. Carlson came twice to Rockland, and per
and Cocper, and the only recom haps some reader of The Black Cat
pense seems to be the return of can supply the other date. Another
Harry Johnson from “Half-Tide,” a famous band—Creatores—came to
thLs city many years ago, and I later
month hence.
heard it in Empire Theatre, Lew
/
Whites predominate in every iston.
State of the Union, but it’s a rub
"Among the many kinds of scrap
and a go down in Mississippi, where metal we are saving I see hay wire
49.5 per cent of the population is mentioned,” writes E. H. Philbrick.
made up of negroes.
“I wonder if any old timers re
Should be milk enough to go
around in this country, with a milkcow to every six persons. Farmers, i
at least, are interested in the cen
sus figures which show that in 1940
there were 21,936.556 cows and heif
ers, and that they produced 11,508,243,760 gallons of milk. Sounds like
least-lend figures.

member when pressed hay was
bound with wooden hoops—hay
bands as we called them. They
were' shaved from birch poles, 12
feet long and usually brought $14.00
per thousand, and made quite a good
•business for the farmers in the Fall.
But that would be impossible now,
a.s there are not many old fogies
like myself who could save a hoop.”

Also there should be no scarcity One year ago: Rockland Lodge,
of cigarets for the tobacco crop at F.A.M. held the first installation in
the time of the last agricultural j the new Masonic Temple, with Rt.
census totalled 1,699,727,914 pounds, Wor. Louis A. Walker officiating.—
roughly equivalent to the weight of Among tiie deaths: Union, Lillian
the U. S. Pacific Fleet, at tiie be-1 A. Alden, 73; Rockland, Sarah Linginning of the war with Japan.
den, 82; Cushing, Levi B. Ulmer, 93.

TWELVE MORE HAVE GONE
A group of 12 Knox County men left the offices of the Knox County
Selective Service Board yesterday afternoon for service with the Army.
Selective Service regulations forbid the publication of their destination.
However, they are to report to a recruit center where they will be intro
duced to Army life and assigned to different branches of the service for
training.

Ammonium picrate.
Picra tes.
Picric Acid.
Address
Smokeless powder (except small Name
Nearest Relative
,arms or shotgun cartridges).
Lloyd Earl Mansfield, Camden
Albert Mansfield, father
Squibs.
George Nelson McClure. Rockland
Mrs. Margaret McKinney, mother
Leland Simmons, Friendship
Trinitrotoluene (triton).
. Mrs Rcscoe Simmons, mother
Maurice S. Fitzgerald, Camden
Trinitrocresol.
Eva Fitzgerald, sister
Ralph Edward Caven, Clark Island
Trinitronaphthalene.
Elizabeth Mae Caven, mother
Woodrow W. Cayton, Rockland
Tetranitroaniline.
Leonra Cayton, wife

Buying New Cars

Will Meet Sunday

CLAM CHOWDER

(By The Roving Reporter^

reader.

Milton M. Griffin who has been
other election may be held.
Union organizers, headed by apppinted agent of explosives for
Alonzo F. Young of Boston, arrived Knox County hands this paper the
following list requiring licenses. If
Snow Employes Voting To in the city today, and are watching you
'
can’t pronounce all of the
Tetranitromethylaniline.
the progress of today’s election.
day On the A. F. L.
names, sneeze ’em as the boys in
List of ingredients requiring
Proposition
the street say:
licenses
Ammonium nitrate.
Chlorates:
An election, conducted for the
Blasting powder.
Barium
employes of Snow Shipyards, Inc.,
Blasting caps,
Number
Rationed
To
Knox
Potassium
by representatives of the National
Caps, blasting, detonating, per
Sodium.
County This Spring Is
Labor Relations Board, will be held
mission—all classes.
Strontium.
Twenty-one
Chlorate powders.
today. The polls are located in the
Nitrates: Ammonium
Detonating fuse, or coroeau deMaine automobile dealers may sell
old store building and will be open
Oxygen (liquid).
662 new passenger cars from March tonant.
Perchlorates: Perchloric acid and
from 12 noon until 3 p. m.
Detonators.
3 to May 31 this year under the au
salts.
The workers will vote on the
Dynamites.
tomobile rationing plan.
Phosphorus:
question of whether or not they wish
Electric blasting machines.
That represents the state’s quota
White.
to have the American Federation of which State Rationing Director
Electric blasting caps
Yellow.
Labor act as a bargaining agent for
Fireworks.
Towle said had been established by
them in affairs having to do with
federal authorities for that period. Flashlight powders.
all labor questions. This is the sole
Earlier in the day, Towle an Fulminates.
question on the ballot.
A meeting of the Knox County
Fuse cf all varieties.
nounced that the State’s quota of
There has been no union formed
Defense Savings Committee has
Guncotton.
passenger car and truck tires and
at the yard as yet despite the fact
Gunpowder and gunpowder mix been called for Sunday at the Ccm
that several meetings have been tubes for March had been substan tures (except small arms or shotgun munity Building in Rockland at
tially increased over that of Feb
held with organizers of the labor
3 p. m.
cartridges).
ruary.
Guest speakers will include the
group.
Nitrocellulose
exceeding
10.18
The number of new cars which percent nitrogen.
Since the union movement started
State Administrator Clinton A.
some three weeks ago, there has may be sold in this section follows:
Clauson, Deputy Administrator Ern
Nitroglucose.
been much discussion both for and Knox County, 21: Lincoln, 14; Han
Nitroglycerin (except in official est L. Wellman, and Associate Ad
against the union which resulted in cock. 28; Waldo, 16.
U. S. Pharmacopoeia solution, or ministrator Robert G. Crocker of
The tire quota for next month, in form of pills, or granules, con the Defense Savings Staff at Au
the election being held this after
noon. The union must obtain 51 Tcwle said, will be 569 passenger and taining not more than one-fiftieth gusta. who will lead informal dis
percent of the total vote in order to 476 tubes, 1215 truck and 1564 tubes, of a grain each).
cussions intended to assist in setting
be permitted to organize, otherwise and 521 truck retreads.
up a sound program for the contin
Nitroglycol.
they must cease activities for one
ued purchase of Defense Savings
Nitromannite.
year, at the end of which time an Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette
Bonds and Stamps in Knox Coun
Nitrostarch.
ty. Every chairman should plan to
Nitrosugar.
be present to receive first-hand in
formation regarding the work ex
pected of his committee. If they
MAIN ST. AT PARK ST.
wish to bring along other interested
ROCKLAND, ME.
citizens
they will be welcome.
PUBLIC SUPPER
The war situation at present is
HOME OF
AND AUCTION
far from encouraging, but every
ST. PETBB'S CHUBCH
SUPER DELICIOUS
Defense Bond and Stamp sold will
Sponsored by the Brotherhood of eventually help to brighten the out
JUMBO ICE CBEAM SODAS AND MILK SHAKES
St. Peter’s Church
look.
This meeting will teach
TOBACCOS. PIPES. CIGARETTES
THURSDAY
some
of
the right methods in hand
LIGHT GROCERIES. CONFECTIONERY
at 6.00 o’clock
ling the sales campaign. Leforest
STATE AND LOCAL PAPERS
PRICE 40 CENTS
........
24’35 A. Thurston is Knox County chair
man for Defense Savings.

PEANUTS

Volume 97.. .. .. .. .. .. . Number 25.

Contracts Supposed To Come To Maine Ship
yards Were Cancelled

A Bargaining Agent

OXTON’S

Thursday
Issue

Leroy Leeman Watson. Friendship

Henry Watson, father

Stanley Albert Prescott, Rockland
Howard Charles Kaura, Cushing
Carlton Libby Vose, Rockland
Arthur Lermond Jones, Union

Ada Prescott, mother
Charles Kaura, father
Ethel Moody, mother
Lyman Jones, father
Mrs. Frank C. Reed, mother

William Cleveland iReed, Thomaston

NEW COMMISSIONER CANDIDATE
Interest in the county commis-<
sioner contest was intensified yes and William Plumer, Asst. County
terday with the appearance in the Agent in Market Gardening, will
field of a fourth candidate. Two be the speakers.
positions are to be filled.
For
dependable
radio service
The newcomer in the fleld is a
jail the Radio Shop, Tel. 844, 617
well known Warren resident, Wil Main street Complete Philco Line,
lis R. Vinal, who holds the offices -adv
eo-tf
of town clerk and town treasurer,
but who, it is reported, may re
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
linquish the former at Monday’s
Warren town meeting. His in
If I had my life to live again I
have made a rule to read some
tention to enter the contest came would
poetry and listen to some music at
with the decision of Representa least once a week. The lose of thee*
tastes is a loss of happiness.—CbarlM
tive Elbert Starrett not to be a Darwin
candidate.
The contestants who preceded A VOICE FROM ENGLAND SPEAKS
dear women all who sew and
him in the field, given in the or Oh. you.
knit.
Great-hearted women, you who myder of their entry, were Alfred C.
derstand
Hocking, who was appointed to The utter desolation that we know.
You give your bounty with an open
fill out the term of the late Foy
hand.
are here whenever “All-dear''
Brown; George E. Boynton of And you
sounds.
Camden and Everett Libby of
When dust ls all that was a home
before.
Vinalhaven.
When cruel flames burn every trea
The nominee receiving the larg
est vote will have the 6-year term.

sured thing.

Yes. you are here to give us hope
once more.
as your hearts, the garments
that you send:
thousand
children
have
you
dressed;
And Mothers smile again, and through
the land
In every shattered home your name
Is blessed.
Warm

Garden Meeting At Rockland
“Pood for Defense” that Ls a sub
ject all are interested in. In order
to plan a policy for Knox and Lin
coln counties a meeting will tie held
at the Knox County Court House,
Tuesday. March 3. at 1.30 p. m.
R. N. Atherton, Extension Eaonomist in Marketing, who attended

the National Garden Conference

A

Though life ls gray, your thoughts
shine as the sun.
Your boundless pity quickens at our
call.
Your gifts infold us and our courage
grows.
And so ln England's name I thank

you all.

—W Owyn-Jeffreya, in New Torn
held in Washington in December Tinea

If;

Page
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Thou shalt love thy neighbor as
thyself—Matt. 22:39.

The Memory Man

More Episodes In the Life of
that “Athletic Prodigy,”
Al. Farnham
(Second installment)
(By Iree Member)
Capt. John Bernet was mate of
the Georgia Berry that trip and
the three deck hands—Al, Rube
Murphy and Del Brown—tried out
a few pranks on John. I was told
that John was a good sport of the
number one variety and enjoyed it
as much as the boys did, but,
(spelled with capitals) he also
knew a few tricks of his own and
before the trip ended he had all
the boys “in his vest pocket" so to
speak and Al, in particular, learned
his lesson so well that John told
Al’s dad, later, that Al was a dam
good boy—which, considering what
an infernal little rascal Al was
when the trip started, was saying
a lott
In those days when there were
a number of small vessels engaged
in carrying lime to Boston and
freight back to Rockland and Bel
fast. The wages paid was $10. for
the trip, plus 10 percent of the
freight money on the return trip.
Some of the captains were “hust
lers" and made some of the trips
in one week. Al told me that he
once made seven trips in seven
weeks and was in Rockland every
Sunday—which strikes me as being
some record.
I don't know just how many of
these small vessels were in the
trade but collectively they were
called “the fleet’’ and lt boasted
an “Admiral” (Capt. Bradbury) and
a Comodore (Capt. Kim Elwell)
and their meetings were held in the
stores of A. P. Crockett, Albert
Ames. K. C. Rankin, Joseph Abbott
and Son. Cobb Lime Co. and I. L.
Snow. At these meetings many
“tall" sea stories were told and a
jolly "get-to-gether” was enjoyed
by all. Alas! Iree was not present
else he would delight in retelling
some of them.
Al shipped for many of his voy
ages through John S. Ranlett
agency and here is what he once
told me about John and Mary Ran
lett. Mrs. Ranlett was John’s “right
hand" as well as his wife and this

well loved couple fathered and
mothered “their boys" and not only
made the agency a shipping office
but a real home as well. The spiri
tual as well as the material wel
fare of the men was not neglected
and regular religious services were
held. Mr. and Mrs. Ranlett both
shared in these services and gained
the love and respect of “their boys"
by their kindness and ever ready
helping hand, not for a day. only,
but through long years of service.
I don’t know how many children
were born to this couple but knowone son “Johnie", a fine boy and
man. He now resides in Rockville.
Al said Johnie was a fine clog
dancer. I think he was in the cigar
making business at one time.
When the Alfred Keene was
wrecked—but before I tell about
that I want to go back and tell a
few things about Al. long before
he ever sailed the briny deep. I
heard his mother say, when I was
in knee pants, that Al weighed ex
actly three pounds when he was
born and that his whole face, from
below his chin to the top of his
forehead, could be entirely covered
from view by placing the top of a
common cup over his face! Yes,
he was a wee chap but he made up
In vitality what he lacked in size!
He throve and grew like the pro
verbial "green bay tree" and was
never ill. I believe that his weight,
when he “got his growth" was never
more than, oh, around 150 pounds
but he held up his end with other
and larger men on any job where
strength and dexterity were needed.
I know wherof I speak for Al and
Iree lived in the same neighbor
hood for many years and we were
like brothers. He shoveled “chips"
ln the old Bog quarry, farmed, was
a pressman in the oft quoted
Mowry & Payson pant factory, and.
well, he worked at so many differ
ent kinds of work that I can’t take
time and space to name them all.
He was ftf! of the Old Nick and I
think it w!?l interest the Iree read
ers if I tell one or two more of his
pranks and stunts. Here is one of
the latter.
He was employed by Parrand &
Spear and his father-in-law, T. J.
Brown, w-as raising a pig and asked
Al to bring home a little com for
the pig when he. Al, came home at
night. “Hud" Hall—a member of
the Parrand Spear Co.—filled the
order and asked Al how much corn
he w-anted. “Oh,” said Al, “about
a hundred pounds.” Mr. Hall knew
that Al lived “at The Bog" and also
knew something of Al’s prank play-

Esso Dealers’ air gauges
have been checked for
accuracy
YOUR ESSO DEALER
can and will help you to make
your tires lait! He knows that
tires 30% under-inflated rob
you of one-quarter of your pos
sible mileage. One mile in four! And a recent check showed
that nine out of every ten air standards are inaccurate!
So your Esso Dealer has had his air gauge tested and, if nec
essary, adjusted to give the exact pressure needed. Further, he
has a special chart showing the car-maker’s tire pressure rec
ommendations for your car. And he’ll be glad to give you a
ready reference memo card, which shows proper pressures for
your tires, both front and back.
Here are other services that lengthen tire mileage:

SWITCH WMIflS IVIRV 3,000-9,000

CHICK WHIIl ALI0MM1NT MRIOOI-

Mills. If you have no spare, move

CALLT.Watch for uneven or spotty

front tires straight "back and shift
rear tires to opposite sidesinfroot.

wear. Tires out of line literally
drag sidewise at every revolution.

- rttr • < j
ripair SMALL CUTS. Even a tiny cut
can work right through and ruin
a tire. Have tires examined fre
quently and repaired.

KIIP WHIUJ ANO TIRU IN RALAHCI.
Whenever tire and tube are re
moved from rim. have wheel bal
anced again to avoid uneven wear.

HOW YOU CAN HELP:
1. Refrain from high speed driving,

2. Accelerate and brake slowly.
3. Avoid scuffing against curbs.

4. Never drive on a flat.
5. Don’t get oil or grease on tires.
g. Let your Esso Dealer check tire
pressures at least once a week.

Oil IS AMMUNITION...UR ff WIRIYI

£sso)

FvArv-Other-Day

M MM mn ANO TUNS AM MOP121T RMMINTMu Use proper tools
to prevent damaging tire bead OK
pinching the inner tube.

CAM SAKS WEAR
COLONIAL BEACON OIL COMPANY

Lincoln Baptists

Heard Able Addresses At
Warren Meeting—Mis
sionary Giving Excel Is
Last Year’s
The quarterly meeting of the Lin' coin Baptist Association was enter, tained by the Warren Church Mon
day with an attendance for the day
cf 160. Rev. W. G. P:ote of Bel1 fast, moderator, presided.
The
i theme for the day was, “The Mis
sion of the Church in a World at
; War."
; Rev. C. A. Marstaller of Rockland
j was the devotional leader fcr the
j morning session. Prayer was of• fered by Rev. M. H Dorr, Rev
I Lauris Whitman, and Rev. W. S
! Stackhouse. Mr Marstaller empha1 sized the fact that the people cf the
church are Christ's emissaries in the
world today and it is cur mission to
bring comforting, ccunselling. and
commanding words to people today
in order to meet the ieed of the
world.
Rev. J. 8. Pendleton, the State
Secretary, brought an encouraging
message on tlie topic, "The Un
failing Witness of the Church.” He
reported that fcr this year so fav
missionary giving among Baptists
of Maine is $4000 in excess of last
year's giving and this does not in
clude tlie $10,600 given so far for the
Wcrld Emergency Fund.
The slogan for the next year may
well be, “Keep the Light Burning."
In the midst of so many things
claiming our interest today let us
put first things first, stop playing
at religion and show to the many
people who are turning back to the
church in this crisis an attitude of
confidence and assurance which will
offset the evil propaganda abroad
In our land and lay the foundation
for a better world after the victory
has been gained.
Rev. Lauris Whitman of Islesbcro
conducted the afternoon devotions,
bringing a new interpretation cf the
Lord’s Prayer which was Jesus' an
swer to the request of His disciples
’who asked “Lord teach us to pray.’’
The missionary hcur was presid
ed over by Mrs. Betty Dorr of Mor
rill, president of the Women’s Mis
sionary Conference of the Associa
tion. Mrs. Nathan Hunt led in
prayer. The speaker was Rev.
Chester Wood, pastor of the Beth
any Baptist Church of Skowhegan
who for 17 years was a missionary to
China. His subject was “Chinese
Christians at Work,” and he said in
part: The story of the white man
in the Orient is not one of which
we can be proud. He has done so
much to exploit the colored races
for his cwn worldly gain. But the
Christian Church has been a power
for uplift in China and today 80^
of the national government of China
is Christian and 8% of the total
population of China are followers of
Him.
No estimate can be made of the
Christian religion among the re
maining population. Generalissimo
an Madame Chiang-Kai-Shek are
Christians who live their religion in
their daily lives and whose daily
prayers are fcr their neighbors in
Japan that they may be freed from
the domination of the militarists
who are forcing the war upon them.
Dr Wood brought many word pic-'

ing propensities and. thinking fi
presume! that lie would have a bit
of fun with Al he said. “All right,
AI, take a bag of corn off that pile
and if you can carry it home, no
help, mind you. I'll give it to you."
'Well, I'll take you up on that,”
said Al. “I’ll give you my word that
I will carry that bag of com, un
aided. to Jeff Brown’s house at The
Bog. It is night and too dark for
anyone to see whether I do the job
as agreed, so I think you had bet
ter send along a “chaperone" to see
that I do as I agree."
“No' Al," said Hud, “You arc full
of Satan, no doubt, but I don't
believe you are a liar and if you
say you lug that cem home I'll
take • our word for it. Now take
the corn and skeedaddle before I
change my mind.”
Al shouldered the corn and start
ed up Rankin street. He threw
the bag off at the top of “Rankin
Hill", rested a bit and then took
it up and went on again. He said
that corn was awful heavy going
up Kiln Hill but with a rest period
every so often lie landed the com
at its destination.
Hard to believe? Right. But not
impossible. A strong man. any
size, can do stunts like it. How
about the ' soldier who carries
equipment that weighs, I have
been told, about 85 pounds? Car
ries it on long treks, too.
Of course the ordinary man. un
trained. couldn't do it, but Al was
not just ordinary. He was remark
ably strong and his muscles were
trained until they were like steel.
A Jay See won't believe it but—
that is the way I heard it. anyway!
It is a good yarn, anyway. isn't it?
Sure! We need all the smile yarns
we can pass around (during the
emergency, anyway) and Iree likes
to do.his share of passing! “Laugh
and then—you know the rest.
(To be continued)

tures cf the native CSiristian teach
ers, doctors and rulers of China toc’ay whose Christianity w:uld put to
shame that of the Western World.
If the world is to be saved fcr
Christ it may well be that China
will be the instrument to save it.
In his evening address Mr. Wood
described the New Life movement
in China which in 30 years has
brought about a change such has
taken a century in other lands.
Buddhism put China to sleep;
Christianity came with a challenge
and China once a land of sleeping
people has become a light in the
darkness engulfing the world today.
It was a rare privilege to listen to
Mr. Wood as he brought these mess
ages of hcpe and a new and better
understanding of our Chinese Chris
tian bretherss and allies.
Rev. J. Charles MacDonald was
drafted to speak in place of Rev.
Edwin Carter, who was to speak
on the work in the Army camps but
whe was unable to attend on account
of illness. Mr. MacDonald spoke
on the absolute necessity of Chris
tians allowing Christ complete con
trol of their lives. We are new
living show-cases of the power of
God in our lives and if we allow
petty sins to cover our sho wcases we
cease to be witnesses for Him.
Mrs. Clara Emery, civic director
for the Woman's Conference spoke
briefly on the part church members
should play in ccmbating legislation
proposed to abolish lccal option and
legalize State lotteries and asked
support for the Shephard bill now
before the National Congress which
if passed would fortyid the sale of
beer and intoxicating liquors within
a certain area surrounding the army
camps. In some areas now our boys
are complaining that they cannct
get milk to drink while beer is being
sold in the canteens and in a few
instances is even being served in
the mess hall.
Rev. W. S. Stackhouse led the
evening devotions. Deacon Fred
Wyllie of the Thomaston Church
offered prayer. The theme of Mr.
Stackhouse's message was the ways
in which we limit the power of God.
We limit Him to mountain top ex
periences of life, in His choice of
human instruments, in cur prayers,
in the way He speaks to us and in
regard to the compass of His power.
It should be remembered that there
is nothing stronger in the world
than the power of lcve.
A pageant, “The Living Cross,"
was presented by a group of ten
young people from the Littlefield
Memorial Church, directed by Mrs.
Marstalle? and assisted by a chorus
choir and soloists; Walter Griffin,
Misses Miriam Dorman and Sylvia
Hooper and a duet by Mrs. Christine
Dorman and Mrs. Grace Pish. The
pageant was a striking picture of
the way in which the crass brings a
message of hope and comfort to
those who are needing it so sorely
today.
During the business session Mrs.
Robert Wctton of Warren was ap
pointed registration committee. Rev.
W. G. Foote was elected member of
the State Ordination Council and
Rev. Lauris Whitman a member of
the Association pension committee
to fill the vacancies caused by the
withdrawal of Rev. W. F. Brown
from the Association.
A nominating committee consist
ing of Deaccn T. J. Carroll, West
Rockport. Deacon Granville Bach
elder of Tenant’s Harbor and Mrs.
Josephine Grover of Rockland was
appointed by the moderator to bring
in a slate of officers at the annual
meeting in May.
Special music- for the day was a
duet by Mrs. Avis Norwood and
Chester Wyllie and a mixed quartet
number by Mrs. Carrie Wyllie, Mrs.
Norwood, Mr. Wyllie and Charles

Reactivated “Hams”

Again Likely To Take Their
Places In Civilian
Odense
Vital information came into
Rockland Tuesday that local ama
teur radio operators who were ac
tivated after the Pearl Harbor shut
down and then abruptly put off the
air again when preparations for
local coordination were progressing
splendidly are more than likely to
again take their places in the all
important unit of civilian defense.
Nothing definite has been received
frem the recently reorganized
O.C.D. but reading between the
lines on another official bulletin it
is very certain that vital considera
tion of a 100% local civilian defense
program is being carried out.
Whether the previous set-up will
be maintained is not knewn. but it
seems likely that in a city the size
of Rockland with 11 officially re
activated “hams” and two late ap
plicants as yet unconfirmed, that a
survey will be made to determine if
they are sufficient for adequate de
fense communication.
Plans drawn up before the last
QRX peried placed an operatortechnician in each ward, with two
mobile units and a central station
already equipped and ready to func
tion under direction of the Chief
of Police at the city building.
There is no question but re-al
location will be in the 214-meter
band when the ban is lifted again
Also that strict operating regula
tions will be enforced and a de
tailed log kept of all operations
subject to inspection of lccal. State
and national officials. Also that
supplementary examinations may be
given to determine those best quali
fied for efficient operation and
maintenance of the phone and
modulated 0. W. self powered out
fits that will be used in civilian de
fense communications.
More details will be given as fast
as they are received and in the
meantime local “hams" should brush
up on code and technical require
ments of ultra-high frequency self
powered transmitters and receivers
Let's be well prepared when reac
tivation ccmes.
R. W. T.

TEe Orient Alleys
Rangers — Noonan 234- Stewart
253, Welch 287, Pierpont 279, total
1053.
Pirates — Young 226. Ingalls 231,
Chesley 290. Vinal 299, total 1046.
Giants—Overlock 2C3, Holbrook
266, Porter 240, Sullivan 255, total
964.
Eskimos — Adams 192, Hale 233.
Moore 267, Bouchard 253, total 945.
Giants — Overlock 207, Holbrook
258, Porter 269. Sullivan 255, total
989.
Eskimos — Hale 279, Moore 255,
Bouchard 249, Adams 192, total 975.
Upstairs — Anna Robinson 236,
Amy Bracy 221. Hilda Keyes 187,
Charlotte Libby 234, Pat Ward 219,
total, 1099.
Downstairs — Ada Sanders 200,
Carolyn Elwell 203. Liz Pease 214.
Dot Cook 192, Anna La Van 230,
total 1039.
Feyler’s—Sprowl 288, Strout 234.
Elliott 289, Lermond 296. total 1107.
Dennison—Dennison 287. Ingalls
258. Chase 278, Elliot 235. total
1058.
Yanks E. Grafton 391. Williams
438. B. Grafton 432, Pierpcnt 410. F.
Grafton 456, total 2127.
Dodgers — O’Connell 446, Cook
422. Smalley 457. Hastings 470,

Wilson. Pianists and acczmpanists were Mrs. Bertha Drcwett and
Miss Virginia Wyllie.

! part of this island is on Para riveWHERE PARA IS
and on the southern or southwestern
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
In issue of Feb. 19, H. F. C. asks if bank is a city Para.
At least that was their name ln
there is a river in South America on
the Atlantic by the name cf Para, my schcol days.
Robert S. Simmons
and a seaport by that name and
what country it is in.
It is the poisonous saliva of the
In Brazil there Is a river Para
mosquito
which causes swelling
If when climbing a hill the and a city Para.
speedometer goes down to 20 miles i There is an island at the mouth
of the Amazon and the southern Advertise in The Courier-Gazette
an hour, switch to second gear.
Stetson 479. total 2274.
H. Young — W. Levan 446, H.
Young 448. total 933.
E. Hastings—A. Sanders 399, E.
Hastings 454. total 853.
Lynch 530, Young 528. total. 1058.
Andprson 577, Elliot 515, total 1092.
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Under war conditions a checking
account will be especially valuable

to you. Open one at this bank.
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The sinking of the 8012
tanker SS. Cities Service
was of special interest to »
Dobbins; Mr. Dobbins havir.
as 3d officer on this ship m
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Miss Helen Burns Ls sei
ticket chairman for the St l
concert to be presented .
at the High Schcol audit
St. Bernard’s Choir.
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■ AAP’s famous ‘'ANN PAGE FOODS
■ A&P both makes and sells them, sharling the savings with you.
All ai”
■ guaranteed
[purity.
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GREEN PEAS
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GRAPEFRUIT
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COFFEE
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EDGAR BERGEN
CHARLIE McCARI
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WHO’S LAUGHS
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32c

Disney’s
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Shell Service St
Now under managenu

WALTER YATT
FREE PARKING SI]
FOR CUSTOM! !

25'
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Macaroni

I.

man PAGE

2

22c

8 OZ PKGS

9°

Yes, Ana Page Macaroni is top
quality, made from fancy
Semolina! It’s extra delicious
... extra thrifty, too! One of
the quality-famous, nationallyknown A&P-made foods!

4cAKEs25C

OICCEST ISSUB EVER PUBLISHED'
prices also effec
tive at Bclfa-sl.
and 37 Elm
Camden.

Set a Better Table With Surplus Foods
the ftifctit lu l.tiai t Quai«u:ie<

DAVID G.HODGKII
OPTOMETRIS

MACARONI

MAIN sr.
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Richard Dix, Andy De'

Lon Chaney, Jr., Hugh
Broderick Crawford
Frances Farmer, Fuzzy
Robert Stack
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“BADLANDS
OF DAKOTA"
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Universal Prese nts a B..
Western Drama!

SUN.-MON.. MARCOl

$
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Nectar Tea
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Our Own Tea
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PENMET
DESSERTS

CHOPPED
3 CANS 25'
WOMAI
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TLNDERLEAF
ORANGE PEKOE

beer
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Spaghetti
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Hiros
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LOAF
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Nigel Bruce, Dame May
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Peanut Butter
Spaghetti
ANN

Family Flour

2

PAGE

QUART
JAR
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"ENRICHED"

Tea

I9

Our best seller —
because it’s your best
buy. Try a jar today—

LB

JANE PARKER HERMITS
HOT GROSS BURS
PKG

rr

Straw.or Rasp. JAR

Rasp or currant

Sparkle

baked for you today!,

WARWICK

4

ANN PAGE
12 OZ BOTTLE

Marmalade
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H WHITE BREAD
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.
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longhorh cheese

BABY
FOODS
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'

77c
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MEL O-BIT CHEESE

Pillsbury's
Best”

2

Stuffed Olives 4*?^ 23£

c, G

su»u

PURE LARD

Flour

<»3C

BAGS

THURS.-FRI., FEB.
We are privileged to i
one of the outstanding fi
the current season—
CARY GRANT and
JOAN FONTAINE
in

(An excellently-actcd.
melodrama, directed by n r
Alfred Hitchcock)
with

_

, 1 LB
1 BAGS

Chili Sauce

SILVERBROOK BUTTER

Peas

SHOW TIMES
Single Evening Show
Matinees Saturday at
Sunday al 3

“SUSPICION"

39c

BAGS

ANN PAGE

for health.

WHOLE
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Mustard
PREPARED
JAR U
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AAP dairy offerings are rich in the essential vitamins and minerals needed

Com
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MAINE’S LITTLE RADIO
TEL. WALDOBORO

SAUCE
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Vanilla Extract
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Sir Cedric Hardwick

CELERY
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3

Ann Page Ketchup1 boV 1 1c
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Av t tcT
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PORK
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IZ
19c

PAGE8JAR

SPREAD
ANN PAGE

*nn

WITH

J

CARROTS

Beans

and

Winslow-Holbrook Po t
will serve a public supper
Saturday night at Legion

ANN PAGE
PINT JAR

PAGE

PORK

WITH

flavor

quality,

IMayonnaise! ANN

^Hustled to you - - fresher, thriftier
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Salad Dressing
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port at High School audlto
at Bernard’s Choir
March 20—Warren Coined
wav for Gracie.
auspices
tadles Auxiliary at Town h I
March 20
Woman's Krli
nub meets at G AR hall
«»arch 21—Spring begins
March 29 Palm Sunday.
March 30 —Washington
S
class play. "Dan't Darken M\
April 1-2 — Republican S',
ven tion meets in Portland.
April 3—Good Friday.
April 5—Easter.
Mav 1—Montgomery prize
contest at Colby College.

Catholic Women’s Club v
tonight at 7.30 in church h
members go prepared for

nuns

trips to town simply to pay a few bills.
on your car and wear on your tires.

St. Patricks Dav

Continues fine today,
temperature of 20 abo\
morning, and no blizzai
were almost tempted to se
kriegis) in the offing. Tin
month is on its last, leg
well to remember tlie M
^-and defense bonds.

SMOKED Hams '^nXl;^i,L637‘
BRISKET
M ie 35c
MCOK
. ...... 29'

Inmett’s

Pay them by check. Save mileage

Feb 27—Warren High Scho
-rrels at Glover hall.
s March 2 Lady Knox Chaptr
„,Mt day at Universalist ve •
8 March 2—Searsmont—Town
nirtgo hall.
8March 2- Warren—Town nn
March 9 Waldoboro Town i
March 16—Opening of New I
cnrine Flower Show in Bostoi

The Weather

REW ERfiLARD FRUIT CAKE

You can't afford to take needless

ene ol these eolitfy' ing, euperb quality AtR
Steak* ar roasts. Ha will ad
mire your choice, and praise
you far tha savings you
made.
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Pay by
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March 17—New draft lott
WJurchtO17-St ^ Patrick s Da

HOWTO MAKE YOUR
HUSBAND

LAMB LFfi*
B,"«OS
MB ROAST

MARVEL BREAD

YOUR

Fvery-Other-Day

bPMarch 17

High Quality baked gopds you’ll be proud to serve.

SAVE

I

$36 MAIN

ST.,
ROCKL
TEL. 26

Office Hours: 9 to 12.36 1
Evenings By Appoint

BURPEE'
FUNERAL
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. f. BOCKLAND, M
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If this island Ls on Para rivPr
the southern or southwestern
a city Para.
least that was their name ln
peel days.
Robert S. Simmons
the poisonous saliva of the
lito which causes swelling.

rtise in The Courier-Gazette
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TALK of the town

Accidentally Shot

Feb 27- Warren- High School Mln-

Private Arrol D. Lufkin of Deer
Isle, was shot and killed accidentally yesterday at Fort Banks. A
member of Headquarters Battery
Lufkin was assigned to duty with
the fort fire brigade.

March 2 Lady Knox Chapter D.A.R.
„,*st day at Universalist vestry.
p March 2—Searsmont—Town meeting

Capt. John G. Murley of New
Belford
Mass., is having his 10th
ntrlgo hall.
Marrh 2 Warren—Town meeting.
boat built at the Morse BoatbuildMarch 9 Waldoboro- Town meeting.
March 16—Opening of New England ~g Company in Thomastcn, the
cnrlne Flower Show ln Boston.
iel of which is now being laid. Tlie
March 17 St. Patrick's Day.
March 17 -New draft lottery at craft will be named the John G.
Washington. D. C.
March 17—St. Patrick s Day con- Murley, as have two of her predeces
prt at High School auditorium by sors which have been taken by the
ct Bernard’s Choir
the past 18
March 20—Warren Comedy "Gang- government within
av‘ for Gracie.” auspices Baptist
months.
The
new
trawler
will folladles Auxiliary at Town hall.
March 20
Woman’s Educational
w the general lines cf the Morse
Club meets at G.A.R. hall.
fishing boats and will be approxi
• ’arch 21- Spring begins.
March 29 Palm Sunday.
March 30 - Washington— Sophomore mately 95 feet in length, powered
class plav.
Don't Darken My Doors.” witli an Atlas diesel engine.

April 1-2 — Republican State Con
vention meets ln Portland.
April 3—Good Friday.
April 5—Easter.
Mav 1—Montgomery prize speaking
contest at Colby College.

Tlie sinking of the 8013 ton oil
tanker S.S. Cities Service Empire
was cf special interest to Merle F.
Dobbins; Mr. Dobbins having served
as 3d officer on this ship in 1933.

7/ Applaud - - be
quality
and
economy of
|<mo
"ANN PAGE FOODS.”
Ith makes and sells them, shar>

I savings with you.
All ate
Iced
for
quality*
flavor
and

Dressing ;XP^E 20c
innaise
rink
tlCil

15c

ANN PAGE^AR

SPREAD
ANNPAGE

3
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ANN PAGE

MAINE’S LITTLE RADIO CITY
TEL. WALDOBORO 100

CAN

PORK or TOMATO

|H

4 Qr

SAUCE

PORK or TOMATO

|S

WALDO THEATRE

13

16 OZ
CAN'

9®

SAUCE

’age Ketchup1™/11c
ig Powder ?zozpcan10c
2
la Extract S™
boV 29c
ANN PAGE
OZ BOT

IERICAS FAVORITE
10 YEARS IN A ROW'

LBC7C
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|bag
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Z
4 JC
49c
ri 1
lord
BdlU ANN PAGE
Soup pT„ 3
Sauce 2 OZ
fed Olives
Iprvp^c
|CI WC»> ANN PAGE
|LE

9C

9 OZ I
JAR

PREPARED

4P

’IU«
2^C
1 LB<Qc
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ANN PAGE
BOTTLE

ANN PAGE

Straw or R,iso. JAR

A sS oznfle
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ANN PAGE
asp or currant

R

Z

mHHe
ORANGE
IrtldUC
I
A
tlC
U
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Z3

LB
lb
JAR

Iu

ORANGE
ANN PAGE

PUDDINGS
ANNPAGE

SHOW TIMES
Single Evening Show at 8
Matinees Saturday at 1-30
Sunday at 3
THURS.-FRI., FEB. 2$-27
We are privileged to present
one of the outstanding films cf
the current season—
CARY GRANT and
JOAN FONTAINE
in

“SUSPICION”

r) leBAGS JVC

4Aq
PKGS

lU

VANILLA or BUTTERSCOTCH

BARK

I An excellently-acted, absorbing
melodrama, directed by renowned
Alfred Hitchcock)
with
Sir Cedric Hardwicke
Nigel Bruce, Dame May Whitty
SATURDAY ONLY, FEB. 28
Universal Prese nts a Big Scale
Western Drama!

“BADLANDS
OF DAKOTA”
(From the Company that gave
you “.Destry Rides Again”
with
Richard Dix, Andy Devine,
Lon Chaney. Jr., Hugh Herbert,
Broderick Crawford,
Frances Farmer, Fuzzy Knight,
Robert Stack

SUN.-MON., MARCH 1-2
EDGAR BERGEN AND
charlie

it Butter
3c^z20e
hetti
|ANN

PAGC —

PREPARED

3

hetti
PAGE

|ANN

-

8%

28c

PREPARED
li LU

IwnTea M
ir Tea pekoe r '.
Line
i.MilkWHirE 9
3U ,4'??z9kc
IXED

ORANGE

HOUSE

McCarthy

with
Lucille Ball, Fibber Magee and
Molly
in

“LOOK
WHO’S LAUGHING”
Also Disney’s “GOOFY" in
“ART OF SELF-DEFENSE"

PKG

I oz
PKG

CANS

1R *»*»C
22

3TIN R9C

TIN

-w-'

ON*

Shell Service Station
UNION ST., NEAR PARK
Now under management of

WALTER YATTAW
FREE PARKING SPACE
FOR CUSTOMERS

23*25

Macaroni

|N PAGE

IACARONI

12

8 OZ PKGS

9C

, Ann Page Macaroni is top
ility, made from fancy
jolina! It's extra delicious
extra thrifty, too! One of
quality-famous, nationallywn A&P-made foods!

[sue

Il

DAVID G. HODGKINS, JR.

BURPEE’S
FUNERAL HOME

prices also effec
tive al Belfast*
and 37 Elm SU
Camden.

Ambulance Servioe

Q i-iuh:

The ship Thomas Wildey of the
Rebekah Fleet under command of
Captain Maude Cables, will sail
Friday afternoon with a cargo of
Red Cross work to the home of Mrs.
Ada Brewster, Cedar street.

1*4

I
r
Elderly Rockland citizens will re
call the fascination and awe with
which they used to inspect the
Christmas offerings at the A. Ross
Weeks crockery store on Main street.
Rockland, each season. The above
picture gives a fair idea of the in
Friday a very limited number
of tickets to the Sea Scout Bridge
of Honor will be available to the
general public. The Bridge, to be
held March 6 will consist of the
Sea Scout Ball with variety danc
ing for all the Standard Ship Cere
mony (giving the public its first
chance to see what the Scouts do)
and the awarding of advancement
badges and certificates by high
Scout officials. Refreshments will
be served by the scouts. The theme
of the evening will be the Scout
Motto itself, “Be Prepared.” De
tails of the occasion will be an
nounced. Young and old, interest
ed in knowing more of the activi
ties of these young men and who
would like to have a good time,
be sure to contact a Sea Scout or
Lion member who lives in your
neighborhood or telephone the
Courier-Gazette and leave your
name and address and a Scout will
be sent to your home. When the
tickets are gone, there will be no
more.

The annual get-together of the
Rockland service clubs, with the
Chamber of Commerce as host, will
take place Friday nocn at the
The girls of the Victory Band
Thorndike Hotel, with Rev. Dr. Guy have awarded the luncheon set,
Wilson as guest speaker.
donated to the club by Mrs. Emery
Niles, to Mrs. Milton M. Griffin,
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Richard
Ocean street. Members of the club
son of Needham, Mass., spent the
are Adelina Smalley, president;
week-end holiday with Mr. and Mrs.
Alice Smalley, Helen Strout, Joan
Herbert Richardson, Berkeley street.
Guptil, Ruth Townsend, Phyllis
Shaw. Dorothy Shaw, Laura Rog
BORN
ers, Jennie Elliote, Faith Curtis
Fernald — At. Camden Community
Hospital. Feb. 24, to Mr. and Mrs. and Annie Worthley.
Five baby
George Fernald. a son.
Perry—At Camden Community Hos quilts, several baby jackets, night
pital, Feb 23. to Mr. and Mrs. Albert dresses, baby garments and socks
Perry of Lincolnville, a daughter.
have been completed and turned
into the Red Cross. The girls of
DEED
Flint-At Rockland, Feb. 25. Herbert the Victory Band thank all who
Hall Flint, aged 81 years, 1 month. 11
days.
Funeral Sunday at 2 o’clock have assisted them.

terior of that store which almost
everybody in Knox County used to
make a point of visiting during the
holiday season. Its equal is not to
be feund in Eastern Maine today;
and certainly Mr. Weeks' unique ad
vertisements, which appeared in this
newspaper, had no equals.

An F.B.I. agent answering simply
to the name of Valentine, but who
bestrayed a decided Southern ac
cent was guest speaker at the Lions
meeting yesterday and in a witty,
but sincere manner explained the
workings of the three-letter men
who have come to be the bete noir
of .evil-doers. The F B I. works as
an investigating bureau under the
Department of Justice.
Valentine explained drclly that
the agents weren’t supposed to carry
firearms, and did not have the au
thority to make arrests. Soon there
was an intensive course in firearm
training, and the agents received
instructions to “shoot to kill” but
only when they had to.
His talk, punctuated with anec
dotes that would have done credit
to the late Will Rogers, told cf the
work which was being done in con
nection with espionage, sabotage,
Fifth Column activities, etc.
“We cannot guard factories and
industries,” said Valentine, “but we
can make a quiet survey and tell
the proprietors what should be done
to insure their safety.
Our greatest danger, locally, he
said, does not concern sabotage, as
much as it does Fifth Column ac
tivities, because of the many places
on these shores where enemies
could operate short wave stations
and signalling.
Out of respect to King Papa Len
don C. Jackson, Jr. the club sang
“I’m a Ding Dong Daddy,” and
compliments were extended not only
to the president of the club for his
part in increasing the population,
but to Jimmy Moore who has been
similarly guilty.
Guests yesterday were Lion Leon
Crockett of Camden, George Brack
ett of the Kiwanis Club, and Dr.
David G. Hodgkins, Jr.

The store which is to form a
part of the remodelled office of the
Thorndike Hotel has already been
leased to Burpee & Lamb, Inc.
now occupying the store next
north of the present office of the
Thorndike Hotel and which will
become a candy store, after the
firm's removal, the proprietors be
ing Mrs. Betty Knowlton and
Frances Collette.

VARIETY BINGO

BIG BINGO

South Hope Dance

One 60 h. p. 6 Cylinder Continental Motor ready
for marine installation, complete with Joe's Marine
Reverse Gear, New Schebler Carburetor, new %”
Gear Pump; engine mounted on angle iron base,
ready for installation. Price $150 cash.

Ambulance Service

Price $25 cash.

Complete Machine Shop and Marine Railway
Facilities

RUSSELL

8T,

One 7 h. p. 2 Cycle Hubbard.
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BAY VIEW ST..

CAMDEN. ME.

TEL. 2439
23-2 j

1234

tott

WE DELIVER-RAIN OR SHINE

•PC
LAIMB Lt lw\

FOWL

11

“FLAVO-RITE”
Soft Meated

1D

//L

each 71c
ib 25c

c"t%'S"or

CHUCK ROAST

LAMB CHOPS
KIDNEY CUTS
11
RIB CUTS
lb35c II Lk25'

STEAKS

PORTERHOUSE
SIRLOIN

POUND

Recipe

Vanilla, 2 oz bot “C
LARGE
PKG.

35c I ®

ARMdUR’S

Oka,

lb 17c

ARMOUR’S STAR

Lard,

FRESH NATIVE

folks at home”

tomer of ours said when we bid

KITCHEN TESTED
"ENRICHED”

$1.19

We’re taking care of the folks

reasonable

prices.

SPRING SUITS

$29.50
The best suit for the price
in America

TEL. 8M
416 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND. MB.

OO
Crackers, 1 lb box^JC
Sunshine Cream Lunch

LENTEN FOODS
M ■»

Spaghetti Dinner | / Q
Serving for Four

tinlOc

HUNG’S CHICKEN

29c

MEDIUM RED

A4
Ige tinOlC

A very Economical Buy—and it’s
Truly Delicious’

AP

FRESHLY SHUCKED

CLAMS,

pint25C

3 Ibs
2 heads
lb
bead
2 bchs

BETTY CROCKER Soap Mix
VERY
2 pkgs
ECONOMICAL

29c
25c
7c
9c
9c

1fg

ALL
1-2 lb pkg 5c
COCOA,
PURPOSE
2 tins 25c
PINEAPPLE JUICE,
TIN OF
12c
PINEAPPLE, 4 FULL SLICES
HAND
3 No. 2 tins 29c
TOMATOES,
PACKED

at home with flne, long wearing
apparel at

Ige. pkg. 22c

FRESH
CHICKORY,
GREEN
m
EOVI, large
BUNCH
VCiLiCtlv
crisp
SWEET POTATOES,
ICEBERG
LETTUCE,
FANCY
RADISHES,
NEW

SPRY-67*1" 24’

grand town the day the boys
come marching home.

18c

<UIXflakes

Eggs, doz 39c Salmon,

,L««

24’i LB. fclAG

bars

Cheese, lb 33c ChopSuey, tin

Buttermilk
quart 10c

that the city will be the same

3

lb 14c Spaghetti,

SWIFT’S N. Y. STATE

“Take care of the

of the folks who stay home so

liix

FRANCO-AMERICAN

—Large Size

GOLD MEDAL
FLOUR

e

LIDO CLUB

cawo

2

stylish

AA

PURE EXTRACT

Butter, lb 39c

semi-sweet chocolate
7 or
PACKAGES

is going to do . . . take good care

2 lbs 29c

Coffee,

Swift’s Brookfield

FREE!

Lts

And that’s just what this store

OLEOMARGARINE

THE DELICIOUS VEGETABLE MARGARINE
MADE BY KRAFT
BUY 2 POUNDS AT THE REGULAR
PRICE AND RECEIVER j.
3.no POUND FOR ONLY |t
DIVIDEND

SIRLOIN STEAK, boneless.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . lb 43c
POT ROAST, boneless.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . lb 35c
OVEN ROAST, boneless.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . lb 39c
PIG’S LIVER, fresh.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . lb 19c
FRANKFORTS or MINCED HAM.. .. .. .. .. lb 21c
BACON, Swift’s Diamond.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 2 ibs 35c
SALT PORK.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. lb 15c

Hest

him “Good Going" . . .

Special1< Sale!

tsaRINSC

MADE WITH

That's what this very good cus

Massachusetts
Rhode Island
Ccnnectlcut
New York
New Jersey
Pennsylvania
Delaware
Georgia
Maryland
Florida
South Carolina
Louisiana
Ohio

Captain Corwin H. Olds. Chap
lain Corps U. S. Army, on leave from
the pastorate of the Rockland Con
gregational Church, has been trans
ferred from Camp Blanding. Fla. to
a post located near Hattiesburg,
Miss. Mrs. Olds and their son
James are in Hattiesburg for a visit.

coarser

GREGORYS

Leadbetter’s Machine Shop and Railway

Out Of State Cars

At the regular meeting Monday
night of Winslow-Holbrock Uhit, The Rockland Farm Bureau will
American Legion Auxiliary, it was meet Thursday at the home of Mrs.
voted to ask Chief Van Russell to Winifred Proctor. Members are re
show movies cn incendiary bombs quested to take needles, scissors,
at the meeting March C«. All pa-1 thread and thimble. Mrs. Vesta
The Indians of San Bias. Panama,
triotic orders, as well as the public,' Dean will demonstrate “Tailoring
have been called “Arch-Isolation
are invited. A public supper will be Tricks.”
ists” by C. Feeney writing in the
served Saturday at Legion hall, Mrs.
“National Geographic Magazine ”
Read The Courier-Gazette
Catherine Libby, chairman.

ANGLO-CRAFT

FISHERMEN!

Sgt. Paul Barton stationed at
Biddeford Pool was overnight guest
Tuesday of Ills mother. Mrs. Eliza
The following out of State auto
beth Vinal and sister, Mrs. Alice mobiles have been seen in Rockland
Estes. He goes today to Fcrt Mon this year:
roe, Va. to attend the officers'
New Hampshire
training school.
Vermont

The annual rush at the Auto Reg
istration Office is on with applicants
for license plates waiting more or
less patiently for their turn to buy
the plates that must be on before
March 1. The weight cf the plates
this year is something less than the
thickness and strength of a piece of
card board. Even the state is recom
mending that they be fastened over
the old plates to help hold them for
the year. Tlie unusual lightness of
the plates is due to an attempt on
the part cf all States to conserve
metals.

EVERY SATURDAY
Admission 25c and 35c, tai^incL^

FUNERAL HOME
M0 or 781-1 or m-H

A Belated Valentine Tells
Humorously and Interest
ingly of “F. B. I.”

In closing his Gettysburg ad
dress, Lincoln called on his hear
ers to highly resolve “that this
nation under God shall have a
new birth of freedom and that
government of the people, by the
people and for the people shall
There are about 250.000 known
not perish from the earth.”
species of plants in the world, of
In these days, as in Lincoln’s which approximately 15,000 are na
time, popular government is in tive to the United States ,
peril. We have need, therefore,
te highly resolve that this nation
under God shall once again ex
HAMPSHIRE OR
perience a new birth of freedom.
WHITE CHESTERS
To that end we exhort our fellow
Suckling
Pigs, Feeders or for
citizens 'to draw near unto God,
in coming weeks, by repairing to
Breeding—8 weeks old to G
their several places of worship in
months old, with or without
ever increasing numbers. Religion
registration papers. Write or call
is the foundation of democratic
H. B. SHERWOOD
23-41
government.
> r
BROOKWOOD FARM
“I never expected to hear from
PEMAQUID, MAINE
that craft again” was the remark
Phone New Harbor 297
made by Letter Carrier David S.
Beach yesterday when he read in
the daily papers about the disas
ter to the freight steamship Pol
lux in the stormy Newfoundland
waters. Back in 1919 Beach was
deck officer on the Pollux, making
trips to Iqhique, Chili and Hav
ana Cuba.

Tlie Knox County War Fund
from Burpee funeral home. Burial In
Board
looks fine with its seven gol
Achorn cemetery.
In the World War I there went den “V’s." Only five left to cover
I.ufkin At Fort Banks. Boston. Feb.
25. Arral D Lufkin of Deer Isle
Mills—At Barre. Vt.. Feb 25. George from Rockland three sons of the and then all will feel happy and
Elmer Mills, native of Vinalhaven. late Editor W. O. Fuller, his young
victorious.
aged 78 years.
est son, Richard S. Fuller, became
the youngest Major recorded in
IN MEMORIAM
In loving memory of our mother the United States Army, and in
Emma S Howes who passed away Feb
KEEP EVERY RADIO
this second world war the son of
26. 1935.'
We miss her kind and loving voice.
the late Richard S. Fuller by the
WORKING!
The touch of her gentle hand.
God called her. and she slipped away same name, has joined the Ma
Radio’s Wartime Pledge
To a home In a better land
rines at 18 years of age, and is an
Beyond the shadows of the night
Where skies are ever fair.
instructor in target work at Parris
With care and suffering unknown;
Island. South Carolina.
Our loved ones wait us there.
Mildred. Grace and Frances Howes
RADIO SERVICE
Malden, Mass.
Tlie Community Building is a
34 UNION ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
busy place; one wonders what wc
TEL. 590-W
did in Rockland without it. Every
Central Shell Station
part cf this excellent and necessary
25*lt
building is put to good use ln these
FRIDAY NITE. SPEAR HALL, 7.45 days of preparation, for whatever
Given Away, Dinner, $2—1 each and
comes.
Six Varieties of Groceries
25* It
Members of the Rockport Farm Sat. Night, Spear Hall, 7.45
Bureau are meeting today with Mrs.
Given Away, Dinner and $20
Hazel Cain. Mrs. Bessie Haraden is
1 each
to give a demonstration of the dif
25*26
WOODCOCK’S ORCHESTRA
ferent types of sewing.
With Billy Dean and his Violin

OPTOMETRIST
336 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND, ME.
TEL. 26
Office Hours: 9 to 12.30—1.30 to 5**"
Evenings By Appointment
26-28

EVEBPUBLISHEPL

Surplus Foods

The Philip & Grace, Capt. Salvadcre Curcurcu, and the Golden
Eagle, Captain Rcbert Frelich, left
the Morse Boatbuilding Company
docks yesterday morning for their
home port of Gloucester. The boats
are expected to be fishing offshore
in about 10 days.

I

W. H. EMERY

>< LB

ANN PAGE

Friends of J. Russell Campbell, a
former Rockland boy and grandson
of the late Judge L. R. Campbell,
will be interested to learn he re
ceived a Corporal’s rating recently
befcre leaving Fort Devens, Mass.,
for Foreign Service.

Miss Helen Burns is serving as
ticket chairman for the St. Patrick’s The Brotherhood of St. Peter’s
concert to be presented March 17 Episcopal Church is serving a clam
at the High Schcol auditorium by chowder supper tonight at 6 o’clock
St. Bernard's Choir.
in the Undercroft. Following the
supper, there will be an auction.
Winslow-Holbrook Post A. L.
Mrs. Altena Athearn is employed
will serve a public supper 5 to 7
Saturday night at Legion hall.—adv. at the Harden Dental Laboratory,
Camden street.

4 Ar

IZ

w OZ
JAR
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Pi overbially it’s the woman whose
work is never done,” but at the ad
vanced figure of 70 Summers,
Charles Moorlan is turning out work
yet and werk which is ordinarily in
a woman’s sphere—the making of
jelly. His neice, Mrs. Horace Ben
ner, recently received a box of this
product from Marshfield. Ind., where
Mr. Moorlan resides. His brother is
Frank Moorlan, with whem he spent
two months last Summer.

Continues fine today, with a
temperature of 20 above this
morning, and no blizzards (we
were almost tempted to say blitz
kriegs i in the offing. The short
month is on its last legs, but it is
Youngsters are taking advantage
well to remember the March hill
of
the fine vacation weather to ski
^-and defense bonds.
and enjoy the Snow Bowl at Cam
den. Each day finds many Rock
Catholic Women’s Club will meet
land youths enoying this thrilling
tonight at 7.30 in church hall. All
sport.
members go prepared for sewing.

4

TWAS A MARVELOUS STORE

rets at Glover hall.

The Weather

Cl
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VAN CAMP BEANS ... 2 tall tins 19c Baby Lunch Crackers, 21/2 lb box 29c
PHILLIPS TOMATO SOUP, 3 tins 17c Kellogg’s All Bran .2 10 oz pkgs 25c
EVAPORATED MILK .. 3 tall tins 25c CREAM OF WHEAT.. .. .. .. .. .. pkg 24c
a
j
DROAIEOARY
PET VIM DOG FOOD.. .. .. .. 4 tins 29c P|TTED DflTES.. .. .. .. . 7,/4 oz pkg 2,c
TOMATO KETCHUP ... 14 oz bot 11c PEA BEANS, small white ... 2 Ibs 25c
Macaroni or Spaghetti, 5 lb box 33c HONEY BOY BREAD ... 2 Ige Ivs 17c
LIMA BEANS, B.&M. Brand 2 tins 19c BLACK PEPPER.. .. .. .. .. 4 oz pkg 7c

THE

PERRY

PHONE 5234 FOR PROMPT DELIVERY

USE TME LARGE

MARKETS
PARKING

SPACE AT OUR PARK ST MARKET

J

Every-Othor-Day

Drvrrv-Otb'eP-unV^

PsgeFonr
“The

«
ALENA L STARKinT
CorrfcspondeiM

^/Sylvia Taylor

©BELL

WMUI

' THE STOBY SO FAR: Joan Leland,
pretty secretary to Arthur Mulford, San
Francisco importer, is amazed and angry
when he unexpectedly discharges her
with two weeks’ salary and refuses any
explanation. The bewildered girl arrives
at tbe apartment she shares with her
sister Sybil, feeling thankful that one of
them still has a position, only to be told
by her sister that the beauty salon where
she works, is closing up. Over tbe pro
tests of Sybil, Joan answers a secre
tarial ad requiring some night work. The
fascinating proprietor, Karl Miller, en
gages her at once, at a salary of $50 per
week and insists upon paying her in ad- i
vauce, even though she larks references. '
Sybil suspects something sinister and
divines Joan’s.quick Interest in Karl.
She pleads with her not to take the Job
and the two quarrel. Juan arcepls Karl’s
dinner invitation.

CHAPTER III

"I

know,

Syb!

And

we mustn’t

quarrel about it.”
She yawned and started for the
bedroom but Sybil caught her arm.
“Then you will quit working for
Karl Miller?”
“No. I will not. I’m twenty years
old. Sybil, und I’m not going to let
you or anyone else run my life.”
Thc grandfather's clock in the cor
ner chimed.

“Two-thirty,”
Joan
observed,
evading Sybil’g worried glance.
“We'd belter get some sleep. Don’t
you have to work in the morning?”
“No. Today was my last day.
From now on I’m one of the un
employed.”
“And you expect me to quit my
job? Oh, no, Syb! I’m making a good
salary and whether you think so or
not, Karl is a gentlpman.”
“Maybe so,” Sybil said as she
snapped off the lamp, “but I don’t
trust him.”
The next day

Joan Leland arrived
at the Club Elite promptly at two
o’clock. Karl Miller’s office was
tilled with baskets of flowers. To
night was opening night but Karl
was unruffled behind his desk, im
peccably dressed in a gray suit, a
red carnation in his buttonhole.
She was glad that she had worn
her best black dress. It was an ex
pensive sophisticated dress, the kind
of dress Joan knew Karl would ap
prove. Heavy silver earrings were
her cnly ornament, and she had used
u touch of mascara, a dash of dark
red lipstick. Joan had the assur
ance of a woman who knew that she
looked her best. Her green eyes
sparkled as she closed the offlce door
behind her.
“Good afternoon,” she said deimurely.
Her employer was not the type to
jevade issues. ‘‘I’ve been thinking
about your sister, Joan. Tell me
something about her.”
Joan removed her hat and coat
nnd smoothed her black hair before
'she replied, “Sybil’s a little low
(right now. You see, she’s just lost
her job. The beauty shop where
si e worked lias been closed.”
Karl laughed. “Then perhaps that
was why she W’as in such a bad
humor?”
He said it with such apparent hon
esty that Joan was not angry. She
sat down at her own small desk be
side Karl’s and mechanically insert
ed a sheet of paper in her typewrit

er.
Karl suddenly leaned forward.
“Would it please you if I could help
your sister?”
The girl’s lovely face lifted inno
cently to his. “Oh Karl, could you?”

“I think so. A friend of mine, a
Mrs. Murdock, owns the Ritz Beau, ty Salon. If I ask her, I feel sure
she will be able to use another ex
perienced girl.”
Joan’s eyes were shining. “The
Ritz Beauty Salon! Oh, Karl, that's
wonderful!” It was one of the best
shops in town.
Sybil would be
thrilled.
“Of course,” Karl continued,
“your sister may not want any as
sistance from me since she so ob
viously dislikes me.”
“I’m sure Sybil will appreciate it
very much,” Joan assured him. “It
was sweet of you to think of her,
Karl.”

But with a swift change of atti
tude Karl had ground out his

jytte and when he tu^ue^

ciga-

yj

The degree was conferred on one
candidate Priday at the stated
meeting of ivy Chapter. OES. A
covered dish supper was served
before the meeting, under the di
rection of Mrs. Emma Norwood,
M»r. Margaret Sawyer. Mr.s. Etlici
Griffin and Miss Prances Spear.
Mr. and Mr.s. Harry Beane and
Elden

visited

Sunday

with

' Mrs. Susie Beane in Wiscasset.
Jasper Spear, youngest son of
Forrest Spear i.s on the dean’s list
at the University of Maine. Spear
ls a senior and was graduated from
Warren High School.
‘‘Thinking in Church” will be
the topic Sunday morning at the
Congregational Church, and will
be followed by holy communion.
Church school will meet at 9.30. A
union service will be held Sunday
at 7 p. m. at the Baptist Church,
with Rev. L. Clark French, the
speaker, hi.s subject, “The Church
as a Fellowship.” Both topics are
in connection with the Fellowship
ol Prayer topic for Lent.
The sermon topic Sunday morn
ing at the Baptist Church will be

Now continue with the story.

Joan felt Karl’s irritation towards
Sybill. “My parents are both dead,”
|she explained. "Syb feels ttiat she
has to look after me.”
But even Joan was annoyed to
ifind Sybil wailing up for them later
> that night.
“It’s almost two o’clock,” Sybil
snapped. “What’s the idea?”
Karl Miller looked amused as he
.stood hat in hand in the doorway.
"In that case, I shall say good
night without further delay.”
When he had gone Joan turned
furiously to her sister. “Why did
.you have to say that? I’m old enough
to manage my own affairs.”
Tliere were deep circles of fatigue
’beneath Sybil’s blue eyes. Her voice
seemed to echo like a warning
through the old fashioned, high-ceiliuged rooms. “You’ve got to quit
working for Karl Miller! You’ve got
to quit tomorrow!”
• • •
The sisters stared at each other
in the dimly lit room. Joan threw
her head back defiantly as she cried,
“You’ve made Karl angry! You had
no right to do that.”
Sybil smiled ruefully. ”He looked
more amused than angry. “It’s up
to me to look after you, Joan. I
feel responsible since mother and
iiad orc gone. If anything happened,
[I’d never forgive myself.”
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MRS IOUB3E MJUJSB
Correspondent

Tel. 27
A meeting of observers was held

Tuesday night at D.A.R. hall. In
structions were given to th* fifty
men prpsent by James Wood, com
Joan hfs eyes were void of any emo Fate that Mr. Mulford had gone out
mander
of Charles Lilly Post A. L.
of business and been forced to fire
tion.
“All right! From now on I’m not saying another word. You can do
Just as you like, Joan.”

“Get that orchestra leader on the her.
telephone,” he said. “I have some
She was thinking so intently that
instructions to give him.”
when he opened the door she felt
“Yes, Mr. Miller!” and as Joan the color rush into her cheeks. And
dialed the number she found her she knew that his keen eyes had
self more than ever intrigued by observed her embarrassment.
Karl seemed pleased.
“Every
this man who had offered to help her
thing
’
s
going
fine.
Couldn
’
t
be bet
sister. This strange enigma that
ter. By the way, I spoke to Mrs.
was Karl Miller.
At six o’clock Joan decided to go Murdock. Tell your sister she can
home for dinner. In two hours she start work Monday morning.”
“Oh’thank you!’’ Joan cried. “Ifs
could easily make it and she was
so
kind of you, Karl!”
eager to tell Sybil of her good for
He rose, came around the desk.
tune.
Her sister looked up in surprise “Has it made you happy, Joan?”
“Of course,” her eyes faltered be
as Joan burst into the living room.
“What on earth are you doing neath the steel-blue eyes.
Karl Miller laughed softly as he
home? You didn't by any chance
drew her into his powerful arms.
quit?”
“Don’t be silly!” Joan cried, Sybil’s warnings rang in her ears
throwing her hat on the table. “I but the pounding of her heart over
have wonderful news for you. Karl came them as her lips blindly met
can get you a job at the Ritz Beauty his.
Salon.”
|I
• • •
There was strange magic in Karl
Sybil was genuinely surprised.
“The Ritz? That smart new shop on Miller’s kiss. How long Karl held
her in that embrace, Joan did not
Ppst street?”
“Nothing less! Isn’t it wonderful? know. When he released her he put
Karl knows the owner. He’s going a hand beneath her chin and looked
to call her and fix it up for you.” deeply into the green eyes that were
“But it’s one of the best shops in filled with emotion.
j|
“Oh, Karl!” Joan cried softly, but
town,” Sybil said unbelievingly.
“Of course! Wasn’t it nice of him? before she could say more the office
Honestly, Sybil, how can you dis-, door opened and a man entered.
His eyes caught the little scene
like a man who is so kind? Imagine '
and
he turned to go. ‘‘Sorry, Karl!
his thinking about a job for you to
day, of all days, when he’s so busy . See you later.”
Joan turned back to her desk with
with the club opening!”
j
Sybil was standing by the win ' flaming cheeks but Karl Miller did
dow. “Doesn’t look like a very good , not seem embarrassed. “Ifs all
: right, Paul! Come on in. I don’t
night for it. It’s going to rain.”
“Is that all you can say!” Joan ! think you've met my new secretary.
cried indignantly. “Karl said may-1 Miss Leland, this is Paul Sherman.”
be, since you didn’t like him, you I Joan was forced to look into a
wouldn't want his help.
But I pair of brown eyes. Their owner
was tall and lithe. He had a quick
thought you would.”
Sybil turned, “You’re right, Joan! smile, brown curly hair. It was a
I do need the job. You may tell good-looking face, with its straight
Mr. Miller that I appreciate it very nose and square jaw.
“I’m very glad to meet you,” Paul
much.”
Joan did not notice the coldness Sherman said emphatically.
Joan acknowledged the Introduc
of her sister’s reply. She was hap
pily unconscious of the expression tion and turned quickly back to her
typing. What would this man think
on Sybil’s face.
“How about dinner? I’m starved. of her? Karl had said, “My new sec
I have to be back at the club by retary,” which implied that they had
not been acquainted long. Joan told
eight.”
Sybil broiled the chops while Joan herself that she didn’t care what
Paul Sherman tliought, yet — for
made a salad.
“I see you're wearing your good some indefinable reason—she did.
“Paul is my right-hand man,”
black dress to work. What's the
Karl said, opening a panel in the
idea?”
“Why not?” Joan retorted. “I’m wall which revealed a tiny but com
making fifty dollars a week now and plete bar. “He manages the club.
You’ll probably be seeing a lot of
I have to look my best.”
“You didn’t seem to think it nec each other. Have a drink, Paul?”
The other sat down and crossed
essary when you worked for Mr.
his long legs. “A short one. I have
Mulford.”
Jo^n put the salad bowl on the to get out front again. Things look
table and set places for two. “You good. Karl . . . What do you think of
know how I feel about Karl, Syb!” the club, Mi^s Leland?”
At the unexpected question ad
she said in a low voice. “Why
dressed to her, Joan started. “Ifs
make it hard for me?”
“All right! From now on I'm not very nice,” she replied, dark lashes
saying another word. You can do sweeping over her embarrassed
just as you like, Joan. Maybe ifs green eyes. She had an uncanny
feeling that Paul Sherman was star
none of my business, after all.”
Joan put an affectionate arm about ing at her, conscious of her em
her sister. “Don’t feel that way. barrassment She was so confused
darling. But give me a little credit that she made three mistakes in one
for knowing what I’m doing. I'm line. It was not easy for her to turn
emotion off and on as Karl Miller
not a child, you know.”
Sybil smiled as she turned back did. She marvelled at his coolness
to the stove but she said no more. as he sat on the edge of his desk
As Sybil had predicted, it was and talked to Paul.
“By the way,” Paul was saying,
raining when Joan reached the club
but the weather had not seemed to his eyes still on Joan, “Eric want*
affect business. Already the first to see you. He’s in the bar. Want*
guests were arriv.ng. The bar was you to meet some people.”
“I’ll go then. Coming, Paul?”
crowded. Gay laughter, conversa
Paul finished his drink. “I’m right
tion. tinkling glasses made an ex
citing combination of sounds which with you, Karl.”
Joan was relieved when they had
spelled success for the future. Joan
felt a little thrill of pride as she gone. She pushed back her chair
passed on down the corridor to the ' and made no pretense of finishing
office.
(the letter she had been typing. It
She settled herself at her desk was thus that Paul Sherman found
and began to type. Karl was not her when he returned to the office
there. Her mind wandered as she a few seconds later.
worked. Only a week ago she was I She started guiltily when he came
working for Arthur Mulford. Now in. “Oh, ifs you again!”
everything was different. Life had
“You don’t seem too pleased to
turned a fresh page, which Jean felt see me,” Paul observed, shutting
sure would be filled with adventure. the door carefully behind him. “But
It must have been fate that she an- as a matter of fact I came back on
lyerefl Karl Milled» advertisement purpose.”__________

Mr. and Mrs. Donald Perry of
Rockland were callers Tuesday on
relatives here.

Mrs. Maude C. Gay wa.s week
end guest of Mrs. Charles E Cow
ley in Wiscasset.
Mrs. Clifford Porter is spending
the school vacation with Mr. Por
ter in Lowell. Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Thompson
of Dorchester are guests at the
home of Mrs. Annie Thompson.
Mr. and Mr.s. I. F. Flynn of
South Portlan 1 have been visiting
their
daughter,
Mrs.
Robert
Schoppe.
Virgil Wallace i.s confined to hi.s
home by illness.

Mr.s. Harriet Gay and Miss
Katherine Gay of Damariscotta
have been recent visitors at the
Gay home on Friendship r*rcet.
Miss Dora Gay and Miss Clara
Gay
spent
Wednesday
with
friends in Thomaston.

Charles Robertson who has been
employed in South Portland is
confined to his home by illness
Mrs. Thomas Stenger has re
turned from a visit with Mi. and
Mrs. Dudley Hovey in Newtonvfle,
Mass.
Rev. Harriet Louise Perry, pas
tor of the North Waldoboro Metho
dist Church was the speaker Tues
day at the Woman’s Club. Miss
Perry who has had much experi
ence in church and welfare work
ln this and foreign countries spoke
on ‘"Women's Work in the Church.”
Hostesses were Mrs. Lydia Morse,
Mrs. Ruby Miller, Mrs. Elsie Mank
and Mrs. Ethelyn Morse. Next
week a cooking school will be con
ducted by the cooking service ad
visor of the Central Maine Power
Co., Miss Violet Hayes. This meet
ing will be held at the Community
Garden Club House.
Worship Sunday at the Baptist
Church will include sermon by the
pastor at 10.45, followed by Com
munion service. Church School
meets at 12; Young People at 6;
serveie of worship and song at 7.
Prayer and Bible Study will be
held Wednesday at 7.30. Rev. and
Mrs. Harold W. Nutter and Mr.s.
Henry Mason attended the Lin
coln Baptist Association meeting
Monday in Warren.
Joan stared at him in disapproval.
“You mean that no one wanted to
see Karl?”
“Oh sure! That was legitimate,
but when I saw a chance to slip
away, I took il” His friendly smile
made it difficult to be offended.
“Well,” Joan asked flatly,
do you want?”

“What

Paul laughed, displaying even
white teeth. “To talk to you. You
needn’t be so annoyed. After all. I
am the manager of the club.”
Was there a hint of cynicism in
his voice? “I’m sorry,” Joan said,
trying to smile. “I guess I’m not
used to this type of work yet”
“That's what I am getting at,”
Paul said seriously. “How did you
happen to come to work for Karl
Miller anvwav?"
(To Be Continued)

Don't Neglect Slipping

FALSE TEETH
Do false teeth drop, slip or wabble
when you talk. eat. laugh or sneeze?
Don't be annoyed and embarrassed by
such handicaps. FASTEETTI. an alka
line (non-acid) powder to sprinkle on
your plates, keeps false teeth more
firmly set. Gives confident feeling of
security and
added
comfort.
No
cummv gooev, pasty taste or feeling.
Get FASTEETH today at any drug

•tore.
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Raymond Turner and Merrill
Turner
went Wednesday to Fort
12.
Devens.
The High School minstrel show
Mr aiid Mrs. Raymond Worth
will be given Friday at 8 o'clock
ing and son George were visitors
at Glover hall, and will be followed Monday at W. M. Prescott's.
by a dance.
Mr. and Mrs. Burleigh Turner
Republican Caucus
were guests the past week of their
Officers nominated Tuesday at daughter Mrs. Lois Ludwig at the
the Republican Caucus are: Mod village.
erator. Elbert L. Starrett; select
Arial Linscott who has been ill
men, George Starrett, Ansel M. from lumbago, is some wliat im
Hilt, and Clifford M. Spear; as proved and able to be about nnd
sessors. the first left open for the do light work
committee to fill; second. Maurice
Mr. and Mrs. Harlan Sidelinger
Davis; third, Sidney Copeland; and Mrs. Rosetta Sidelinger were
town clerk, Sidney Copeland; in Augusta recently on business.
treasurer, Willis Vinal; road com
Miss Frances Crooker is com
missioner, Silas Watts; fish war muting from her home to the Sand
dens. Oscar E. Starrett and the Hill Schocl in Somerville.
second left vacant; fish agent,
E. Burnell Overlock and son Vin
George Starrett; tax collector, cent w’ho have been here on va
Silas Watts.
cation, will return Sunday to
Willis R. Vinal, who has been Rhode Island.
town clerk since the resignation
Winners in the High School es
ol O. Dudley Gould in 1938, re say contest sponsored by the V. F.
fused to stand as candidate for W. were: Lois Boynton. Geraldine
clerk but will seek the offlce of Lincoln, Patricia Ludwig, Irene
treasurer.
Lenfest and Elizabeth Swett. The
Chairman of the caucus was essays which were based on the
William H. Robinson and clerk, topic. “Unity for Victory” will be
entered in the county and national
was Willis R. Vinal.
Voters will consider 26 articles contest.
The sophomore class announces
in the warrant at the town meet
this cast for its play. “Don’t Dark
ing Monday;
Decision on whether to sell or en My Door.” scheduled for March
not to sell the village school build 30: Maybelle Jones. William Han
ing, will be taken up. This building son. Frank Light, Patricia Ludwig.
wa.s abandoned as a school build Harlan Hutchins, Geraldine Lin
ing in December 1940. after the coln, Frances Crummett, and Marie
new junior higii school building Nash.
The High School has set Thurs
was opened.
days as "Buy Defense Stamps
Articles 17 and 18 will deal with
Day." To date the total sales have
action on discontinuance of two
reached $15. The goal set is $200
stretches of country road, a three
New ping pong champions at the
mile stretch from Wotton's Mills
school
are William Hanson and
to Butler’s Corner; and a halfElizabeth Swett.
mile stretch from the corner by
A Scout meeting combined W’ith
E. H. Storer’s to the Bird house
open house was lield Wednesday
on Stahl’s Hill. Along the same
line regarding the latter road, has with 4-H club agent Miss Anna
Simpson as guest. Several parents
article 25 been inserted which is
to see if the town will vote to per and other guests attended. Scouts
mit Henry Bird and Emil Rivers present were William and Robert
Hanson, Neil and Milton Peabody,
of Rockland, and Hiram Libby of
Virgil Austin, Frank Light, Ver
Thomaston to expand the amount
non Johnston. Elmer Savage, Har
of their taxes assessed againM
their property on Stahl's Hill to lan Hutchins, with junior assistant.
Rodney Boynton; assistant leader,
repair and maintain the road from
Arthur Johnson; and leader. Ken
the comer by E. H. Storer’s to the
neth Hodgdon.
top of Stahl's Hill near the Oliver
Peters place, without further ex
ORFF’S CORNER
pense to the town for a term of
Mr. and Mrs. James Hall of
six years, or take any action re
Tenants Harbor are spending the
lating to the same.
•
week with their daughter. Mr.s. Al
Junior High School Notes
bert B. Elwell.
Tiie pupils have organized an Air
Mrs. Mabelle Porter recently
plane Club, to make model airplanes visited her daughter, Mrs. Owen

Faith.” Church school will meet at

WARREN

SHE LOVED 'SPY

Transforming

for the Navy and to learn the prin Luke in Portland.

ciples of aviation and planes. A
Mr. and Mr.s. W. A. Jackson and
model of a U. S. pursuit plane, made Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Jackson passed
by Gilbert Boggs, i.s on exhibition. Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Ray
The officers are: President, Gilbert mond Jackson in Dexter.
Boggs; vice president, Raymond
The Farm Bureau met last
Chatfield; secretary, Harry Laiho.
Thursday at Community House
Pupils gave a valentine program with a large attendance. The sub
recently, made up of these num ject was "Supper Dishes and Meal
ber: Vocal solo, “White Cliffs of Planning" in charge of the foods
Dover,” Beth Robinson; piano solo, project leaders. Foods suitable for
Joyce Butler; quartet, Mary Nor
supper were prepared and served
wood. Patricia Moody, Lillian Dur
for lunch. An auction of various
rell and Louie Cogan; songs, Gilbert
articles contributed by members
Boggs, Harvell Crockett and Robert
afforded much merriment and a
Wyllie; recitation, Sir Walter
goodly sum was thus added to the
Scott’s “Man Without aXJountry,”
project fund.
“American Creed,” Flag salute, and
Funeral services for Mrs. Nettie
“Star Spangled Banner,” by the
Brown
were held last Thursday
school.
afternoon at the home of her
The pupils aLso observed Lincoln’s
grandson, Harold Ralph at the vil
birthday in a fitting and patriotic lage. Rev. Harold W. Nutter offi
manner. They learned the poem, ciated. Interment was in Ludwig
"Lincoln,” written by Richard cemetery. Mrs. Brown, a former
Henry Stoddard, and also took up resident of this place; died at the
facts of Lincoln’s life. Taking a pic home of her daughter, Mrs. Mida
ture of Gen. Douglas MacArthur Ralph in Lynnfield, Mass., where
from a magazine cover, and placing
she had made her home for sev
where it could be seen by the school, eral years. She is survived by an
the pupils stood to do honor to ihe
other daughter. Mr.s. Marjorie
General.
Ralph of Waldoboro; a sister, Mrs.
The two book cases from the old Margaret Ludwig of Richmond;
intermediate school were brought and eight grandchildren.
up to the new school for use. They
were sand-papered and stained by
GROSS NECK
Vernon Ranquist, Earle Moore, Jr.,
Mr.
and
Mrs. Elroy H. Gross and
Carroll Martin, Charles Overlock and
children
of
Dovcr-Fcxcroft were
Adelbert Norwood. This group also
guests
Sunday
of Mr. and Mrs. Wil
repaired and stained three chairs.
liam
Gross.
Marjorie
Gross and El
Those who have sold infantile
roy
Gross,
Jr.
remained
for a week’s
paralysis pins in the March of Dimes
visit.
campaign are: Beth Robinson 5.
Mr. and Mrs. John Simmons are
Pauline Anderson 6, Joyce Butler 5,
enjoying a visit from their daughter
Jeannette Perry 5.
and two grandchildren from Mas
The school improvement league
sachusetts.
has bought a cot for use in case a
Mrs. Eldora Gross visited Mrs.
pupil is taken ill in school. This
Emily Winchenbach in West Waldo
league meets at the school every
boro recently.
second and fourth Fridays. The
Melvin Genthner. Jr. Is ill and at
officers are: President, Mary Nor
tended by a Waldoboro physician.
wood; vice president, Earle Moore;
Callers Sunday at the William
secretary, Patricia Moody; treas
Gross home were Mr. and Mrs. Wil
urer, Harry Laiho.
It was at a
liam K. Winchenbach of Dutch
League meeting that fifth and sixth
Neck. Maynard Winchenbach and
grade pupils voted to omit a valen
Mrs.
Eben Wallace of the village.
tine box and use the money for De
Mrs. Eldora Gross and Miss Mar
fense Stamps.
jorie Gross of Dover-Foxcroft were
Rockland visitors Tuesday.

LEGAL NOTICE
To the Municipal Officers of the Town
of Vinalhaven:
Respectfully
represents
Clyde
L.
Bickford of Vinalhaven Knox County.
Maine that he desires to erect and
maintain a lobster pound in the waters
of Sands Cove, so-called, extending
from the
northern shore
to the
southern shore of said Sands Cove ln
the Town of Vinalhaven. Maine.
CLYDE BICKFORD
Upon the foregoing petition, or
dered. that public notice be given as
required by law. not less than three
days before the 2nd of March, 1942.
upon which day at 4 00 o'clock p. m.
a hearing will be given upon said peti
tion fn the selectmen's office to the
end that all persons may have full
opportunity to show cause why said
permit should not be granted.

------------- x A

-poWNSEND.

L. CALDERWOOD,
SIDNEY L. WINSLOW.

SataotBiaa of Vlaalhaven. Me.

M-M

Mr. and Mrs. Jessie Havener and

MISCELLANEOUS
LOVE roses? Give famous President
Hoover free. You represent nursery
direct. Pay weekly Free outfit. No
collecting or delivering. Wrtte CON
NECTICUT
VALLEY
NURSERIES.
Dept. K 22-24. Manchester. Conn.
16*19*20*25
TO whom lt may concern, I will
no longer be responsible for any bills
contracted by my wife Mrs. Blanche
M. Post. GEORGE H. POST. Waldo
boro. Feb 18, 1942
•
ANDREW

Reklla.

Shoe

Repairing

Shop, 568 Main St., opposite Perry's
coal yard.
____
____
12-tf
LIGHT trucking,
waste__ removal;

■•win* machine repairing THL. 814-w.
30*35

VINALHAVEN

£

SENTER^CRANES

wtnstgw

Correspondei it

A Beauty Treatment
for }our Table

Washington Club held it,
|F; try Washington’s birthday
r ^.1 Sunday at the home of Mr.

Fie‘ , L c.
by

Smith.

Small bur

figures of George and Mar-

T

\Vr’nington the work of Mr. an

" Smith, graced the center of.
* dinner table. Those prevent
Ml. and Mis. George Newbert,

‘

Scott I.ittlpfield and

'' i)(j

I
Mrs. F. H. Winslow
[ ‘ Winona Brown who has been
*
of Mrs- Laverne Gross re-

( Tuesday to North Haven
Pi-nard Erickson went Mcnday to

center. Mass, for employment.
L e E. Coombs is a patient at
x Hcsphal.

f

i.dwaru ; in enl, ai and Mr.,
Johnson recently enter-

nwl at a "Vanishing Tea," Mrs
1.. , Aines, Miss Miriam Greenleaf,
»„.v1y.

V

Delightful Pastels in—
Windsor Blue
Surf Green '
Persian Cream
and Sharon Pink

Mr.,.

Lane.

Muriel
Miss

Muriel

Eleanor

Chilles and

II../.el Dyw

L, and Mis John <lr< -i and son

fc

I
have bet n guest f Mi
I,parents. Mr. and Mrs. Rot,
AIC\ returned Wednesday I

|..,1iii”,on, Conn

Laverne Gro

BREAKFAST SETS, LUNCHEON SETS
BUFFET SERVICE SELECTIONS
DINNER SETS, AND OPEN STOCK
A 20-PIECE SET. Special at $3.65

fi

at
lunch
Washington'
i.uiU, in honor ol Mri Win na
own of North Haven. The lunei

L,-

,<!

Notice Regarding Deliveries: In view of the tire situalion we
ask you to co-operate by taking parcels with you when possible'.

No deliveries on sales under $1.00.

entertain,

was tastefully d,'-orated ie
white and blue
Tne tier,

n'.erpieee and a corsage lor ra, i
ext al-o red, white and blue

1.. ,

the :-if’ ol Mrs. Be wn Tho
Vent were Miss Margaret Low,
s Lena Davidson, Miss Jessie
I.and Mr,, j,•aicn,- Gray.
lie Ladies of tiie G. A. R. lield a
1-ial and dunce Wednesday i,
liior ol the birthdays ol Liie-oli.
Washington. Tiie c iumilte,

Mrs. Eleanor
|.i,' pi,!k. Mr.
Mrs. Florence

con iated

|

C inwa’.

Mrs

Smith

Franc ■

The

Erickson

Thc I

oi

aver; pledge to the flag; duet,
Ir thy Swears and Bessie Polk;

laing, Cera Peterson; harmonica
lr piano duet.

sg?’

Lawry anci

la Swears; biographies of Wash|ton and Lincoln. Helen Orcutt;

IN EVERYBODY’S COLUMN
Advertisements in this column not to exceed three lines In
serted once for 25 cents, three times for 50 cents. Additional
lines five cents each for one time; 10 cents for three times. Five

small words to a line.
Special Notice:

May

All “blind ads” so called I. e. advertise

ments which require the answers to be sent to The Courier-

Gacette office for handling, cost 25 cents additional.

LOST AND FOUND
NOTICE-is hereby given of the loss
of deposit book numbered 34412. and
the owner of said book asks for du
plicate ln accordance with the pro
vision cf the State Law. ROCKLAND
SAVINGS BANK, by Edward J Hellier.
Treas.. Rockland, Me., Feb. 26. 1942.
25*Th-31

NOTICE Is hereby given of the loss
of dpposlt book numbered 37268. ahd
the owner of said book asks for du
plicate in accordance with the pro
vision of the State Law
ROCKLAND
SAVINGS BANK by Edward J. Hellier.
Treas., Rockland. Me , Feb 26. 1942
25*Tli-31

FOR SALE
24-ACRE woodlot with some pulp
for sale. In Lincolnville; also used
furniture. CARRIE CLARK. Inquire
33 Olen St.. Rockland
25-27
1941 OMC pick-up truck for sale,
mileage u'nder 8.000.
ARTHUR C.
HATCH. Camden.
25*27
4-ROOM house for sale, all newly
painted and papered throughout. 2car garage; lot. 70 x70'. ln good loca
tion. Apply 9 LINDEN ST.
24*26
WOOD for sale, hard, soft or mixed
ln chunks, fire place or stove. ROSE
HILL FARM, TeL 292-R after 6 p. in.
24-29
1941 FORD truck for sale, stake
body, good heavy duty tires
TEL.
655.
24-26
TWO. horse sleds, for sale. Tel. 2480,
C. L. McKINNEY. Main St . Rockport,
Me.
24-26
DOBERMANN PINSCHER for sale
10 months old. black, very clever MRS
FRANZ SLMMONS, 98 Pleasant St,
City.
24-26
SUPREME kitchen range for sale;
also automatic electric cooker, uni
versal ironer. electric toaster, electric
timer clock. 2-way portable radio, oak
and porcelain ice boxes. Plymouth
car battery. TEL. 768-R. City.
23*25
ONE lot of ’new furnaces, pipe and
pipeless. Your size may be among
them P. A. CLARKE. Tel. 1026 23*25
LIVE bait for sale. H. H. CRIE. 328
Main St, City.
15-tf
HARD coal for sale, stove and nut
$15.50; Pocahontas soft coal $10.25. J. B.
PAULSEN St SON. Tel 62, Thomaston.
15-tf
D. 8t H. bard coal. egg. stove, nut
$15.50 per ton, del. Nut size and run
of mine New River soft, not screened
110.25 ton del M. B. dc C. O PERRY.
519 Main St., TeL 487.
15-tf

EGGS AND CHICKS
DAY-old cockerels, for sale $5 per
hundred. Tel 532. H. W. LITTLE. 360
Broadway.
17 tf
CLEMENTS Chicks—“Stand the gaff"
of heavy, profitable production be
cause they have years of finest breed
ing behind them. Customers report
excellent results. You can get them
too. Pullet chicks ln all breeds. Write
for free complete catalog. CLEMENTS
BROTHERS FARMS. Rt. 33, Winterport. Me.

son of South Waldoboro called Sun
day at Melvin Genthner's.
Sherman Jameson of Friendship
was a business caller here recently.
McClellan Eugley who has be?n
ill in health, has gone to Augusta
to stay for a time with his son,
Walter.

pup of s:ngs by four mountaineer:
costume, Ruth. Frances. Dorothy
I: Bessie; reading, Mrs. Eleano:
|r.way; closing, ‘"Ihe Star SpanBanner” sung by hll present
Ineing followed tiie enteit.iininciii
Hiss Marion Tolman has returi
|:n Gloucester, Mas . where

been guest of her aunt Mrs. Al
It Anderson.

TO LET
3 ROOM furnished apartment to let.
Adults preferred Inquire at 12 WAR
REN ST., or 11 JAMES ST,______ 25-tf
PART of good store to let, on right
side of street.
E II CRIE GIFT
KHOP. Tei 563 M, 470 Main St.
24*26
FURNISHED house to lPt ut Oy'
Head, price according to size of fam
ily and time occupied. ROSE HILI.
FARM. Tel. 292-R after 6 p. m.
24 29
5-ROOM unfurnished modem apart
ment to let «t 6 Talbot Ave. R. M
O'NEIL. Tel. 1397-R.______________ 23 25
STORE space to let. on ground floor
in Robbins Block. Union; also unfur
nished apartment, second floor In
quire of H. S FOSSETT. Union Tel
3-4._______________________________ 2£2G
APARTMENT of 4 Unfurnished rooms
to let, with bath. Inquire at 12 Knox
St., TEL 156-W___________________ 21 tf
STORAGE space to let; rates reason
able
SMITH'S STORAGE HOUSE
Tel. 644________________

HIGH St. — 30 — Brand new heated
apartments. strictly modern,
three
rooms, bath, electric stoves and re
frigerators
MRS. JOSEPH DONDIS.
Tel, 38-M. 69 Beech St.
14-tf
HOUSE, modern improvements and
garage to let. MRS. ORRIN SMITH
Tel. 396 M, Ocean Ave., Ingraham
Hill.____________ __ 16*21 t f
EXCELLENT heated 5 or 6 room
apartment to let at 36 Pleasant St
MIKE ARMATA. Tel. 1051-R
6-tf
ROOMS to let at 15 Grove St . Tel
579-W. FLORA COLLINS.
15 tf

-Z

CAIN’S

ftNDWICft SPREAD

20 25

VINALHAVEN
AND ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.
ROCKLAND, ME.

krvlce to:

pinalhaven. North Haven, Si"”
ington. Isle an Haul, Swans
Island and Frenchboro
Effective Sept. lfi. 1941
Eastern Standard Time

1AIX AMI WIN EEK SBIIVICI
I'ubject in change wilhniit iioll'"

WANTED
MAN with livestock and poultiv
feed sales experience for establl-h-d
route in Lincoln County Write MR
KEELY. 231 Johnson Ave. Dept. E19126. Newark, N J,
_____
25* 11
USED studio couch wanted, cle:. .7"
ln good condition. TLI. 62G or 19’’
Limerock St, City.
25‘27
HOUSEKEEPER — Middle aged wo
man would like position ln small
family or with old people, as helper
and companion. Good reference-,. MRS
E. STEVENS; 26 Philbrick Ave., CPv
or Pleasant Point.
25*27
RELIABLE man wanted to succeed
D. F. Furbish as Rawlelgh Dealer in
East Lincoln Northwest Knox coun
ties. Selling experience unnecessary
Everything
furnished
except
car
Splendid opportunity to step into a
permanent and profitable business
Good profits for hustler. Write at
once. RAWLEIGHS, Dept. ME-162-10.
Albany. N.- Y.
16-Th-9 •
SECOND hand woven .sheep fence
wanted, in good condition. Will buv
few young reg or grade Hampshire'
sheep
ROSE HILL FARM. Tel 292-R
after 6 p. m.
24-29
GIRL wanted, for genera! house
work and rare for children. To -leen
ia. TEL 628-R.
24 26
GIRL wanted for general housework,
one child echool age. own room $10
to start. References Write PALLEY.
37 Terrace Drive. Worcester, Mas_______________
24*26
TWO wood choppers wanted
K W
DEAN, South Hope.
24*26
OLD Sanders Union Fourth Reader
wanted; school book ln 70s
E. H
PHILBRICK. Philbrick Ave. City Te!
1188-M_____________________
y 23*25

1‘AII.V F.X< Fl‘l

'*n<| llowil

Ar.
Ar.
Ar.
Ar.
I.v.

K.IHI
1.4”
3.30
1.30

New under-arm
|ream Deodorant

safely
leeks Perspiration

l. D'"ts not rot dresses cr men s
shirts. Does not irritate skin.
No waiting to dry. Can be
"sed right after shaving.
Instantly checks perspiration
for 1 to 3 days. Removes odot
from perspiration.
A’ pure, v.bite, greaseless,
sr«inless vanishing cream.
Arrid has been awarded the
Approval Sealofthe American
institute ol Laundering for

13-tf

and sappy places in wood when
painting is to coat these with or
GEORGES RIVER ROAD ange shellac before applying the
Services Sunday will be in the paint. This prevents the rosin or
flnnlah language.
pitch from discoloring the paint.

P.M.
Swan's Island,
Stonington,
North llavcn.
Vinalhaven,
Rockland,

111-tT

nXM-

One Way to guard against knots

NI NDA'
Read I’P

M.
•’># Lv.
Lv.
Lv.
10 Lv.
•45 Ar.

EXPERIENCED knitters wanted on
dip neta. MRS CARRIE E. CLEMENTS.
Dark Harbor. TeL 108 4 .
22*27
I’URNi'ruRE wanted it, upn,,i*ter.
cal'ed for and deUvered. T. J
ING, 19 Birch St, TeL 212-W.

- ««:

■

being harmless to fabrics.

Ihp’’

LARGEST selling

I odorant. Try a jar today

ARRID
[•lar

Al all .lore, •ellina lollel I001

(sJm in

1O« «a4

-OthcF-DaV

Eve'ry-OtfieF-Day ’
>/

VINALHAVEN

NFS

eatment S&

flftB EMMA WTNHTZIW
CiJicspondent

V/.i'hington Club held its
Washington’s birthday
’&3iary
Sunday at the home of Mr.
ber
C Smith. Small but
Mr? L.
ike figures of Georgp and Mar
ion the work of Mr. and
s Sini'11- traced the center of
table. Those present
, dinner
M and Mrs. George Newbert.
>
Scott Littlefield and
i
F. If. Winslow.
. Winona Brown who has been
(l Mrs. Laverne Gross re/ , . lay to North Haven
. , .,a i , . kt-on went Monday to
7ra,.r M.. .s. for employment.
„ j? i, Coombs is a patient at

I

■ 1* 1 I•

aron Pink
HEON SETS

2

:ctions
:n stock

p

at $3.65
4 the lire situation we
ith you when possible!

IT

ire

OLUMN
exceed three lines in50 cents. Additional
for three times. Five

called I. e. advertlsesent to The Courierlditional.

TO LET
M furnished apartment to let.
referred Inquire at 12 WARoi 11 JAMES ST.______ 25-1f
lof good store to let. on right.
street
E
II
CR1E CiIFT
lei. 563 M. 470 Main St.
24*2«
JH El» house to let. at Ay' .
lee aeeording to .size of famtinie occupied
ROSE HILI.
,'el 292-R after 6 p. in.
24 29
M unfurnished modern apartlet at 6 Taibot Ave. R. M
Tel 1307 IL____
23 25

space to lei. on ground floor,
ins Block. Union: also unfurapartme'nt, second floor. lu
ll S FOSSETT. Union. Tel
____ ___________ 34 20
MENT of 4 Unfurnished rooms
ith bath
Inquire at 12 Knox
156-W____________________ 21 tf
iGE space to let; rate.s reasonSMlTHS STORAGE HOUSE.
___________ 20 25
30
Brand new healed
its.
strictly
modern.
three
lath, electric stoves and reMRS JOSEPH IXJNDIS.
1. 09 Beech St.
14-tf

modern improvements and
10 let. MRS ORRIN SMITH
M. Ocean Ave.,
Ingraham

____________ 16^2Ltf

il.ENT heated 5 or 6 room
at to let at 36 Pleasant St.
~~~IATA, Tel, 1051 -R_____ 6- tf
to let at 15 Grove St.. Tel
ILORA COLLTNS.
15 tf

ith livestock and poultry
experience lor established
l.lncoln County Write MR.
1 J >hnson Ave Dept. E191_ M J____________ 25’It
’.udi
couch wanted, clean
condition.
TEL. C2C or 192
St City.
25*27

vKBEPER
Middle aged womid like position in small
r with old people, as helper
pani m (loot! references. MRS.
I NS 26 Phtibriek Ave . Cl’v
hit Point
25*27

■LI: man wanted to succeed
irbi-h as Rawlelgh Dealer in
ncoln Northwest. Knox couttllng experience unnecessary,
"g
furnished
except
car.
opportunity to step Into »
nt
and
profitable busine-s.
--’fits for hustler. Write at
AWLEIGH'S. Dept. ME-162-10.
N Y
lfi-Th-75

CALN ’ S

iANDWICfi SPREAD

ROCKLAND, MR.
(rvire in:
liitilhaien. North llavm. Stun
j "iftiin, |s|r au Haul, Swan*'

l-lanrt and Frenehboro
Effective Sept. 16. 1941

Fastern Standard Time

I'Ul.t I \< F.I'T SUNDAY
I’ul Itawn
Head lTP
P.M.
PL». Swan’s Island, Ar. ti.tHl
»' 1 »■. Stonington,
Ar. 4-^®
Fv. North llaven,
Ar. 3.3®
14 Li. \ inalhaven,
Ar. 2.45
I1' 'r Rockland,
Lv. 1.30
111-tT

New

under-arm

feam Deodorant
safely
iks

Perspiration

'D band woven sheep fence
i
good condition Will buy
nt :eg or grade Hampshire
ROSE HILL FARM Tel 292-R
P_nr_________
24-29
wanted
for genera! houseid care for children To Meets
628-R
24 20

•'anted for general housework.
Id ,-chool age. own room. 410
References Write PALLET,
ace Drive. Worcester. Mass.
24*20
v . choppers wanted K W.
'■outh Hope
24*20
>nd< r. Union Fourth Reader
school book In 70s
E. H.
K'K Philbrick Ave.. City . Tel.
______ _________________ 23*25
IIENCED knitters wanted on
MRS C.ARRIE E. CLEMENTS.
ITbor. Tel. 108 4
22*27

..J7RK wanteo

upn«>ii»tf<»

>r and delivered. T. J FLEMBirch St.. Tel. 212-W.
13-tf

tay to guard against knots
ppy places in wood when
g is to coat these with orhellac before applying the
This prevents the rosin or
tluktoloruig the paint

Mr, and Mrs. Alden Stanley spent
.Sunday at the home of Mr and Mrs.
Harry Johnson
Mrs. Oorts Sprague ts visiting Mrs.
Abby Stanley for a lew' days.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Norwood
and Nadia Norwood have returned
to Atlantic.
Almcn Durham of Stonington at
tended the recent funeral of his
aunt, Mrs. Mary' a. Stanley.
Among those Hi are; Lester Kent,
Jr..
Waiter
Stinson. William
Sprague. Theodore Turner. Frank
lin Johnson, John Sadler and Cal
vin Stanley.

’S

I'll wt. U INTER SERVICE
t in change without notice

WANTED

MINTURN

Mrs. Mary A. Stanley
Funeral services were held Fri
day at the Advent Church for Mrs.
Mary Abby Stanley, Rev. Carl
Hall officiating. Mrs. Stanley had
been in ill health for several years.
Deceased was the daughter of
IlCfp ta1'
Albion
and Elizabeth Stanley, born
, [, io tireenleaf and Mrs.
September
1S57 at Swans Island.
,i , ii on recently enterShe
was
married
to Hiram Stan, Vanishing Tea," Mrs.
,
ley
in
188G.
Mrs.
Stanley
was an
,.U , Miriam Greenleaf,
•
active
member
of
the
Advent
•v» ,ri« 1 Lane. Mrs. Eleanor
1
Church.
Muriel Chilles and
b»nShe Is survived by a daughter,
Hazel Dyer.
,
’
i
John
Greer and son Vira Sprague; a brother, Calvin
I
be< n guests cf Mrs. Stanley; and a grandson, Milton
cit Mr. and Mrs. Rob- Sprague.
Interment w-as at Grindle Hill
H,,, returned Wednesday to
cemetery.
oiiioioii Conn.
I l„. oioe Gross entertained
inch Washington’s
MONHEGAN
, honor of Mrs. Wincna
"Bill’’ Ome is visiting his rlster
, : No.tii Haven. ’Hie lunch Mrs. Natalie Kattelie in Hudson.
r ,u i tell illy decorated in Ma.ss.
, ;o ml blue. Tiie floral
Misses Betsy Pierce and Betty
-I,, , n u corsage for each Field, students of Lee Academy are
white and blue, enjoying a few days at home.
ol Mrs. Brcwn. Those
Sherman Stanley has returned to
Mi;s Margaret Lowe, Friendship.
Leiiu Davidson, Miss Jessie
Due to a rough sea Saturday’s mail
. .Til Mr- Jeannie Gray.
arrived Sunday morning. Passen
, ;. di . of I lie G. A. R. held a gers were Russell Davis and Mau
a,:,: notice Wednesday in rice Miller of Thomaston.
i. birthdays of Lincoln
Mr. and Mrs. Ferdinand Day went
W.i i. ‘on
The Committee Sunday to Thomaston. Mrs. Day.
Kit .ii.or Conway, Mrs. Friday slipped on the Icy road and
Fdl:
Mt
Frances Smith suffered a fractured wrist.
M
Florence Erickson. The
Mrs. Freeda Stanley, Saturday
:: roti cd of: The I/Ord’s received cuts on her wrist and hand
•
to tiie flag; duet, when a bowl broke while removing
. Svf . rs and Bessie Polk; it from a shelf. Mrs. Henry Stanley
.r. C i Peterson; harmonica expertly performed first aid treat
piano duet. May Lawry and ment.
s.o.u ; biographies of WashMrs. Carrie Wincapaw, 76 years
|
t: Lincoln, Helen Orcutt; old, is as spry as can be these days.
i cf - tig. by four mountaineers She does her shipping regardless of
|■ ',-t'itnc. Ruth. Frances, Dorothy icy roads.
Bt ;r: reading, Mrs. Eleanor
William S. Stanley celebrated his
p.-. < Icing, "The Star Span- 77th birthday Saturday at home.
| Bataif’" Ming by hll present, Present were: Mr. and Mrs. Dwight
a i slowed the entertainment. Stanley and son Alfred, Mr. and
M.ii i ti Tolman has returned Mrs. Henry Stanley and daughter
|: fi , '
Mass., where she Enid, Mrs. Myra Orne, Mrs. Geral
, uni guest of her aunt Mrs. Al- dine Given and daughter Constance.
Andflison.
Mr. Stanley received many gifts and
birthday greetings; also three birth
day cakes. Home made Ice cream
and cake were'served.
j Speaking of patties, it is never
too late to talk about Valentine’s
‘.’•'■'■’•J.
Day. Maurice Davis of" Monhegan,
«ss#.1
and Portland sent the school chil
dren a grand Valentine box contain
VOR
ing favors, candies, table deCoraLieni and trimmings for a cake. Mrs.
Givens, their teacher added to this
treat, punch and sandwiches'. The
children enjoyed a ch^rftU holiday,
with many Valentintes added to
complete a happy da£.

VINALHAVEN
AND ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.

• s n< : rot dresses or men’s
. ;■ ris. Does not irritate skin.

■ waiting to dry. Can be
L “ltd right after shaving.
7s:ji::ty thetks perspiration
110 > days. Removes odor
Il "/ -T. perspiration.

I ■ ' p.ie, v.hite, greaseless,
I:
I

\.’rushing cream.
has been awarded the

AppriAal Seal of the American
:ostitu:e ol Laundering for
I. 3e "g harmless to fabrics.
If" - « the LARGEST SELLING
I ^RANT. Try a jar today!

ARRID
AI all ttorra selling leilet gn*

(•Im is 104 aa4 S9» JM)

Parm Five

RocklanB Courler-GazeflS, TfiurstlaV, Fe&ruary 26,1552

BIRTHDAY OF WASHINGTON
Editor of The Courier-Oaaette
It would be interesting, to team
just how many remember thLs old
song. I have never heard U sung
by anyone but my mother, and
grandmother Hanna:
Birthday of Washington,
Proudly we hall the<L
Welcome thy light
••
As It streams through the sky.
I.cud. swell the. cnonlti
Ye mountains and valleys.
While In Its grandeur
The ocean replies.

First where the battle .storm
Wildly was raging:
Cheering with valor
The during and free
1-lr-t where the olive
In beauty was waving.
F.r-t In the hearts
'
Of hls Country was lie,

Sound it from to«.t to West
with rapture telling:
Slug of his greatness
Our hero so. brave
Ix>w trom the portaLs
Of glory descending .
Fieedom is
Off Washington s

grave

4

,,

St. Pete Boasts

SEARSMONT

Mrs. Arlan Smith and children of
Hallowell were recent guests of Mrs.
Of High Class Sporting J O Packard and Mi and Mrs Ira
Events Soon To Take
Packard.
There
Place
_____
Mr. and Mrs Earl Ness of Belfast
St. Petersburg. Fla.. Feb. 26-This !called on Miss Belel Lowe11 and W'
Wmter vacation metropoha became |

Mr and Mrs Adf|bm Hggins 0(

Mission of the Church,” Mrs. Effie
Sibley; topic, ‘‘Enemies and Hindarnces of the Church," Mr Cobb;
topic, "Power in Christian Laymen,"
Mrs Gibson; hymn. *'A Charge To
Keep. 1 Have;" readings, “A Fellow
ship Church," Mrs. Marieta Pack
ard; “An Evangelistic Church,”
Mrs. Josephine Aldus; “A Steward
ship Church,” Mrs. Etta Marriner;
"A Missionary Church,” Mrs. Mabel
OotobJ closing hymn^ ‘‘America;"
the Mizpah benediction. Mrs. Ma
rieta Packard was organist, and
Harold Cobb, tiie local lay leader,
presided.

Americas c.tadel of sports today Yarmouth passed the week-end with
as the arrival of the World Cham«Ethel Higgins,
pion New York Yankees and the i James Robbins and Mr. and Mrs.
St. louts Cardinals for training Laurence
Robbins attended the
Laurence Robbins
opened a two weeks' calendar of funeral Saturday of J. Crosby Hobos
events attracting national atten in Camden.
tion.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Milliken and
Among the contests s?heduled for children of Camden called Sunday
FRIENDSHIP
the ensuing week and the next are on Mr. and Mrs. Laurence Robbins
Mrs.
William
Pottle who has been
the $5,000 72-hole St. Petersburg and son Jennes*.
ill,
is
much
improved.
Open golf tournament with a field
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Drinkwater
Sidney Carter and Kenneth Winof 150 topflight llnksmen compet and daughter Lucille. Mr. and Mrs.
ing; the Southland Sweepstakes Carl Milliken and Merrill Drink- chenpaw who have employment at
Regatta in which the country’s water and his friend Mr. Chandler, the Kelley Shipyard in Fairhaven,
foremost speedboat pilots will race all of Camden, attended the soc al Mass., spent the week-end with
their families here.
for national titles; the national Friday at the church vestry.
Winter smallbore rifle tournament
Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Dunton. who
The evangelistic services held the
attracting the best shots in the na- spent several months at the homes past week at Winchenpaw hall were
tlon; the Florida West Coast Sen- of their daughters, Mrs. Wyman well attended, much interest being
lors golf tournament and the 13th Packard of Portland and Mrs. Le- evidenced. Rev. William Turkingannual International yacht race, verne Leeman of York Beach, re ton was the speaker.
being sailed this year on a 250-mile turned home Sunday. They were
Harry Burns who has employ
course from St. Petersburg to Sani accompanied by Mr. Leeman and ment in Bath, passed the week-end
bel and return.
his older son, Calvert, Jr.
with his mother, Mrs. John R. Sim
Charles M. Burgess of Union mons.
Already' claiming the pennants of
their respective leagues and sup called Saturday on his sister, Mrs.
The W.C.T.U. met Friday at the
ported in the claim by most ex Harold Cobb.
home of Mrs. Jessie Lash with the
The annual town meeting will he president. Gertrude Oliver, presid
perts, the Yankees and Cardinals
were limbering lip their muscles at held March 2 at Dirigo hall.
ing.
The Methodist Women's Society
Miller Huggins Field and Water
Mrs. Aletha Thompson of Thom
front Park today on training met Wednesday with Mrs. Mabel aston Ls guest, of Mrs. Albert Mor
grounds drenched with the warmth Cobb. The annual business meeting ton.
of a mid-Siunmer sun. In top con-twas held and these officers wete
Miss I^tura Murphy Ls visiting
dition from several weeks of swim- j elected: President, Mrs. Mabel friends in Bremen.
ming, fishing and sunbathing at his Cobb; vice presidents. Mrs. Francellu
Mrs. Frank Winchenpaw of
Gulf beach cottage, the Yanks’i Moody. Mrs-Sibley. Mrs. Char- Friendship Harbor has returned
prima donna, Joe DiMagg o, reSweetland; secretary, Mrs. from Massachusetts where she vis
ported himself ready for his great- ■ Efcta Marriner; treasurer, Mrs. Hat-, ited her father who is ill in a hos
est year on the diamond. In an-1 tie Knight.
pital.
other week the Yanks and Cards
Bundles For America social' The
___ ..........
...... Ladies Aid met
Methodist
will play the first game of a six-I held at the vestry Friday under the ,ast Thurfday at the homp of Mrs
contest series for the city cham-' auspices of the Women’s Society, Gertrude Ohvrr wiLh 14 pre.Sf.nt. a
pionshlp which is being heralded by ; waA a successful occasion. The social afternoon was enjoyed and
the country’s baseball writers as a Uniting done by the women was ex- refreshments were served by the
pre-view cf tiie 1942 World Series, j hibited. Old fashioned games and hostess, assisted by Miss Eda Lawry.
With 27 consecutive major league refreshments were enjoyed. The Tiie meeting today will be with Mrs.
exhibition games scheduled at Patriotic theme was carried out in Agnes Winchenpaw for an all-day
Waterfront Park, nine more than b°th games and decorations. The. session, with the hostess and Mrs.
last year, the thousands of base sum of $11 was netted. Another so Hattie Morse serving dinner. Those
ball fans Wintering here will see cial is being planned for March.
not solicited will furnish sweets.
The annual Laymen’s Sunday was
nearly all the big league clubs in
action, including the New York observed at the Methodist Church
SOUTH THOMASTON
Giants, Cleveland Indians, Detroit with this program: Hymn, “I Love
At
the latest meeting of ForgetThy
Kingdom.
Lord;
”
responsive
Tigers, Boston Red Sox, Cincinnati
me-not
Chapter, OE.S. Mrs. Eliza
reading,
led
by
Wyman
Drinkwater;
Reds, Brooklyn Dodgers and Boston
beth
Babb
was tendered a surprise
prayer,
Rev.
Mary
Gibson;
Scrip

Bees.
party
in
honor
of her birthday Feb.
ture
lesson,
read
by
Harold
Cobb;
Starting next Wednesday, Slam22.
She
was
recipient
of gifts from
min’ Sammy Snead will defend his hymn, "The Church s One Foundathe
members
and
a
beautiful
deco
St. Petersburg cnen golf title against, ticn; ’ readings, "The Christian
rated
cake
from
the
worthy
matron,
a galaxy of nationally famous links j Church,” Mr. Drinkwater; Tiie
stars on Lakewood Country Club’s
1
1
'
= Mrs. Lotta Crowley. Coffee and
sporty and tropical butterfly course.) iu.tial visit in this tropical pttra- sandwiches were served.
Dr. and Mrs. Harry Pettapiece
Next Saturday Recicat on Pier disc.
and
eftughte'r Joyce of Camden were
and the bay front will be packed | Arriving from Maine, duHng t.h'e
with spectators viewing tiie annual Pa‘sf week, to spend the Winter :n guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Jesse
Southland Sweepstakes Regatta the Sunshine are Mr. and Mrs. Sleeper.
Mr. and Mrs. Stanton Sleeper
when the nation’s fastest inboard George Harmon of Bar Harbor; Mr.
have
moved to Portland where Mr.
and
Mrs.
Herbert
I.
Bean
of
Bethel;
and outboard speed demons will
Sleeper
has employment as welder
Mr.
and
Mrs.
John
E.
MacDonald
compete for coveted championships
at
the
Bath-Todd
shipyard.
,
of
Falmouth
Foreside;
Mr.
and
Mrs.
and new records.
Mis.
Jennie
BcWers
of Winthroo,
W.
W.
Hanscom
of
Hebron;
Mrs
' Expert marksmen frein all parts
Mass.,
is
visiting
her
sister, Mrs.
of America assemble here on the j Annie E. Bither and Mr. and Mrs.
Elizabeth
Babb,
for
a
week.
j
W.
H.
MoGary
of
Houlton;
Mr.
and
11th for the five-day Winter SmallSixteen members of Forget-mebero Rifle champ onship tourna Mrs. Frank Rutter of Kennebunk:
not
Chapter O.ES. attended the an
Miss
Florence
A.
Nelson
of
L
vorment on the ranges of the St.
niversary
meet ng of Seaside Chap
Petersburg Rifle Club, best equip , more; Mr. and Mrs. L. Glenwood
ter
Monday
in Camden.
j Temple of Monticello.
ped in the South.
Mrs. Rebecca Thorndike passed
Replacing the annual St. Peters- 1 Miss Cora E. Perry of Rockland;
burg-Havana Sailing race, inter- Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Leckenby and the week-end with her niece. Miss
rupted by wartime regulations, is Yvonne IjaToumeau of Sanford; Susie Sleeper in Rockland.
At the People's Methodist Church
'the St. Petersburg-Sanibel race Mr. and Mrs. John M. Jaynes cf
starting frem off Recreation Pier South Freeport; Miss Nina Griggs Sunday morning a pleasing program
at 10 a. m.. March 14th. A dozen of South Portland; and Mr. and of poems, stories and hymns was
of the fastest sailing yachts in At- Mrs. Thomas T. Hoar of York Har- presented honoring Lincoln and
Washington. Sunday School meets
lantic and Caribbean waters are bor.
entered in tiie race which will follow
a southward coastwise course to
Sanibel light and return to St.
Petersburg, a distance of 250 nauti
cal miles. Among the entries is one
from California, the 62-fcot yawl
’Fairweather'’ owned by Mr. and
Mrs. F. J. Allen of San Francisco.
Among the new arrivals at the
Princess Martha Hotel who are en
joying their stay in the Sunsh ne
City are Mr and Mrs. P S. Plouff ;
and Mr- and Mrs. N. C. Bucknam
of Dexter.
New arrivals from Portland are
Miss Edith A. Dill, Brighton avenue; I
and Dr. and Mrs. F. E. Norris, Con
gress street, who are enjoying their

Tempting Tea! Made Easily!

"SALMA"
TEA-BAGS

as

Josephine A. Townsend
Monhegan- Feb. 25.

UNION
The town books closed Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Ludwlff of
Liberty visited Sunday with their
daughter. Mrs Lawrence Hannon.
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford HoweU
were callers Sunday at W. C.
Perry's.
Mrs.
w. vz- Perry fell on the ic«
Mrs. W.
Friday sustaining a broken wrist.
Mrs Vera Pease of BuTkettviUe t*
spending a few weeks with her son.
Edwin Pease.
,.
Lawrence Hannon is working in
the woods for H. C. Edgecomb of
Appleton.

N THESE
TIMES,
SCWMECS
MILDNESS IS

especiAuy

WELCOME

III

NICOTINE

IN THE
SMOKE MAKES
PLENTy OP
SENSE
TO ME.
CAMELS ARE
SWELL

YOUOWE ITTOYOUR^ir//XfN \

It costs no more to eat
sensibly.
Build your
menus around foods that
contain protective Vita
mins, such as Eggs, Milk,
Fruits, Leafy Vegetables,
Lean .Meats and Fish.

SUPERMARKETS
331 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
PLENTY OF FREE PARKING

AT REAR OF STORE

LAMB

40, 50.60! Grt Pep
Don't
on your

40-W

atwtrtrUM
JW •»!•■£

JUICY FLORIDA
'• TREE RIPENED
(VITAMINS A-B1-C)

ORANGES -

BONELESS CLEAR HEAVY STEER BEEF

FACE RUMP
FRY-2i/‘/2
TO BROIL OR FRY-2

Io

[Vitamins
A-B-C)

FANCY PLUMP NORTHERN-8 Io 12 LB

AVER AC!

(Vitamins A-B-C)

LB

25c

(Vilamms A-B1-C)

CALIFORNIA NAVEl

3 IB AVERACE

ORANGES

BROILERS(v,,dm,n'6 c c) ie 29c

TURKEYS

*

Save vitamins and minerals
by cooking vegetables in the
least amount of water possi
ble. Water left clinging to
the greens after washing
A- fWMOr/C . is often sufficient. Do not
cook vegetables any longer
than necessary. It’s surpris
\MtMO9
ing how quickly they cook
Mto/tf
tender. Use any excess
cooking water or juices in
gravies and soups. Don’t
use soda in cooking vegeta
bles.

• 27c

JUICY TENDER CUTS
(Vitamins A-B-C-Cj

doz

iakcesih

JUICY SEEDLESS-IARCE SIZE

29c

(V.lem.ns C-C)

37c GRAPEFRUIT 5-23c
37c APPLES cookVng 4 LBS 23c
(Vitamins A-C)

SMOKED-READY TO EAT-WHOLE or HALF (Vitamms S-C

COOKED HAMS
MILDLY CURED CORNED BEEF

FANCY CALIFORNIA

2 - 25c
-29c BROCCOLI
NEW CABBAGE > 4c
SOLID HEADS

BONED and ROLLED IF DESIRED

LAMB FORES

B-C)

BUTTER

8c
lB 23c
LB 29c

CALIFORNIA

LBS
BULK

DOZ.

FANCY BROOKSIDE
CREAMERY

1 LB
ROLL

GOLD MEDAL

CAKE FLOUR

1 LB.
PKGS.

REFINED

24>/2 LB
BAC

FINAST
FLOUR

WHITE SPRAY

CRISCO

2%-LB

PKC.

' 67

GINCER ALE WKtSf

15c

MILK
Accepted by
Am Medical Association
14‘ziOZ.

3

TINS

KETCHUP
FINAST—Made with
Solid Ripe Tomatoes

14-OZ.
BOTS

2

WILSON'S

28 OZ
BOTS.

MOR

ROLLED OATS "57 a

3-LB.
PKG.

CAMPBELL'S

10'/2 OZ.
TIN

TOMATO
SOUP

hos

TOMATO

24'4-LB
BAG

KITCHEN TESTED

2

ICEBERG

EVANGELINE
EVAPORATED

LARGE SIZE

BREAD FLOUR

(Vitamins A-C)

LETTUCE

MAINE

PURE LARD

2 - 23c

GREEN PEAS

LB

U S No 1 CRADE

FRESH EGGS

(Vitamins A-B1-C-C)

TENDER-FULL PODS (Vitamins A-B1-C)

MACKEREL
FANCY
FILLET OF HADDOCK
HALIBUT
FANCY SLICED

POTATOES

(Vitamins A-B1-C-CI

(Vitamins A-B-C)

FANCY BRISKET

A Delicious Ready Io Eat
Luncheon Meat

12-OZ.
TIN

-HOUSEHOLD SAVINGS-

-LENTEN VALUESFANCY

PINK SALMON ALASKA
FANCY
RED SALMON ALASKA
CRABMEAT MAINE PACK
GORTON'S
CAKES
FISH FLUFF

PALMOLIVE SOAP
4 bars 25‘
BATH
PALMOLIVE SOAP SIZE 3 BARS 27*
OCTAGON LAUNDRY
5 bars 22*
SOAP
MED |
,O,SZ 13' KLEK SOAP BEADS
PKC ’
£ 20‘
LCE
^10' SUPER SUDS RAYON
SAFE
PKC ZX
LOE |7<
BRILLO ALUMINUM CLEANER
-SCOTT PRODUCTSPKC 1/
SCOT TISSUE
3«ou 25‘ SUNNY DAY AMMONIA 2lSl 8‘
9‘
WALDORF TISSUE
19' SUNNY DAY BLEACH
SCOT TOWELS
2 «ou$ !7< CANNED FRUITS am! VEGETABLES
pl

-FAVORITE SPREADS-

PEANUT BUTTER
GRAPE JAM PURE MIRABEL
MARMALADE PURE MIRABEL
APPLE JELLY PURE FRUIT
BLACKBERRY, APRICOT
PRESERVES
or CHERRY
SANDWICH SPREAD

IN HEAVY

FINAST PEARS
SYRUP
FINAST
’“37' MAINE CORN COLDEN SWEET

TOMATOES

28% Less Hicotrae

8 07.
JAR

NABISCO

BUYING FIRST NATIONAL BREAD

' It's baked with just as much care a nd

r

thought as you would give when

you bake your favorite cake- •
1 LB.
4-OZ.
LOAVES

RICHMOND
SOLID PACK

29OZ
TIN

2V

:2t°,n°sz19<
i 19 OZ
, TINS

23*

BURNETT S VANILLA
SUNSWEET PRUNES

NO WONDER MORE PEOPLE ARE

BREAD
i no.

★ YOU SHOULD KNOW

PORTERHOUSE-N Y SIRLOIN-BOTTOM ROUND-CUBE

Mer smt

iron, ealHu

NUTRITION FACTS

LEGS

FANCY, LICHT TENDER
MEATED (Vitamins B-C)

STEAKS

L

ABOUT COOKING
VEGETABLES:

FIRST NATIONAL

Buy Defense Bonds an& 6Ump»

lifcWomfiM*1

The Moslem temple—the Dome
community during the Winter, the
next of which will be Friday at 7 of the Rock—contains the great
o'clock at Miss Louise Butler’s The black Rock of Abraham's sacrifice
C.Y A. meetings are held m the
Boy Defense Ronds, and Rtampa
church every Sunday ut 7

tomorrow at 11.15 with Miss Hazel
Lane of Rockport in charge of the
worship program The weekly meet
ings with .Rev F E Smith in charge
have been held at homes in the

CHOCOLATE
PINWHEELS

Ceffee That Is Fresh
Because II Is Fresh Cround to Your Personal Order

2.cs39‘
RICHMOND
JOHN ALDEN
2.^s45‘
A POPULAR COFFEE •> 1-LB j|Ac
KYBO AT A POPULAR PRICE X BAGS
PACKED
1-LB *>O<
COPLEY VACUUM
DRIP or RECULAR
TIN XY

Pvprv-Other.D J gvery-Other-Day
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Double Feature “Camden” Friday, Saturday
I?'

****
(■HWLEY T. WHAJAMB

“Red Cross Benefits”

CAMDEN
ft ft ft ft
NAOMA ltAlttCW
Correapoadent

Correspondent

ft ft ft ft

ft ft ft ft
TeL 180

Tel. Ill

Lloyd Beckett, who spent two
months in Florida, has returned
home to take up his duties as mail
carrier in the place cf Reginald
Henderscn who has joined the
Navy.
Beta Alpha met^londay at Miss
Christine Moore’s home with 19
present. After the business meet
ing sewing occupied the time, some
Red Cross work being accomplished.
Refreshments were served by the
hostess.
Miss Dorothy McEvoy arrived Sat
urday from Needham, Mass., to
spend the week with her aunt, Mrs.
~
S'.'*''-"
J. A. McEvoy.
■
■ fW
*•
Miss Gay Stetson went Wednes
»?! SS?:?' &
day by bus to Portland, joining
Miss Patricia Roes there at the home
cf her uncle, Charles Brown, for the
'Hopalong Cassidy and Andy Clyde in “Outlaws of the Desert’’ plus
remainder of the week.
“Blondie Goes To College,” and Saturday at 1 p. m. A fuR hour of shorts
Mrs. George Gardiner is spending plus the regular show.
several days in Augusta with her
father Henry Hunt.
CUSHING
Mrs. Ralph Carroll arrived home
Mrs. Agnes Boynton has returned
yesterday from tlie Bangor Osteo
from a visit with friends in Port
Providing Domestic Users
pathic Hospital where she was a
land.
patient 16 days.
Employ Economy and
Miss Ida Olson of Bath spent the
The air-raid wardens, both men
Common Sense
and women, will meet tonight at holiday week-end with her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. S. H. Olson.
Maine’s domestic users of fuel oil
Watts hall at 7.30.
Mrs.
Mary
Flint
is
confined
to
her
are
reassured that under the new
The second in a series cf public
home
with
an
attack
of
erysipelas.
Federal
distribution system there
card parties sponsored by the Star
should
be
sufficient quantities avail
Circle will be held next Monday at
Clyde Maloney has joined the Ma
7.30 at the Masonic banquet hall. rines, leaving Sunday for East Bos able from now until arrival of warm
The committee is Mrs. Lura Libby, ton. Mrs. Maloney is with her par weather.
The bright prospects were seen
Mrs. Emma Young and Mrs. Leah ents in Thomaston.
Davis.
Mrs. George Vannah of Malden, by State Fuel Coordinator Frank E.
About 30 members of the Bap Mass., was in town Sunday, looking Southard of Augusta who said that
tist Junior Choir and guests en up friends. She was guest of East “this appropriate distribution can
joyed a social in the vestry Tues Friendship friends over the holi only be made a success if both con
day night. Preceding the games, a day week-end, returning Monday to sumers and suppliers co-operate to
program was given consisting of resume her duties at the Jordan- the fullest extent.
“Consumers,”
Southard
said
piano solas by Betty Lou Seekins, Marsh store, where she has a respon
“must not use more oil than neces
Lois Hastings and Joanne Vinal sible position.
and a vocal solo by Leveone Pat
Mrs. Alice Heyer, of Waldoboro., sary. Do not heat unused rooms.
terson, with Lois accompanying grandson Wendall Genthner, Miss Do not run too high household tem
and a vocal duet by Paul Simpson Phyllis Newbert of Waldoboro, called peratures. Do not waste hot water.
and Percy Stanley with Mrs. Grace Sunday cn relatives here and dined Conserve all fuel possible.”
Under the new plan consumers
M. Strout at the piano. Mrs. Pat with Mr. and Mrs. B. S. Geyer.
terson assisted in serving refresh
Russell D. Ramette accountant of cannot cbtain oil until after tanks
ments.
Portland, was in town the past are one-fifth full and then their
Maynard Shaw of Portland is week. Mr. Ramette who is a nephew Containers will be filled only three
spending this week with his mother, of Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Wales has quarters full.
“Suppliers,” Southard said, “must
Mrs. Henry Shaw and sister, Miss audited the town’s accounts for
adhere
to the requirements of the
Frances Shaw.
1941.
distribution
order and should no.t
Miss Shirley McDonough of
The Red Cross quota for this town
violate
it
either
in letter cr spirit.
Brighton, Mass., is visiting her has fallen far short of its intended
These
things
being
done, the citi
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Wil goal, so far, that a special appeal
zens
of
Maine
can
feel reasonable
liam J. White, this week.
is being made to the Summer col
assurance
that
fue
1
supplies ade
Mrs. William Richards enter ony and Cushing friends to help
quate to their needs will be avail
tained members of the Sunday raise it to the required amount.
School class of her aunt, Mrs. Ida B. S. Geyer has been appointed able.”
Parks, at supper Tuesday at the Chief Air Raid Warden. His assist
Federated Church in observance of ants are Mr. and Mrs. Kendall Orff,
SOUTHWEST HARBOR
Mrs. Parks’ birthday. Guests were Joseph Harper and sister, Mr. and
Mrs. Josephine Richardson is im
Mrs. Charles Webster Mrs. Margaret' Mrs. Silas Hyler, Mr. and Mrs. Rich proving at a Bar Harbor hospital.
Stewart, Mrs. Rena Wotton and ard Lufkin, Mr and Mrs. Hibbard
The Dime Club gave a surprise
Miss Margaret Crandon. The guest Young, Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Lunt, shower Tuesday for Mrs. Walter
cf honor received a birthday cake, Mr. and Mrs. Lester Lufkin, Mr. Hamblen at her recently bought
gifts and cards.
and Mrs. Clarence Wales, Harry home on Wesley avenue. Attend
Services at SL John’s Church: Young, Alvaro Olsen, Mr. and Mrs. ance numbered 28.
Mrs. Harry Robbins and daugh
Friday at 8.30, Holy Eucharist; at Fred Geyer, Eli Maloney, Mr. and
7.30, Way Of the Cross, at which Mrs. Walter Young Jr.. Mr. and Mrs. ter Judith who spent several weeks
Rev. Eric Robinson cf St. Andrews’ Alfred Orne, Mr. and Mrs. Everett with relatives here and at Manset,
Church. Newcastle, will preach. A Davis, Mr. and Mrs. Perley Nash, went Saturday to Portland1 where
public Lenten supper will be served Mr. and Mrs. Donald Crute, Oscar they are to make their home. Mr.
in tlie parish hall at 5.30, Saturday; Young, Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Be Robbins had been employed the
at 8 30 a. m. Holy Eucharist.
dell, Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Seavey. A past two years in Bath but recently
meeting was held at Town hall Fri changed to South Portland.
Mrs. Mary Felt Hanley
day when Rev. Mr. Leach and Mrs.
Mrs. Clifford Robbins who was
Requiem high mass for Mrs. Mary
Robert Libby of Thomaston helped called home on account of her
Felt Hanley, who died suddenly
qualify the wardens for their duties. daughter’s illness, has returned to
Thursday morning, was held Satur
Roland Prior and family are guests Boston.
day at St. James Catholic Cljurch.
of Mrs. Prior’s parents in Washing
Mrs. L. S. Robbins recently re
She was the widow of William Han
ton.
ceived a card from Howell Cullinan,
ley and was born at St. George, Dec.
the former newscaster so popular
12, 1877. Her parents were Richard
in
this erea.
Buy Defense Bonds and Stamps
and Mary Stewart Felt. For the
past 45 years Mrs. Hanley had re
sided in this town. Interment was
in St. James Cemetery.
Answer to this puzzle on Page Eight
Survivcrs are two brothers, James
and William Felt, both of this town,
2
3
5
M
•
and several nieces and nephews.
Relatives from out of town at
b
tending the services were: Mr. and
Mrs. William Stevens and daughter,
II
Mary, of South Portland, Mr. and
Mrs. David Renegar of New York,
13
Mr. and Mrs. Thecdore Gutoske of
East Orange, N J.. Miss Katherine
i 2«
20
18
Stevens of Southington. Conn., Ar
& 1
thur Stevens of Portsmouth. N. H.
24
21
Miss Marian Felt of Boston, and
t
Clifton Felt cf Washington. D. C.
a'I

Enough Fuel Oil

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSSWORD PUZZLE

J
7

L
9

J

m

1L
Ib
17

15

Dr. Saul Polisner is in Boston
and will return the latter part of
the week.
Mrs.
Katherine
Burnham
is
visiting in Brooklyn. N. Y.
Mrs. Percy Sawyer, spent Mon
day in Portland.
Mrs. Milton Prescott and two
daughters, who have' been in
Florida, have returned home.
Zelma M. Dwinal will entertain
the Decemvir Club Friday at his
home in Rcckport.
The door prize at the Legion
party lest week was won by Mrs.
Clara French. There will be an
other game party Friday with the
usual prizes. The Legion Auxiliary
will meet Tuesday afternoon for
its sewing circle and there will be
a regular meeting in the evening.
A public supper will be served Sat
urday at the Legion rooms.
Miss Regina Morrison of Augus
ta. was week-end guest in town.
Miss Ruth Damery, who has
been passing the week-end in
town, returned to Baston.
Mrs. Howard Apollonio and chil
dren went Monday to Newport, R.
I, where they will visit Dr. Apol
lonio.
A group of friends of Miss Mil
dred Durkee gave a surprise shower
at her home Tuesday night, pre
senting to her many lovely gifts.
Miss Durkee will become the
bride Sunday of Ralph Young. Re
freshments were served. Those
present were: Misses Mary McDer
mott, Ruth Bennett, Joan Emery,
Barbara Gamage and Edna Fuller.
Peter Reed of Brookline. Mass.,
has been guest at the J. C Hobbs
home on Chestnut street.
Mrs. Herbert Babione has re
turned to her home in Summer
ville, Texas, after residing here
since
last
Summer.
Ensign
Babione remains here.
Rev. H. I. Holt of Rockport was
the guest speaker Tuesday at the
Rotary Club. Rev. Mr. Holt deliv
ered an interesting lecture on
“Ethiopia.” Visiting Rotarians were
Allan L. Bird and H. P. Blodgett
of Rockland.
The Dandylions met Tuesday
for dinner at Green Gables. The
next meeting will be March 10 at
Mrs. Elmer Young's.
Lieut. Frank C. 'Perry, U.S.N.
was the overnight guest of his
father, Charles A. Perry, recently.
The annual dues tea of the W.
C. T. U. will be held Tuesday with
Mrs. Lizzie Burgess, 60 Mechanic
street. Officers will be elected and
dues received. Four oteiock tea
will be served.
A Masonic Assembly will be held
tonight, the committee: Mr. and

In order to protect the Red Cros-name and emblem, an Act of Con
gress has been passed. It lays down
the law that no benefit or public
performance may be advertised or
given as a “Red Cross benefit,”
without permission from the proper
officials. As cne of them I am not
allowed to give that permission wnless 100% of all the gross proceeds
of the affair goes to the Red Cross,
without deduction for expenses.
( I shall be glad to consult with
persons who are good enough to give
benefits to the Red Cross. I am
neither an ancient Hebrew Judge,
nor am I a Philadelphia lawyer, yet
I believe it tc be perfectly preper.
to give all or part of the proceeds
of a party, entertainment, musical,
jamboree or box-fight to the Red
Cross. Let the advertising state
“Net proceds tc be given to the Red
Cross” or “Half of profits to be do
nated to Red Cross,” or any similar
statement of fact, and I believe we
will be safe frem the Gestapo.
K. A. Rice,
Chairman Red Cross

child, have returned home. Allle
Allen of Hope is a medical patient.
Charles Dailey is a surgical pa
tient. A daughter was born Feb.
23 to Mr. and Mrs. Albert Perry of
Lincolnville; a son was born Feb
24 to Mr. and Mrs. George Fernald.

The Motor Corps will hold a
food sale, Saturday at the store of
Carleton, French Co. Anyone in
terested in helping this group by
donating for the sale, may call
2452 or 2056 and arrangements
will be made to have the articles
collected.

WEST WALDOBORO
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Bidwell
and friends of Salem. Mass., spent
the week-end and holiday at their
home here.
Miss Shirley Bodge is confined
to the house with the measles.
Mr. and Mrs. Freelon Vannah of
South Waldboro visited relatives
here Sunday.
Daniel Winchenbaugh was an
Augusta visitor Monday.
Mrs. Harold David is a patient
at the Miles Memorial Hospital in
Damariscotta.
Mrs. Francena Sprague who
spent six weeks with relatives in
Augusta, has returned home.
Mrs. Lilia Standish visited Mrs.
Alden Waltz Monday at Gross
Neck; also called on Mr. and Mrs.
James Waltz at the village.
Mrs.
Emily
Etheridge
and
daughter Shirley cf Round Pond
visited Monday with Mr. and Mrs.
Arnold

Standish

and

Mrs.

Lilia

Standish.
Marquis Smith and friend of
Marblehead. Mass, passed the
week-end and holiday at his home
here.
Mrs. Molly David has returned
home from Attleboro, Mass.

Mrs. E. J. Prescott. Mr. and Mrs.
Austin Rankin, Mr. and Mrs. Har

SHE VISITED PARA
In answer to “We Wanter Know”
signed H. F. C. 18 Hall street:
I visited the city of Para or Belem,
which is located cn the Para River,
a branch of the Amazon. Para is a
very old city but an important port
for rubber. It Ls 3 degrees south of
the Equator and about 150 miles
from the ccean.
The streets arc very narrow and
cobbled, most of tiie stores and
dwellings are one story; a very
old and picturesque cathedral sur
N. H.
Community
Hospital:
Lieut. rounded by palm trees and flower-’
Hero, who has been a patient has ing vines locks down on this tropi
W. C. K.
returned home. Dr. Jameson, who cal city.
has been a medial patient, has re
Read The Courier-Gazette
turned home. Mrs., Shaw and

old Coombs of Rockland and Mrs.
Victoria Clements of South Thom
aston.
The stated communication of
Amity Lodge F.A,M. will be held
Friday night.
Friends of Rev. and Mrs. W. F.
Brown will be interested to know
that since leaving here, Rev. Mr.
Brown has received calls to three
churches and has accepted a call
to the Baptist Church in Newport,

STRAND THEATRE

ROCKPORT

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

« « » «
LEDA O. CHAMPNEY
Correspondent

ft ft ft ft

Mr. and Mrs. Roland Crockett
vTere tendered a party Monday
night at their home on Amesbury
street in honor of their 40th wed
ding anniversary. Guests present,
who included their ten children,
were: Mr. and Mrs. Langdon
Crockett, Mr. and Mrs. Elmer
Crockett. Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
Carr. Miss Natalie Nash. Mr. and
Mrs. Harold Kaler of Rockland;
Mr. and Mrs. Vere Crockett of Bos
ton, Mr. and Mrs. Keith Crockett
of Tilton, N. H„ Mr. and Mrs.
David Crockett and son David,
Mrs. Gladys Henderson, Mrs.
Charlotte Berry, Frank Thomas of
Camden; Mr. and Mrs. Huse Rich
ards, Mrs. Lottie Crockett, Mr. and
Mrs. Ernest Crockett, Mr. and Mrs.
Herbert Crockett, Harvey Crcckett,
Priscilla Crockett. Virginia Nash,
Ralph Staples, James Roberts and
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Staples.
Beano, bridge, 83 and cribbage
were enjoyed and refreshments
served. Included among the many
nice gifts were flowers and a large
wedding cake.
Maynard Ingraham, Jr., Harold
Hall, Gerald Richards, Edgar Fos
ter, Forest McKenney and David
Eaton are spending the week at
the Ingraham cottage at Norton’s
Pond.
Miss Natalie Nash of Rockand is
visiting this week at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Staples.
Miss Mabel Wall is at home from
Attleboro, Mass., to spend the
school vacation with her mother,
Mrs. Simon H. Wall.
Miss Shirley Staples is visiting
her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
Webster Staples in Searsport this
week.
Mrs. Loana Shibles is confined
to her home with a severe cold.
Miss Marion Weidman will en
tertain the Twentieth Century
Club Friday at her home. A re
view of the book “Flotsam” will
be presented by Mrs. Hester Crone.
The Trytohelp Club met Monday
night at the heme of Mrs. Georgia
Rhodes, with Mrs. Mae Butler as
co-hostess. Work was started on a
quilt. At the close of the business
session ice cream and cake were
served. Next week the club will
meet at the home of Mrs. Viola
Spear.
Russell Staples, Jr. is spending
the school vacation with his aunt,
Mrs. Malcolm Daggett in Rock
land.
Maynard Ingraham, Sr. has just
received his appointment from
Governor Sewali as Notary Pub
lic.
Rev. and Mrs. C. V. Overman,
Mrs. Maud Carleton, Miss Hazel
Lane, Mrs. Abbie Davis and Clif
ton Yattaw were among those who
attended the meeting of the Lin
coln Baptist Association Monday

Claudette Colbert, Ann Todd. Douglas Croft, and John I’avne
scene frem 20th Century-Fox’s romantic drama, “Remember (he hj
which stars Claudette in her most outstanding dramatic role.

in Warren.
The G. W Bridge Club met
Tuesday afternoon at the home of
Miss Marion Weidman.
Miss Lillian Brann arrived from
Reading, Mass. Friday to spend a
week at her home on West street
while enjoying a vacation from
her teaching duties.
Miss Jean Oliver of Newton,
Mass, is guest thus week of Miss
Barbara Colby.
Members of Harbor Light Chap
ter O.E.S. who attended Past Ma
trons' & Patrons’ Night at Seaside
Chapter, Camden, Monday were
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Auspland.
Mrs. Cora Upham, Mrs. Louise
Holbrook. Mr. and Mrs. Leman
Oxton, Mr. and Mrs. Orris Burns,
Mrs. Dorothy Young.
The Baptist Young People So
ciety held a social at the vestry
Tuesday following a business ses
sion. Games were played under the
direction of Donald Welt, and re
freshments were served with Miss
Leoline Wilson in charge. The
group were chaperoned by Mrs. C.
V. Overman.
A program in observance of
Washington’s Birthday was fea
tured at the meeting of the Bap
tist Ladies’ Circle Wednesday at
the home of Mrs. Christie Whit
ney.
Readings and sayings of
Washington were given by the
members.

NORTH WARREN
Stanley Robinson is employed by
Harold Butler in Union.
Mr. and Mrs. George Grace and
children Marylyn and George of
Billerica, Mass., and Fred Gracie
of Boston came home over the
holiday to celebrate the birthday
of Mr. Grade's mother, Mrs.
Clara Gracie. The families went
to the home of Mrs. Grade’s
daughter, Mrs. Allen Young, where
a fine dinner was served, topped
off with a birthday cake. The
guests returned Tuesday to Massa
chusetts.

CONVENIENCE?

fa

on

Regularly $1.00

PARK THEATRE

MATCHED TWIN
SERVER SET

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

l£AV£

Lots of local women are busv
with Civilian Defense work
and the task of keeping the
family healthfully fed as well.
Now, the beginning of the
Lenten season presents new
cooking problems to many.
We've a lot of utensils that
will suggest bright ideas for
quickly prepared Lenten meals
so stop in on your way home
today and see our variety!
Purify Your Drinking Water
with a

^ILTO-CLEAN FILTER
You will be sur
prised
at
the
amount of pipe,
moss,
dirt
and
other
matter
which this filter

19

BACKACHE,

LEG PAINS MAY
BE DANGER SIGN
Of Tired Kidneys
If barkaehe and leg paim are making you
miserable, don't just complain and do nothing
about them. Nature maybe warning you that
your kidneys need attention.
The kidneys are Nature's chief way of taking
eieees acids and poisonous waste out of the
blood. They help most people pass about 3
pints a day.
If ths 15 miles of kidney tubes and filters
don't work well, poisonous waste matter stays
in the blood. These poisons may start nagging
backarbee, rheumatic pains, leg pains, loss of
pep and energy, getting up nights, swelling,
pumnese under the eyes, headaches and diannees. Frequent or scanty passages with smart
ing and burnisgsometimeashows there is some
thing wrong with your kidneys or bladder.
Don't waitl Ask your druggist for Doan's
rills, used successfully by millions for ever 40
years. They gios happy relief and will help
ths 15 miles of kidney tubes flush out poison
ous waste from the blood. Get Doen's Pill.,

MAKE
EVERY
PAY DAY

BOND DAY

1 ,. 1
17

2b

L
30

H

31
Lb

35

37
1

40

Li”

m

Consists of matched twin
dripless servers—48 oz. and 11
oz. sizes.

i

ff

w

4'2

99c

'•
1

NEW MIRACLE

SENSATIONAL NEWS

CLOPAY
WINDOW SHADES

COMBINATION

You

can

actually

SCRUB

these.

25- Tell

26- 8mall candle
29-Javelin
S2-Faleehoodi
33-lnterest (abbr.)
35- Fall gue

36- Epoch

rjj

Special

O'Cedar

Combination.

T.

16 oz. size

marvelous
O’Cedar No-

Rubbing Cream
Polish; and 4-oz

1
HORIZONTAL
1-Among
7- Cauterize
8- Birds (Latin)
10- Whlther
11- A conduit
13- American poet
14- Lifting device
16-Fish egg*
18-Muaical pipe
20- Sorrowful
21-John (Russian)
22- A savory jelly *
24- 1nact Ive

O’CEDAR

Full

Jr

45

slope.

Special 89c

35

34

size O'Cedar

HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
37-Prank
39- Aecompl ished
40- Violently kilted
42-Made an estimate
upon

44-The lateral part
49-Turkiah official
46-Ridicules

VERTICAL
1- An insect
2- Engllah title
3- Corners
4- Relieved
5- At any time
6- Receht
7- Wool- bearing

animal

VERTICAL (dent.)
9-Watt upon
10-TrouWit
12- How,
13- ldle talk
15-An idle wanderer
17-PenetraMd
19-Eato
21-Uneu,table
23- Vehleie
24- Pronoun
27- Ventilates
28- Resounde
30- Largfl Sea-duck

31- DTy
S3-Within
34-Wearted
37- M littery assistant
38-Arrtvetf
41-Aesui
43-lt

il (contr.)

and
Up
holstery Non-

Rug

Frank LaRue. Raphael Bennett, i In an era when the so-called
Don “Red” Barry and Paul Fix in a “singing cowboy” is strongly in
vogue, Barry managed to crash into
scene from “A Missouri Outlaw,”
the limelight as a hard ridin,’ fast
new Republic picture.
shootin’ cowboy of the old time
Don “Red” Barry rings the bell genre, and his warm fan reception
again in nis latest Republic west proved that although modern au
ern, “A Missouri Outlaw.”
diences enjoy the musical western
Barry’s accomplishments, since he they still thrill to the good old fash
first came to Hollywood not very ioned knock ’em down action melomany years ago. have been meteoric, 1 drama.
Remember, every Pi,.b»y evefttotf
and he is acclaimed cne of the roost
popular western stars on the icreen j is country store.

Miss Nancy J. Calder entert.
Lends Monday at her horn
le street in honor of her
L thday. The roo,ns were dec)
in pastej pink and green
fable centerpiece of rcse snapd
LI1S with candles to match
Lchinents were served consl
L( chicken a la king with n
Lps and olives, cheese stick]
[ream and cake. The afternoo
[pent playing games, singin.
Uno playing in which all to< I
tfonor guest was Miss Kathr\:
Person, who was also celebratiij
C+th birthday. Others present|
. Avis Williamson, Nathal
Carolyn Candage, Naomi Wit
loU and Beatrice Ashcroft,
finable to attend were Jane
T-loria Ristaino and Maryh
Cliffe.

Tel. 2229

Colors: Green and Eero

3 for 99c

I LOOK SANDER TO LET

inflammable
Cleaner.
Regularly 80c

Special 49c

FLOOR SANDER SUPPLIES

MRIN
sr
HRROULJHRES.
o PAINB-ST0VE5 • KITCHENWARE
" cOkMEKLY

•

44’MAINST.

VEA7IES"

DOCKLAND

EXPLAINED
Editor of The Courier-Gazette
We, here in Washington “wanil
erknow” where Washington conn
in cn Selective Service r j tratJ
as of Feb. 16. Every town ex J
Washington and Appletcn wa- ;stj
with number registered m yd
Courier-Gazette of Feb. 19 me! J
should not like to have outsijj
think we were so depleted m ma
population that we had no men
registration age. So what!
“Reader"!
I TThe towns of Washing ten, We
Washington and Appleton came
der the Union district and wed
! registered there. The rc-bird
of these towns were included in tij
Union total.—Ed.]

Miss Helen McBride, clerk
nlaudell Coal Company, i .1
Lg a vacation in Boston, aco :|
[cd by Miss Sarah Linnell

•pie Red Cross Sewing C
-Andersen Camp Auxiliary w
■tertained ht-st night a: the hd
(mis Velma Marsh, Broad
Past matrons and past
(f Golden Rod Chapter, Cwill occupy the chairs at the
past matrons and past p]
night to be held tomorrow
Supper will be served in tl I
quet hall at 6 c’clcck wi!
,ona Whitehill as cliairni
IMrs Golden Munro in ch
the dining room.

I

Buy Defense Bonds and Stamps |

Miss Nancy McBrinc, dau
kir. and Mrs. Edgar iMcBriul
Isurgical patient at tiie Ci I
Itspital in Portland.

ACHING-STIFF
SORE MUSCLE!

The Misses Helen Cr 4

For PROMPT relief—rub on MuJ IaIicc Chaples were week-end j
terole! Massage with this wonderful lot Mr. and Mrs. LcForc t I
“counter-irritant” actually brin
fresh warm blood to aching musd lot Waldoboro.
to help break up painful local rot
gestion. Better than a rnuifurd!
Mrs. Edgar McBrine who h;
plaster! Made in 3 strengths.

HUSTERQlf
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
WHEREAS. James A. Smith ol R. |
land, ln the County of Knox as
State of Maine, by bis mortgage de
dated February 4th. 1941. and
ed ln the Knox Registry of Dwdj
Book 266. Page 333. conveyed to tl
Rockland Loan and Building A?
tion, a corporation legally organ;
and existing under the laws ol |
State of Maine, and located at -i
Rockland.
the following desert!
real estate—
Together with the buildings the
on, situate in said Rockland, bed
No. 10 Cedar Street, on the Southed
side of Cedar Street, and bounded aai
described as follows, to wit
BEGINNING on the Southerly lisl
of Cedar Street and at the Northwd
terly corner cf land of Florence J
Pendleton; thence Southwesterly a
the Northwesterly line cf said PendiH
to'n land to land formerly of Rood
Crockett;
thence Northwesterly 1
line of said Crockett land to angle j
line of said Crockett's land: thenj
Northeasterly by line of said Crocitd
land and line of land formerly 1
George Vinal to the Southerly sia
of aforesaid Cedar Street; therj
Southeasterly by the Southerly -j
of said street to the place of beg.n|
nlng.
See deed of Evie M. Smith to MM
A Smith, dated Aug. 7th. 1933 wl
recorded in said Knox Registry. Bw
232. Page 585
And whereas the condition of si
mortgage has been broken
Now, therefore, by reason
■
breach of the condition thereof s»
Rockland Loan and Building A Md
tion claims foreclosure of said mofi|
gage.
In Witness Whereof, the i
I
land Loan and Building A > is'']
has caused this Instrument to r
sealed with its corporate seal ar
signed in Its corporate nam'1 by
Lawtr'n Bray. Its Secretary *;..-retn
to duly authorized.
this •wen'.:]
fourth elay of February. In tip
>'
our Lord one thousand nine hundre]
and forty two.
ROCKLAND LOAN AND

Ivisiting Mr. and Mrs. G
lghiblcs in South Portland a]
land Mrs Harland Rawb
I
■land returned home Wtdi.|
Ishe was accompanied by Mr
hey. Mrs. Shibles and Mrs
|Tupper, for a brief visit.

BUILDING ASS<X.'l ATION'

visit Lucien K. Green
luecond floor, 16 School stree
I Fellows Block, City, for Fu|
■ Coats and Cloth Coats, at mJ
1 prices.

Em
376 MAIN STREE]
II.

Be Prep
500
Cleansing
Tissues

19c

By, I. Lawton Bray. Secret*.'
Seal
Feb 24, 1942
25-Th-l

Pounl

NOTICE OF FORECLOS1 KF
WHEREAS. Arieiir Brown Rnes
Thomaston. County of Knox vj
State of Maine, by her mortgage (fez
dated July 3. 1934. recorded m
i Knox Registry of Deeds. Book F*>
i Page 59. conveyed to the Home O’
ers' Loan Corporation, a < '
I
duly established under the l.r*- I
the United States of America
its office and principal place
/ I
ness In Washington, District ; ' I
utnbia, the following described ("4
estate, situated ln Thomaston, in Iff
County of Knox and State of Malne|
A certain lot or parcel of
I
together with the buildings tbe«’
on, bounded and described alows: Beginning at an iron P®
ln the westerly line of Elm
and at the Northeast corner «I
the Hatch lot, so called, thenjl
North 84° West and by said HatcBI
lot, ninety (90) feet, more or le* I
to an Iron pin at the MG
|
lot. o called; thence North - •’ '
We-t and by said McFarland
sixty (60) feet, more or •
’
an Iron pin at land of said
Brown Roes; thence South
East and by other land now of
formerly of William H StaeKP'’5
ninety (90) feet more or les». JJl
an iron pin in the westerly :r ?
said Elm Street; thence South • I
35' East and along the w«
line of said Elm Street, sixty
feet, more or less, to point nf !”>
ginning, containing 5400
arf |
feet, more or less.
Being the same premise* r'n
veyed to said Adelle Brown R'1®;
by William H Stackpole. by tree
of warranty dated May 24. 1^,
recorded ln Knox Registry 01 I
Deeds, ln Book 210. Page 315.
WHEREAS,' the condition of s4'1
Mortgage ls broken:
,1
Now. therefore, by reason o* ;'„T
breach of the condition thereof. ‘J
said Home Owners’ Loan Corpef*^;|
by Blaha
Pike,
its Attoiwi
thereunto duly authorized
.7

’I
"I

w.

power

1936.

of

and

Fir;

100

1.20

50c
Cr-j

Similac

50c 1

79c

Ta

attorney dated Oct ’Cf J.

recorded

tn

the

County Registry of Deed- Book
Page 313. claims a foreclostit'

mortgage, and gives thi- n>
•that purpose.
Dated this eighteenth day 1 f
ruary. A. D 1942.
HOME OWNER-''

4 5ORPORA 1 l«,N
e, Bun- w

J

I

’

.
I

J

30c

F

Hills Cold
Tabs

S

21c

1

11.
C;d

Pvprv-Other-Dayl

D THEATRE

every-Other-Dt?

^SocTety

ND SATURDAY

ouglas Croft, and John Payne in
lantie drama, “Remember the Da]
itstanding dramatic role.
EXPLAINED

Jjiss Nancy J. Calder entertained
,rends Monday at her home on
tjaple street in honor of her 14th
birthday. The rooms were deooratin pastel pink and green with
j,ie centerpiece of rcse snapdragwith candles to match. Re,re£hments were served consisting
j; chicken a la king with potato
chips and olives, cheese sticks, ice
-eain and cake. The afternoon was
^nt playing games, singing ai.i
-uno playing in which all took part,
flonor guest was Miss Kathryn An
derson. who was also celebrating her
•Ch birthday. Others present were
jjr5 Avis Williamson, Nathalie Post,
Carolyn Candage, Naomi Withing, n and Beatrice Ashcroft. Those
enable to attend were Jane Perry,
£j:oria Ristaino and Marylyn Suttliffe.

Lady Knox Chapter, D.A.R. will
observe “guest day” Monday at 2.30
at Universalist vestry-. Each mem
ber is privileged to invite two guests.
Miss Margaret Mclllroy cf Lewis
ton, State regent will be the speak
er. Mrs. Nettie Bird Frost will sing
a group of numbers. The board of
management will act as hostesses.

Mrs. Vernon Studley and daugh
ter, Verna have returned home fol
lowing a visit with her parents in
Friendship.
Miss Doris A. Gray is spending a
week in Portland, guest cf her
sister, Mrs. Roger Vcse.

Mr. and Mrs. H. R. King of Port
land are in the city this week. Mr.
King is auditing for the McLoon
Company. The Kings are at the
Ccpper Kettle.

Miss Helen McBride, clerk at the
Blah-dell Coal Company, is spendThe darling babies need to be out
a vacation in Boston, accompan- in the sunshine but, oh! how the
1Ki by Miss Sarah .Linnell.
icy hubbies jounce them around.
However, it may be good to allay
•pic Red Cross Sewing Club of colic conditions.
Anders n Camp Auxiliary was en
tertained last night at thc home of
Miss Mazie Joy of Gorham ls
jjr- Velina Marsh, Broad street.
spending a vacation from her teach
ing duties with her parents, Mr. and
Pait matrons and past patrons Mrs. Clarence Joy, Broadway.
Cf Golden Rod Chapter, O. E. S.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Ellingwood
v.n occupy the chairs at the annual
past matrons and past patrons’ of Portland spent the holiday week
night to be held tomorrow night. end with Mrs. Ellingwood’s parents,
Supper will be served in the ban Mr. and Mrs. Almon M. Young,
quet hall at 6 c’clcck with Mrs. Purchase street.
Leona Whitehill as chairman and
Corporal Clifford H. Gardner, son
Mrs Golden Munro in charge of
of Mrs. Charles Shadie of Rockland
the dining room.
street, left last night to report to
Buy Defense Bonds and Stamps
Mi 6 Nancy McBrinc, daughter of Fort Devens for active duty. He
I Mr and Mrs. Edgar McBrine is a had previously served one year with
I
i. patient at the Children’s the 240th Coast Artillery at Port
land Harbor.
IILspital in Portland.

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Wc here in Washington “wanl
I erknow" where Washington comi
, in cn Selective Service registrat
jits of Feb. 16.
Every town exeet
| Washington and Appletcn was listr
with number registered in Ti
' Courier-Gazette of Feb. 19 and y
should not, like to have outside
think we were so depleted in ma
population that we had no men (
registration age. So what!
“Reader"
I [The towns of Washington, We
I Washington and Appleton came ur
der the Union district and wei
registered there. The registran
of these towns were included in ti
Union total.—Ed.]

ACHING-STIFF
SORE MUSCLE!

Berean Society of thc First Bap
tist Church will meet at the home
For PROMPT relief—rub on Muni
of Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Pendle
terule! Massage with this wonderful
‘ rotTNTER-iRRtTANT” actually bring!
ton, Rankin street, Friday night.
fresh warm blood to aching muscle!
Supper will be served followed by a
to help break up painful local coni
gestion. Better than a mustard
Mu Edgar McBrine who has been social hour.
plaster! Made in 3 strengths.
I visiting Mr. and Mrs. Guy M.
Mrs. Roy Knowlton rctured last
IShibies in South Portland and Mr. night from a business trip to Bcston
and Mrs Harland Rawley in Port- and New York.
Land returned home Wednesday.
She was accompanied by Mrs. Raw
Miss Jean Young and Miss Gloria
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
er. Mrs Shibles and Mrs. Donald Studley are spending the week in
WHEREAS. James A. Smith of Rock
Portland with Mr. and Mrs. Rich
land. In the County of K'nox an) Tapper, for a brief visit.
te of Maine, bv his mortgage di-pf
ard Ellingwood.
dated February 4th. 1941, and record
visit Lucien K. Green & Son’s
<’d ln the Knox Registry of Deed)
Book 256, Pave 333. conveyed to till I lecond floor, 16 School street, Odd
Mrs. Arthur Doherty entertained
Rockland I.oan and Building A.-soclaf
tion, a corporation legally organiz
Fellows Block, City, for Furs, Fur the Wednesday Night Club last
and existing under the laws of th
State of Maine, and located at sai| Coats and Cloth Coats, at moderate night, the members devoting the
Rockland, the following describ
prices.
9-tI time to home defense sewing.

Mi.sscs Helen Crcckett and
Ia.iit Chaples were week-end guests
of Mr and Mrs. LcForest I. Mank
ot Waldc-boro.
Tiie

real estate—
Together with the buildings ther!
on, situate ln said Rockland, beinl
I No. 10 Cedar Street, on the Southern
ide of Cedar Street, and bounded an|
described as follows, to wit: BEGINNING on thc Southerly lin
of Cedar S:rcet and at the Northwetj
terly corner cf land of Florence
Pendleton: thence Southwesterly
thc Ni rthwesterly line cf said Pendld
ton land to land formerly of Robei)
Crockett:
thence Northwesterly
inc i f raid Crockett land to angle 11
line of aid Crocketts land; thencT
Northeasterly by line of said Crockeq
land and line of land formerly
George Vinal to the Southerly aid
of aforesaid Cedar Street; thend
Southeasterly by the Southerly sld
f said street to the place of begin
ning.
Sit deed of Evie M. Smith to Jamd
A Smith, dated Aug. 7th. 1933. an)
recorded in said Knox Registry, BooT
232 Page 585
And whereas the condition of sai|
mortgage has been broken:
Now, therefore, by reason of thl
;

breach of

the

condition thereof. s:>*|

R ickland t in and Building A soeiaf
tion claims foreclosure of said morlj
gage.
in Witness Whereof, the said Roel
land Ioan and Building Associate)
has caused this Instrument to
sealed with Its corporate seal »"J
I in it . corporate name by
l an-'ii B- iv It, Secretary, therein!
to

duly

authorized.

thts

twenty

fourth day of February, ln thc year
our l ord one thousand nine hundrej
and forty two.
ROCKI.AND LOAN AND|
BUILDING ASSOCIATION.
By. I Lawton Bray. Secretary
>Seal
Feb 24. 1942
25-Th

CUT RATE

ErfumE
376 MAIN STREET,

Be Prepared - Specials

AdPllc

Brown

ixrati

Corporation,

duly established

under

a

29c
33c

1

25c Palmolive Shave
Cream,
2 for 33c

MOM

Corporate

the

21c

Pound Cotton,

Thomaston. County of Knox »i*t
stile of Maine, by her mortcage de’’
dated July 3. 1974, recorded tn 4‘1
Knox Registry of Deeds. Book No 241
Page 59. conveyed to the Home O**1
ers'

I
I
I

Pint
50c
jlsop. Alcohol! Analgesic
[Compound
Balm

19c

NO I ICH ill HIKKCLOSURF
WHEREAS,

ROCKLAND, ME.

H. GERRISH, Dealer

500
Cleansing
Tissues

I 1-00
IIronized
I • Yeast
I 69c
75c
Doan's
Kidney
Pills

Pint Norwegian Cod
Liver Oil,
1.19

49c

50c Phillips Milk of
Magnesia,

10c

laws

the United States of America, havl
Its oflice and principal place of WR

np—. ui Washington. District of Coj
umbia, the following described re
estate, situated In Thomaston. In <•
County of Knox and State of Main
A certain lot or parcel of land
together with the buildings there
on. bounded and described as fo*
low
Beginning at an Iron P*n
in the westerly line of Elm Street,
and at the Northeast- corner of
the Hatch lot, so called; thence
North 84 West and by said Hatch
lot. ninety 190) feet, more or less,
t ' an Iron pin at the McFarland
lot. o called; thence North 8 25
West, and hy said McFarland let.
sixty 16oi teet more or less, m
an iron pm at land of said Adelle
Brown Roes, thence South 84
East and by other land now or
formerly ot William H Stackpoleninety iTM»t tret more or less, to
an iron pin tn the westerly line £
said Elm Street.; thence South 8
"■S East and along the westeti.
line of said Elm Street, sixty tw”
feet, more or less, to pol'nt of be
Binning, containing 5400 square
feet, more or less
Being the same premises con
veyed to said Adelle Brown
by William H Stackpole, by deeu
of warranty dated May 24.
recorded in Knox Registry 04
Deeds, ln Book 210. Page 315.
WHEREAS, the condition of sal
Mortgage Is broken:
, .
Now. therefore, by reason of ‘
breach of the condition thereof. 4
said Home Owners- Loan Corporate
by Elisha W
Pike, its Attorn
thereunto duly authorized by
power of attorney dated OXtobC;
1938. and recorded In the Rn
County Registry nf Deeds. Book Page 313. claims a foreclosure of *
mortgage, and gives thts notice
ghat purpose
Dated this eighteenth day of
ruary. A. D 1942.
,
HOME OWNERS'
4 ORPORATION

«-> Buna W

First Aid Kits,

31c

49C_UP

Kat Tail

Combs

4c

50’s Vita Rex
Perles,

1.69
39c

55c Gem Blades,
100 Pile Drjver>.

1.50 value
l.OOJergens

Lotion
50c Jergens

1.19

Tonic,

H)0^3teripads, 3x3,

Cream

all for 79c

50c
Phillips
50c Pacquin Hand

Tooth Paste

39c

2 Orchid

Dishes Free
all for 34c

Hills Cold
Tabs

21c

I
I
I
I

1.50
50’s
50c
tt
i u * nn
Hon. [Lucky Tiger
Hahbut
OU ■ Hinds
&
Tonic Shampoo
Capsules
Lotion

.

69c

25c

Follow The Tread

69c

REMEMBER THIS CHURCH?

Rockland League of
Women Voters
Committee aslsgnments for the

Anniversary Party
Held In Warren For Mr.
and Mrs. L S. Carroll,
Married 59 Years
Mr. and Mrs. E. S. Carroll of
Warren. 81 and 75, who observed
their 59th anniversary Friday were
given an anniversary party that
night at their home by their
daughter and son-in-law, Mr. and
Mrs. Harry Beane, with members
of the family, friends and several
neighbors present, making a group
of 24.
Among their many presents, in
cluding a flowering plant, woolen
blanket, kitchen wall clock, and
crocheted mats. was> a handsomely
decorated single layer anniversary
cake, the lettering, “59th anni
versary" in pink frosting script,
this being the gi t of Mr. and Mrs.
Beane. Cakes, fancy cookies and
ice cream were served with coffee.
An additional treat was the cigars
for the men and candy for all.
Mr. Carrell spoke of the many
changes the past few years in the
family, and among their neighbors,
mentioning that Robert Simmons,
i Fred Simmons of East Warren,

biennial convention of the National

League of Women Veters to be held
in Chicago April 28 to May 1 with
the Cook County, Ill., League as
hostess, have been announced by
Miss Marguerite M. Wells. National
League president.
An important phase cf the con
vent on will be carrying forward the
recommendations of the League’s
General Council. “To develop an
alert, understanding, critical body
of citizens; reach a larger public
than ever in the League’s history;
direct attention to new problems of
local government; and devise ways
and means to see that a Congress
is elected in 1942, which is capable
of dealing with the problems it wiil
face, particularly that of post-war
organization for peace.”
------------------|
The Thursday Contract Club!
meets with Mrs. Frank W. Fuller
this afternoon. Mrs. Fuller with
Mrs. W. O. Fuller will be hostesses.

This And That

The Garden Club

i

Educational Club

tier

luuomi ciiiuun

«CAM0EN»

Payne

Tbe Mother Of Five
They Mav All Fight For Their
Country, But Yet She
Smiles
cf The Courier-Gazette:—
All along the street and in al
most every group of people, we hear
nothing but war talk, and almost
always it is far from reassuring.
I must admit at times our faith
does need an amount of bolstering.
But isn’t it Just as easy to talk vic
tory as defeat.
To my mind there is nothing so
depressing as to meet gloomy peo
ple who seem tc enjoy looking on
the dark side of life. A smile costs
so little and even a grin that may
not add to our facial beauty. But
if it makes the world brighter for
the other fellow, s; why not smile
for smiles are what we need at this
time.
I admit there are times when our
own faith is a bit shaken, but why
pass it along to cloud up the sky
for some other. Surely we could
not expect to win this war without
some sacrifice. What if we do have
to do without seme of the things we
have been used to having?
But win we shall, and a new clay
will ccme, bringing greater peace
than wc have ever known. Then
how proud we shall be, a favorite
saying of my mother’s, when things
were net going so smoothly with her
was, “now we must all pull together,”
and I think that is just what we
must do and we shall win.
I base my belief on the Bible, ar.d
am sending a few verses I have
found from time to time I find the
Bible holds a great amount of war
news, an edd place perhaps to look
for it. but it is there just the same.
I trust these verses will bolster some
one’s lagging faith, just as it has
mine.
Rom. 8-35—'Who shall separate us
from the love of Christ? Shall
tribulation?
Ps. 63-7—In God is my Salvation
and my Glory. Thc rock of my
strength and my refuge is in him.
Jeb 5-19-20—He shall deliver thee
in six troubles, yea, in seven there
shall no evil touch thee. In famine
he shall redeem thee from death.
And in war frem thc power cf the
sword.
Mark 4-49—And he said unto
them why are ye fearful? How is it
that ye have no faith?
James 1-20—If any man among you
seem to be religious, and bridleth
not his tongue, but deceiveth his cwn
heart. This man's religion Ls vain.
Surely such words of great men
are reassuring, and surely we should
not confuse preparedness with de
feat, fcr I confess it is the mest
wonderful thing I have ever known.
This war holds as much signifi
cance for me as most folks, I have
five boys to answer their country’s
call. I admit it isn’t going to be
easy to see them go, but I am not
going tc spend my time whining, I
shall try to smile and do my best to
help others do so, looking ahead to
the day when the glad, glorious
news shall be heard throughout thc
land and that news Ls going to be
Peace and Victory. Fiom genera
tion to generation all through the
ages God has given great men po-wer,
strength, wisdom and inspiration to
build up thc beautifullest country in
the whole world. I have faith to
believe He is not going tc stand idly
by and sec it destroyed with one
stroke of a maniac’s fist.
Now, in conclusion, I want to pass
along an old proverb I found re
Editor

bf k. s. f.

The United States will not have
a total eclipse of the sun until
July 9. 1945.
• • • •
Sherlock Holmes is still being
called upon to solve mysteries. A
number of letters are addressed
each day to "221-B, Baker street.
London’ by readers who want
Holmes’ help, despite the fact that
this famous gentleman sleuth lived
only in the imagination of Sir Ar
thur Conan Doyle.
• « • •

Tortoise-Shell Cats were cnce
carried on ali Japanese ships as
weather prophets. And oiten they
were rated as members of the crew
—with a rank above that of the
cook! All because Puss had a habit
Mr. and Mrs. E. K. Leighton are
of running up the mast before an
leaving by motor for Miami.
approaching storm. They will be
......
Florida this Friday. They will go
Unless you arc well advanced in years you will not recall this House ■
Rpv gjdney pa„kard of Cam.
busy now.
later tc the Florida west coast and of Worship—the Ccngregational Church which stood on the site of the
• • • •
den were his only school mates
follow thc dictates of desire at present structure in Rockland.
“
Providence,
”
declared the Sun
left and that the las-t school teach
Southern resorts until the close cf
day
school
teacher,
"is very wise."
er he remembered going to, was
cold weather.
“
Oh
yeah?"
said
doubting
the late Rose Marshall. Mrs. Carroll. who was born in West Warren, Thomas. "Then why wasn’t the
Mrs. M. E. Wotton was hostess
said
three left, who used mosquito made a vegetarian?”
to a few friends with luncheon and Mrs.
Brown’s Talk On Has Invested $800 In War tc be ofin the
• • • •
school
with her were Mrs.
afternocn sewing at her charming
“
Weathvanes
”
Featured
i
Defense
Bonds
—
Enter

Sand is much valued today if it
Lizzie Waltz, Mrs. Laura Blake of
apartment at the Copper Kettle
could
be just where it ls needed
taining
Speakers
Interesting
Program
Rockland,
and
Mrs.
Lillian
NewWednesday, with Mrs. Thomas Lee
most.
There are places that it is
burger
of
Bath,
and
of
the
three
of Augusta as honor guest. Mrs.
The Woman’s Educational Club
The Rockand Garden Club held
feared
may cause los9 cf life or
old
neighbors,
the
three
still
liv

Lee returns home the last cf the its first mid-Winter recess meet- ’ met at the Grand Army Hall Feb
ing
in
that
same
neighborhood
:
broken
bones if people do not
week after a visit with her friends,
ing
Tuesday
at
the
home
of
Mrs.
20.
watch
their
step carefully.
were Mrs. Ellen Wellman. Mrs.
Mr .and Mrs. E. C. Davis.
• • • •
Lincoln McRae, with 33 members ' The first thing considered was Lizzie Waltz, and E. H. Storer.
Arc
wc
keeping
Lent today
Present were Mr. and Mrs. Oliver
Miss Beth Hagar ts home for the present. Mrs. J. Albert James pre- purchase of Defense Bonds with
With
our
minds
fully bent
Spring vacation season, renewing sided. Mrs. H. P. Blodgett, pro- cjujJ funcjs. it was voted to buy Wincapaw of West Warren, HjalOn surcease for the needy,
doJlar ,nterest mar Lampinen and Eino Lampinen
pleasures with her hests of friends gram chairman introduced the:
And hearts need to repent.
of
Warren,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Dennis
speakers:
Miss
Anna
S.mpscn,
4in town.
Our lack in urgent striving
Carroll and Mr. and Mrs. Perley
H club agent of Knox and Lincoln
*
In the evening session it was
For helpful ways and solace
Mrs. Etta Smith Noyes of North Counties had for her subject “Gar voted to accept from the President. Calderwood of Rockland, Mrs.
To those who look for succor?
Lizzie
Hoffses
cf
Thomaston,
dening.for
Defense
is
Urgent."
Haven is at the Copper Kettle for a
Mary Perry Rich, $100 of the Glen
Forgive
us. Heavenly Father,
Robert
Simmons,
Fred
Simmons,
Mrs.
E.
Stewart
Orbeton
spoke
,
Spring period, enjoying contact
Cove Social Center money which
And
give
us minds and hearts
Mrs.
Grace
Coburn,
Winfield
with her many friends in Rockland. on “Federation Aims in the War ' had been left in the president’s
To do our valiant parts.
Barbour, T. J. Carroll, Mau
Emergency”. Mrs. Orbetcn attend- i
hands to invest wisely. With this
Carroll
and
Benjamin
K. S. F.
The Monday Niters were guests ed the mid-Winter conference; the ! amount it was voted tc buy another rice
•
•
•
•
Packard
of
East
Warren,
Mr.
Monday night of Mrs. John Mills. theme of which was “Vegetable, j bond, making $800 happily used for
Cows arc not the only source of
Prizes were won by Mrs. Fred Vinal. Vitamin, Victory"; she stressed j the defense of our beloved country and Mrs. Vesper Hall and daugh
milk
for humans and a famous
ter
Esther
of
Rockville,
Mr.
and
Mrs. Mildred Achorn, Mrs. Raymond the fact, if you have always had a ! A very interesting paper was given
doctor
has made this statement:
Mrs.
Harry
Beane
and
son,
Elden
Small and Mrs. Arthur Bowley. The garden have a better one.
by Wilhelmina Fcgg on the work of
“
Man
uses
milk from the camel,
Mrs. Freeman Brown spoke on i the N.Y.A. girls, alcng with an ex of Warren.
club will meet next week with Mrs.
goat,
lama,
reindeer, sheep, water
Nathaniel Carroll of Rockville,
and showed movie sketches of her hibit of their handiwork.
Fred Vinal, Orange street. t
buffalo,
yak
and the zebu, as well
hobby “Weathervanes.” Mrs. Brown , Hazel Woodward read a paper brother of Mr. Carroll, though in
L-cuis A. Nickerson, who is soon to introducing her hobby told of the
as
the
cows.
And of course butter
vited was unable to attend, because
on
Virginia
Dare,
one
of
the
few
enter a diesel engineering school in interests and pleasure she derived .
is made from all cf these varieties
of illness.
Boston, was tendered a farewell from them. She said: “It is always women whose portrait has appeared
Mr. and Mrs. Carroll were wed of milk used.
• • • •
party at the heme of Mr. and Mrs. a pleasure to share my weather cn postage stamps.
Feb. 20, 1883 by Rev. N. T. Dunton,
Supt.
Alden
Allen,
afternoon
Clarence Simmons, South Main vane experience and I hope that
then pastor of the local Baptist
Yes, a scratched herse is one
sTI-eet, Monday night. Those pres I may impart some of my enthu guest speaker, took for his subject Church. Mr. Carrell is the son of that has been entered in a race
ent were, Mr. and Mrs. Everett S. siasm so that you too, may become ‘Effects of the War on the Schools.” the late Amasa and Louisa Car- but withdrawn before the race is
He said: The education of children
Blethen. Mr. and Mrs. John O'Sulli weathervane conscious, and ex
roll, and was born in Warren. Mrs. run.
for
the democratic way of life is cf
• • • •
van, Joshua N. Southard, Miss Mary perience the joys of weathervanCarroll is the daughter of Mr. and
greater importance in war than in
B. Simmons and Miss Dorothy Sim ing. She demonstrated the various
Mrs. Louis Wincapaw, and was
Cleveland Ohio is much alarmed
peace time. The schools of the
mons.
as are mest of the rest of the war
kinds of vanes, their origination, nation have an important part to born also in Warren.
Both are members of White Oak plant cities at the laxity of care
types, whereabouts and history
Hatetoquitit Club was entertained from the early 19th century to the play in successful prosecution of Grange, North Warren, Kncx Po in the unchallenged access to the
Tuesday night at the heme of Mrs. present time. Most appealing in war, so that ultimate victory may be mona Grange and the Baptist plants, and the ease with which
Retta Cole. Bridge honors were particular, were the angel Gabriel achieved by our armed forces, who Church.
sabotage can be accmplished. Just
won by Mrs. Cora Smith and Mrs. weathervanes down Georgetown are fighting the enemy.
Mr. Carroll is a 50-year member as in New Ycrk cn that great and
The schools are responsible for
Bernice Freeman.
St. George Lodge. F A M., hav much needed ship, so little real
way. So great is her enthusiasm maintenance cf the mental hygiene of
'
ing received his 50-year medal in care was taken.
in that hobby that she has taken cf children and for their health.
Mrs .Sumner C Perry was hostess
• • • •
1935. He also is a member of Henry
Thc army and navy departments
to the Itooevik Club Tuesday. Thc countless trips and with her pen
Knox Chapter of Thomastcn and
From Washington comes this tij
afternoon was spent in Red Cross has sketched the actual likeness have ccme into the school request
King Hiram Council of Rockland. to housewives: Thc sugar ration gees
of
her
collection.
ing them to -broaden curriculums to
sewing fcllowcd by refreshments.
Each and every vane is so dif meet military needs. The speaker Upon his retirement in 1925 from a little farther with these hints
Mrs. Emerscn Sadler entertained ferent she said, and this shows said too, that after thc Christmas active duty as foreman some years, from thc psychology laboratory, say
Chummy Club Tuesday night. Prizes us how the hobby leads one on to holidays a war stamp program was with the Maine Central Section Marorie Van de Water, Science
were won by Mrs. Herbert Mullen, interest one and to inspire one, started in the Rcckland schools. crew he was pensioned for 43 years Servico writer.
Serve puddings ot«rocm tempera
Mrs. Frank Fields and Mrs. John and it truly seems as if the joys of The children are raising each week of service.
When
he
was
a
boy
11
years
of
ture
or mildly chiLcd rather than
weather
vailing
were
never
ending.
Burns.
over $230 for purchase cf defense
age. he used to drive two pairs of ice ccld or frozen. The .same amoun
It is very hard to discriminate on stamps.
oxen in a team hauling ice from cf sweetening tastes sweeter at the
thc series most interesting on Mrs.
In thc evening Mrs. Charlotte O.
FRIDAY AND
Brown’s beautiful artistic drawing piflcld of Portland> Hou.sp Dircctor West Rockport to Rockland, where higher temperature. It takes less
it w’as loaded on schooners for sugar to sweeten a hot drink than
of weathervanes. which kept
of Westbrook Junior College, tcpic,
SATURDAY
well interested and enthusiastic “Institutional Manager Problems.” shipment to thc South, thc ice a cold drink.
business at that time being in its
For those who like tlicir coffee
audience.—I. M. D.
She told many interesting things
with sugar in it, serve the coffee
heyday.
At
that
time,
Lily
Pond
roU’
about development of the different
at Rockport, Mirror Lake and before the dessert. It takes les*
Miss Anna Webster is spending
te*1
types of fcod services we have to
Ate®
Rocky Pond at West Rockport sugar to make it taste sweet than
the school vacation at her home in
day. and about thc big task of feed
were entirely cut over each Winter. if served immediately after a sweet
Bangor.
ing so many girls correctly, to keep
Every other day he would make dish.
them both healthy and happy.
At breakfast, grapefruit juice be
It used to be in boarding school, two trips to Rockland, and it was
the custom for his father to meet fore thc cereal will cut d;wn cn the
the same menu was foil;wed each
him at West Rockport each night sugar needed to sweeten it. Mar
week. On Monday folks knew what
they ate and on Friday they knew ; with thc horse team, after thc day s malade or jam has thc reverse
FRIDAY SATURDAY
what they ate, but not so at "West-| work, so that he could ride home effect.
• • • •
brock.” They seldom have thc I without the care of the oxen, who
Mexican symuathizers with tin
came
home
by
themselves.
same food fixed thc same way and|
Mr. and Mrs. Carroll have one British cause have extended their
almost never eat left-cvers. thanks1
paintings cf “V” on German and
to the capable managing of Mrs. Fi- son. Dennis Carroll of Rockland, Italian buildings to the provinces
one daughter, Mrs. Harry Beane
of this town, a granddaughter, of Mexico.
• • • •
Miss Pauline Carroll of Rockland,
This business of oil burning is
and a grandson, Elden Ecane cf
one
that must be watched with care;
Warren.
Three Shows Daily. 2-7-9
and this fact is net taken too seri
Saturday Evg. 6.15. Sun. Mat. 3
ously by either tiie house owners or
field.
the service companies who supply
She said people cat with tlicir
LAST TIME TODAY
the furnace equipment. When both
eyes, so the meals are made very
SERIAL
lieads arc willing and desirous of
Added Attraction
“Sullivan’s Travels”
attractive, and each girl receives
ixrfect service tiie comfort will be
“SAFEOUABDING
2500 calories, daily.
more absolute for all concerned.
MILITARY SECRETS"
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
Tliere are 60 employes at the Col
NOW PLAYING
lege and they are treated just as
SAT. CASH NITE. $118
March 16 is the date for thc open
JOHN
• ANN TO00
“SNUFFY SMITH
(
Someone
is
going
to
be
lucky)
the faculty and students.
OOUGIAS C»on * JANf SCYMOU!
ing of the Garden Show in Boston
YARD BIRD"
ANN! RfV(R( . FR'tCA INISCORT
The students enjoy many pleas and they say it will be the best
w th z
HOPALONG CASSIDY In
Bud Duncan, Edgar Kennedy
ant social events each year besides ever
“Outlaws of the Desert” their splendid training.
Also
Pius CARTOON
“No Hands On the Clock"
Plus
Principal Philip H. Kimball cf What stronger noose can there bo
with
“West Point On Hudson'’
Washington
State Ncrmal School. than the written word which holds
Chester Morris, Jean Parker
“Blondie Goes To College” Machias, spoke
LATEST PARAMOUNT NEWS
on “The Teachers’ cne captive to an idea forever after.
SUNDAY-MONDAY
(After your favorite comic 6trip>
i Training Colleges of Maine,” and Read good literature and grow in
“Yank On 8urma Road”
TODAY
Chapter 13 “JUNGLE GIRL”
: showed very interesting pictures of grace. Read poor literature and
with
FRANK MORGAN in
Laraine Day, Barrie Wilson
} the different schools and their sur- slump in character and ambition
SPECIAT SAT. MATINEE
1 roundings. He showed many pic- Take your stand on the mountain
EVERY FRIDAY EVENING
To Start at 1.00 P. M.
“The Vanishing Virginian”
i tures of his cwn school, the work peaks and stand firm in united co
One Full Hour of Shorts
COUNTRY STORE
done and tbe social activities. operation with your neighbors and
Plus Regular Show
Grand Prize of a
Hollis Ingalls was hLs assistant with keep your mind alert with the best
Small
Radio.
March
6
Coming: ‘‘Renieiubrr the Day’
in literature and Ufe will preve its
the camera. H D W
WM X
BOCK1ANTI
Get Your Gifts Here
real worth.

john

1.35

30c
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cently in an old scrapbook.

“Pin your faith on the motherland
for she has pinned her faith on you."
Margaret Elwell
Spruce Head, Feb. 24
Miss Relief Nichols ls at her home
in North Brooksville for the school
vacation.

Members of thc Junior Rubin
stein Club will be In charge of the
program of thc Rubinstein Club to
morrow afternoon at the Universaist vestry, with Mis.s Nathalie Sncw
acting as counselor.
Mrs. Arnold Rogers is spending
the school vacation period in Port
land with her husband, who Ls em
ployed in thc Todd-Bath Iren Works
in South Portland.

Miss Charlctte Buffum went to
day to Portland to be week-end
guest cf her cousin Miss Alberta
Robinson
Learn to fly

Charles Treat. 56
150-tf

(Wbot Ave.. Tel. 1203

Visitor* ln
an get copies
lette at the
tgency. 603
Vest—ad*

Washington. D. C.
of The Courier-GaMetropolitan New*
15th street. North
66«tf

HERE'S WCK

Try^aw*«M Va-tro-nol. It (1) shrink*
en membranes, (2) tooflis farita(3) relieves transient nasal coo*
n... And brings greatathing comfort.
I like ill Follow
directions in folder.

Every-Other-Oay
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IT’S EASY THIS WAY

Mrs. L. W Osier and child^l
Alice
and David are v.-.itiri"3.
Linwood Timberlake m P.,rtijr„.
Mrs. Nancy Genthner
,'j'i
^ou him Hat
By Margaret Chase Smith
past week with her daughter, y/, I
\iith the
Harlow Genthner in West v,
Washington, Peb. 25—Many Con- J They will be rationed tires, of
boro.
OLD
gressmen who favored repeal of the course, to see that the preference is
HHi
Mrs. Ellie Carter and son
provisions of the recently enacted not abused. There probably will be
Thomaston visited Wednesday
HH
law provid ng annuities for elective, no restrictions on used tires,
Verg Prior’s.
officials still believe the principal j
• • • •
Mrs. Lizzie Maloney has return^ I
of the legislation is proper. However, | The Government realizes the neto
her home in Cushing, ailfr
given in connection with the meet-1 to give $3 toward the Community
in view of the public reaction cessity of getting workers to defense
Agriculture
visit
with her daughter. \irfAYROLL
SAVINGS
PLAN*
ing called Products Rich in Vitamin Room which will contain such tilings
aga nst the Act. much of it due to, plants. Defense housing is desig^4The Knox-Lincoln pens at the egg
ford
Shuman.
B. A similar training class will be j as crutches, wheel chair, first aid
misunderstanding. Members in the nated to help keep workers near
FOR DIFFUSE BONDS ANO STAMPS
laying contest are still doing very held in North Edgecomb. March 2,1 equipment and similar articles. The
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph G. nihnerl
(IF YOuRt NCT IN IT ASK YOvR BOSSZJ.= House and Senate voted for repeal.; their work but it is not a complete
well.
In the Rhode Lsland Red
and
son called Sunday at Vernard
fcr all foods leaders in Lincoln' girls worked cn their sewing projects
Representative Ram.'-peck. Chair- answer to the problems. Many will
class Edgar Smith of North EdgeCarter's.
Round Pond.
Feb. 21 with their leader Mrs. Ann
man of tlie Civil Service Committee have to commute to work from concomb, has a pen which Ls in third County.
Mrs.
Freda
Collamore b.s
in the House, a leader for many, siderable distances where there is
Taioring Tricks Ls a meeting which McInnis helping them.
place w ith 324 eggs and 331.7 pcints.
turned
lrom
a
vLsit with In r i.
The Jolly Hustlers, Burkettville.'
year in Civil Service legislation,! no common carrier available. Tlie
In the barred rock class Faster Ls being held in several Farm Bu reorganized Feb. 20 with Margaret, hi Friendship.
sponsored this Bill in the House. I Government is trying to allocate
Jameson, Waldoboro, has a pen in reau groups. Its purpose is to teach
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Benner and I
After the expression of public ol>- available tires as equitably as postailoring nressine and buttonholesi Linscott as the new leader. Officers
second place with 304 eggs scoring
0
elected
were:
President,
Bernice
Mr.
and Mrs. Herbert Benner of
position, Mr. Ramspeck made a sible in the interests of the war pro
®r $«•»»
327.25 points. Poster Jameson also which is so important in coat mak Grinnell, vice president, Grace Friendship were guests oi \j:<
statement that he would net in gram but there will be real hardhas the high Maine bird; to date ing. Meetings scheduled for this Grinnell; secretary, Janet Winches- Clara Carter on long Island
any way try to influence Members ship among those who are not eligithis pullet has 113 eggs scoring 211.5 week are as follow’s and will be con ter. Meetings will be held every
Ralph Genthner. Jr. pax <1 n,e|
n gainst repeal but instead urge ble and it will take some time to
Startling Figures
A Scared Pupil
points to her credit. This also makes ducted by: Rockport. February 26,
week-end
with his grandmother
other week.
hearings and a vote because the adjust the rationing equitably. The
her high barred rock pullets in the Mrs. Bessie Haraden and Mrs. Bern
Tlie Little Yankees of Pemaquid Dutch Neck,
popular reaction was causing dis- Government is trying to formulate
ard Butler; Rockland, today, Mrs.
contest.
held
their first meeting for some
unity in the country at a time a pol cy as to what Ls essential :o Thousand Autos Demolished “Pardner” Tells An Incident
Merchand Shuman
Crop meetings will be held next Vesta Dean; Ncbleboro, Feb. 26, time Feb. 21. at the home of their
when unity is essential above and the health and welfare of communi—
pommunity
was saddenp() ,
Each Week, According To
Of His Schooldays In
week with Oscar Wyman, crops spe Mrs. Florence Peck; Tenant’s Har leader, Mrs. Bessie Hall. They ma e tbp death of Merchand Shuman 83
beyond anything else.
i ties In addition to war work. This
“The Travelers’’
Thomaston
cialist, as speaker. Thursday. March bor, Feb. 27, Mrs. Pearle Hall and Mil
thoir nr/vrram rtf wnrk for thP
...
. _ ,
.
I have been an advocate of old includes doctors, fire apparatus,
Mrs. Myrtie Taylor; Boothbay, cut their program of work for the which occurred Fe.i. 20 at th. Men-..
5,
at
1.30
p.
m.
a
meeting
will
be
age pensions fcr many years. I favor nurses, fuel deliveries, and the like
year.
"The Wreckord", just issued by Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
___
_______
___ Florence
________________
A11 the Brlsto1’ ®°uth Brist?1’l orial Hospital in Damariscotta altfr
March
4. Mrs.
Prentice,
• • • •
held at the North Whitefield Grange county
clothing
leader
of
Bristol;
P
pma<
l
uid and New Harbor dubs an ^npss ojmonths
contr.butory retirement and old age:
The Travelers Insurance Company,
Do you know that sometimes it is hall, and Friday afternoon the
Albert McLoon, lobsterman of
Montsweag,
March
5.
Mrs.
Elizabeth
^
ave
^
pen
unab
'
p
to
hold
meet
ngsj
his
W
jfe,
Albina
<O. i-ri
insurance for those who can afford
presents a comprehensive analysis very difficult for me to keep mv meeting will be at tlie community
it I agree with Congressman Ram Rockland, says that they're at it
Hathorn and Mrs. Ora Parks; Bris- since Christmas because ol tlie epi- Sblunan bp jeaves eight children
facts about accidents in tongue between my teeth when I s®e rooms. Tenant’s Harbor.
•
lairpn aga.n. in deceiving the public about OI
tel, March 5. Mrs. Mattie Tibbetts, demlcs of measles, mumps and Mrs Eya Hanspn Mrs Nora Co{ '
thTt win cause disunity;, thus I lobstCTS bV substituting inferior which 40000 persons were killed items in your paper. They bring
Paul Hilton, Aina, has bought a
Mrs.
Thelma Carter, Mrs. Lola chicken pox. During March the Mrs jjejen payson yjrs f..irri|
and
almost
a
million
and
a
half
i incidents to my mind that I am new tractor to handle his farming
have favored repeal of this measure. meat. He enclosed a quotation from were injured in 1041. Both totals
Brackett
and Mrs. Wintie Russell, clubs should be going in full swing danCy ^rs. Irene Hansen ol Camafraid will be forgotten if they are operations
a Biloxi. Mississippi, company quot
• • • •
1 ren/Louisa Watler of Waldo
Gcod Nutrition, the meeting at i a°ain
ing lobster meat and whole steami cl are the highest in the history of the not repeated. Perhaps tlie High | Many feed dealers are planning tc
I Thomas Bragg reorganized the Clifford Shuman of Medornakcooro,
Rationing of sugar will soon be lobsters a(. a very lew price. No real automobile.
ana
School Alumni banquets is the place handle some of the government which the first two lessons of the
added to rationing of rubber, tires. two.pluwpd lobsfpr>s of thp genus| Theie were more than a million and time when such things should j wheat lf thprp Ls a dPinand for it. special six-lesson course is being Orff's Corner Bean Club at the Hoyt Shuman of Camden; 4
eveind remaining automobiles Fr0"', homarus are caught south of New j accldents ‘hiring the year involving be mentioned, but when I went to Farmers interested who cannot given was presented at Sheepscot. Cfcinmunlty Building kFriday ”
7 1 b^er in Vermont, and ix drawl. „„
*
£
, ning, Feb. 20. with 10 boys present. ... .
the wav people have been stamped- Jprspy SQ u,psp B ,oxi ]ob>tPrs
t ■ injury or death and several million the Academy building to the Inter- handle a car load should contact _
Feb. 20 with 19 present and at _ ■ ,.1, h.L n/VAlltt Akttlrt G • innt'AN
_ children.
Tlie club agent. Anna Simpson, enin2 to buy tea and otlier things of certainJy
SoulhPrn crawfish others involving property damage mediate school, we went upsta rs.. thpir local dealer
Funeral services were held ?
Whitefield. Feb. 24. Tlie home demwhich a shortage is ant eipa . we somptbnps ca||Pd
or Sj,jney only. Probably 1.000 automobiles a the High School being on the floor j
bo's ,o lak< tllp ua.den
from hLs residence. The manv
of Appleton will meet onstration agent will also be in East <cina?ed
mav have to ration many things lobstprs
tributes showed the es,ee,n
week were demolished beyond re below. We boys knew that the gar- Wednesdav night> March 4. at the Union. Feb. 27 for this subject. pr°Ject
jeet
as
chick
raising,
pig
or
dairy.
.
.
.
,
„
which is too bad because rationing^, ThkS substitutp fituff ig fiQ
pair.
J
o 1 =
i in which he was held.
Rev
O .ar
ret was a large hall and in our community dining room. Count' Other dates will follow soon.
Film
strips
on
"Good
Pullets"
and
'
a very complicated and buidensome
•‘The nation, if it is to succeed ceiling was a ventilator that con- , Agpnt Wentworth wiU show cclore<3
Barnard of the Waldoboro Metho
‘
•*
1
.
. .
_ .
ferior to real lobster that people
4-H Notes
"Breeds and Variety of Poultry" dist/Church officiated. The bodv
thing and favoritism is too apt tc
”
,
.
.. .
who
eat it are discouraged from ever in its victory program, simply can nected. Then in later years when B,idps Thprp wil, bp a disru5sion 6r
were also shown by the club agent : was placed I11 the tomb until Sprii:^
preen in It is hoped that the people
Two
new
members
joined
the
CheP
.
,,
fnrz-o ihe eatingB lobster again. He Says that not afford a continuation of this I attended High School we met m dairying and poultry.
Leaders and assistants should when it will be interred in the
of this country will not force tne
wonki
boys
’
4-H
Club
in
Wiscasset
oi mis couui v
_vpr„. the Pure Food and Drug Admin; waste of life, of man-hours, of hos- the second story and the Inter- | Frank Harding. County Forestry
Government into rationing every- stra tion here has ruled that
' African 1 hi tai space, of1 machinery and of , mediate was below stairs the ven-j ,eadpr Abja
plan
to attend the annual leaders’! family lot at Medomak cemetery
recently
organized
by
Percy
Hodg

that |he
Conference
at tlie Nobleboro Grange
don.
These
boys,
George
and
Aub

thing.
| morale." the foreward states. “The , tllator was sfll here. And thereov . and
e
out a fpw
, ,.
u
vi»«i
Rubber
is so absolutely
vital izi
to the
'ne lobster tails and Southern crawfish , record of death and injury Ls one hangs (he tale.
rey Carrutli, both enrolled in the Hall Man li 14. A varied and timely Iuibe. She was a caller Tuesdai at
.
f .1 „
H,ni it miict he must be labeled ’’Rock Lcbters” and
gnrCWing Vfry we,L He feeb | garden project, bringing the total program i.s being planned. Dinner the home of Bessie Wallace.
londuet of the wai that it m
..................
...
that should leave every American 1 One morning after the devotions,
aved ior defense and for essential, ^tes if the law requires hotels am with a sense ol shame and should everything was as quiet as it should ,.,haVC Wa'st< Ianc \ enrollment of the club up to eight at noon will be provided free by tlie
Miss Ada Smalley, daughter of
civilian activities. The decision on, restaurants to so label them.
one of us to resolve be in a well conducted school ses-Production, projects. At the 'Knox-Lincoln Farm Bureau and Mr. and Mrs. Wilson Smalley was
move
every
Drug Admini.strii,
...
,
,,
as there will be a demand for lum Meeting Feb. 18 the boys studied served by the Nobleboro group.
what Ls essential is d fftcult. The t. The Food and
first prize winner in the Womans
t
..
. „
that it shall never happen again." sion cf young ladies and gentlemen. '
.......
tion
says
that
since
1906
thev
have
.
,,
,
,
,
..
ber
m the future.
Government has set up certain 1.
Fire Prevention."
Club essay contest, her subject be
iJ 1 11.
« 1.
.
Some of the increase in deaths , when suddenly down through the :1 Miss Charlotte Cleaves, Stat
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’ at the meeting
and older drivers with less than a
the holiday’ week-end with her
be in charge of f lope Grange meeting Saturday, I daU
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ghtfer. Mrs. Richard Learson in
County constituent who works in shipped. Also, the Administration analysis shows. Accidents also* in his tones by this time becoming ccat school which the home dem Feb. 21. The Hill Tcp Juniors are
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tlie Bath Iron Works. He says that has detained importations when re- I creased somew’hat out of proportion very distressing. "Please let __
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sponsible for almost 42 percent of back of Capt. Murphy s. I don't meeting in North Edgecomb, Wed- Feb. 18 at their leader’s home. Har a ■■ anrafSHBs ■■ a
sonnel. saying he is a bona fide em
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Two out of every three persons
tlie tires.
duct in their own group. Home the Best Maids of Whitefield vote1
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Thomaston, Feb. 25.
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Tliis seemed such a good case *or While here Mr. Williams was enter
management leaders who attended
a test, I took it up with Government tained by Mr. and Mrs. Judson some reckless or illegal action on
were: Mrs. Florence McLain, BrlsCALLING SATAN
the part of a driver.
officials. Present plans are that re Young.
Hitler called the Devil up on the tele- tCl; Mrs. Harriet Jackson, North
More than 99 percent of all
phone on day.
Ed°eccmbtreaded tires will be available to de
The Bridge Club met recently vehicles involved in fatal and non- The girl at Central listened to all they E'U!S,-cvniu, Mrs. Ruth Erskine,
fense workers in tiie near future. with Jane Ames.
had to say ,
Ncbleboro; Mrs. Susie Lewis, Bcothfatal accidents were in apparently "Hell," she heard Hitler say. "is Old ba.v, Mrs. Helen KeLsey, South
Man Satan home?
Mrs. "Dot” Teel has been called to good mechanical condition at the
J"St waktshlhlml’ontthe<,'phoner”Wh° Bristo1: Mrs- Mai«dp Munsey, DamRockland by the illness of her sister time of the crash.
said. "Howdy." and Hitler. ariscotta:
MrsDorothy Brown.
Mrs. Lydia McNeil.
More than 82 percent of all fatal The Devil
•How
arc
you?
Edgecomb;
Mi's.
Hazel Ludwig,
Mrs. Dorian Ames is visiting her accidents occurred on dry roads I'm running a hell here on earth, so
____
. «_
,
tell me what to do/’
Oi ff s Corner; and Mrs. Ethclyn
and 87 percent happened in clear "What can I do?" the Devil said, "dear Shea, Montswea".
old pal of mine?
weather.
It feenis ycu don't need, any help—
Fcods leaders in Knox County
you're doing mighty tine."
A feature of this years booklet
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is a quiz entitled "Off to Work Ycu “Yes. I was doing very good until a Camc’en today at which the home
while ago.
Go.” It proves the folly of dawd When a man named Uncle Sain wired demonstration agent will give in
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go .*■ low.
ling at home and then hurrying He .-.aid toto me
‘Dear Hitler, we don't structions for two of the lessons to
want to be unkind.
on the highway to make up for lost
have raised hell enough, so be given in the special six lesson
time and shows the “quizee" the But you
you better change your mind.’
nutrition course. These will be given
exact hour he should get up in the "I thought the lease lend bill was to each local group by their own
bluff, and could never get lt
morning in order to get to work
through.
foods leader. These lessons will be
safely and on time.
But he soon put me on the spot when
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The Snow Emplo
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Tlie employes of Snow .'
I„c. voted Thursday afte
accept the American Fed
Labor as their bargainn
in dealings with their P
The vote showed 252 ba
fcr the union and 83 for
pany.
Sixty-six yard
were refused permissioi'
a? they were cffice work '
01 leading men in thp van
who are excluded unde
Labor Relations Board
The election was cent
the old store building a
of pacific street from 12
til 3 p. m. Both the iiiiki
company had representai)
(nt and the actual ball
in charge of a represe
• he National Labor
Board.
General Manager Fre
combe spoke to the m>
west, gate at 4.45 and
the results of the elec
talk to them was short .
point, stating that the i
won the election and
'union men and non-unit
drop any differences t
have been and come ini(
Friday morning and gq
the samp as usual.
fn closing, he said tlu
tion wTas in a position wl
one had to pull toget h<
their part, and the pai
yard workers was to turn
a.s fast as possible by To
gether in harmony.
Later in the day A F
Boston, an organizer

Liked That Si

And Fish and Gam(
Arrangements For
Meeting
Jerry Wade, fish hatcl
intendent of the Inland
Game Department told tl
bers of the Knox Count
Game Association at a ba
Wednesday at Warren M
that the Georges Riv<
stocked with sea salmon
after last Summer’s sur
stream. He said this
favroably as to tempera
water feed, and spawnn

nnouncing
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*ere«t
newlJ
•ndr®decorat^rn;‘hed
«'OUS lobby
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golden'

•unikina and tropical braaza* of
Miami. Hara i» all tha baauty and
•plandor of andlau parfact day*
and night* whara claar coolna** is
anchantad by tha moonlight and
tha *tar*. Hara it avarything your
heart ha* dreamed—for a perfect
vacation.

El Comodoro Hotel offer* al
tha facifitia*, al tha restful charm
and parfact comfort to suit the
mo*t exacting tarta. Located in
tha heart of downtown Miami—
"iu«t a whi»per" from al activities.
Thera ara 250 artistically furnished
room* with tub and shower from
$2.50 tingle and from $4-00
double. Steam heat. The modem
air cooled Coffee Shop is famous
for fi na food—at moderate prices.
Tha cocktail Lounge is deservedly
popular.

do«b/e.
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he showed me what he'd do.
Now that's why X called you. Satan—
I need advice from you.
For I know that you will tell me fast
what I ought ta do."
"My dear Hitler, there Is not much
left to tell.
For Uncle Sam will make lt hotter
than I can here in Hell.
I have been a mean old Devil, but not
half as mean as you.
So the minute that you get here the
Job is yours to do.
"I'll be ready for your coming and
I'll keep the fires all bright.
And I'll have your room all ready
when Sam Iteglns to fight;
For I see your days are numbered and
there's nothing left to tell.
So hang up your 'phone, get your hat.
and meet me lu Hell!”
—Clipped from Hartwell Sun

mother Mrs. Annette Keighley cf
1 Middle Haddam, Conn.
I The Home Nursing Class will
start this week under the leadership
of Miss Martha Newman R. N. The
class has been delayed on account of
inability to obtain books.
Dorian Ames made a tri^ to
Rockland over the week-end with
Fred Tripp of Criehaven.
Arthur Philbrook who has been ill
for several weeks, is gaining.
One case of German measles has
been rejiorted.
Mr. and Mrs. Emery Philbrook
Courier-Gazette Want Ads WorX
were recent callers in Rockland. Wenders I

Tr
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...ON WAR TIMS TRIPSI

BOSTON

Here is a hotel for permanent and transient guests away from the
bustle of the commercial hotel, in a quiet, restful atmosphere you'll
enjoy. Only 6 minutes to downtown Boston by rapid transit. Family
suites available. Garage facilities connected. No liquot sold.

al

131 a a Fix*! StTMt
MIAMI. FLORIDA

Room and bath from $3 — double irom $5 — suites from $6

466 Commonwealth Avenue, at Charlesgate West
Kenmore Square
Henry A. Burnham, Mgr.

war

materials — travel

ky

Super-Coach instead of your car to
conserve vital gasoline, oil*, metals

•

the Classified Section for the name,
address and telephone number of

All business telephone suhserihers

firms who can supply you. Form the

will be listed in this section under
headings descriptive of their busi

habit of using the Classified Pages.
Th ey’re quick and convenient.

ness, profession, trade or service.

Travel In mid-week when possible
—leaving extra week-end teat-space
for soldier* and war workers.
Buy
Defense Bonds with the

invaluable to all telephone sub
scribers as a Buyers’ Guide. What

money you save by Greyhound:

One Way Rd.-Trip

........ . ....... . .......... $3.40 $0.15

look under the proper heading in

the first time, a Classilied Section.

IMPORTANT—The Classified Sec
tion of the Telephone Directory is

—end those precious tire* I

Boston

—in.
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travel agent.
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Plan your Vacation now!
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TELEPHONE DIRECTORY

I

Save

I:

CLASSIFIED SECTION

ever you may need in the way of
merchandise, materials, or services,

TO BUSINESS SUBSCRIBERS—
Business subseribers get one free

listing in the Classified Pages with
each initial listing in the alphabeti
cal section. Additional representa
tion under many classifications may

be had at moderate cost.

New York ............................ 6.40 11J5
Miami Fla. . .................. .....22.05 39.70
St. Petersburg, Fla...........21.00 37.00
Washington, D. C............. 9.40 16.95
West Palm Beach, Fla. . 21.30 38.35

Call the Telephone Businest Office

Plus Federal Tax ot 5%

NEW ENGLAND TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY

SHELDON'S DRUG STORE
Telephone 646-W
414 Main St.,
Rockland, Me.
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